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1
Introduction

Colloids are particles with a size in the nano- to micrometer range that are dis-
persed in a solvent, and that due to collisions from the solvent molecules, un-
dergo Brownian motion [1]. As colloids are much larger than molecules and
much smaller than macroscopic objects, they possess peculiar thermodynamic,
rheological, and optical properties. Examples of colloids can be found in almost
every aspect of life. In biology, red blood cells, bacteria, and viruses, are all in
the colloidal regime. Colloids are used in paint, food (e.g., mayonnaise, butter,
and milk), and make-up products as stabilizers that keep the structure of the
product unchanged. Magnetic colloids can be found in state-of-the-art bridges
where they act as cable dampers [2]. The most familiar of the optical properties
is the scattering of light. Colloids arranged on a regular crystal lattice act as a
three-dimensional diffraction grating that splits white light into its components.
In nature, beautiful examples of this are the colors of peacock feathers, butterfly
wings, and gem opals. Optical properties of colloids also have industrial appli-
cations as photonic crystals, which can be build from colloids by utilizing their
ability to self-organize.

The tunability of the interactions, size, shape, and composition have made
colloids an important model system for atoms and molecules as they, like atoms
and molecules, have a well-defined thermodynamic temperature and manifest
many of the same phenomena, but are easier to study due to their greater size
and longer timescales. For example, laser confocal microscopy enables real-time
and real-space studies of colloids in three dimensions on a single particle level.
This makes it possible to perform detailed studies of, e.g., crystal nucleation and
growth [3], glass transition [4], and solid-solid transitions [5]. The tunability of
the interactions can be achieved in many ways. For example, in charged col-
loidal suspensions, the colloid pair potential can be tuned from a soft long-range
repulsive to essentially hard-sphere like [3, 4, 6–10] by adding salt. In a binary
mixture of two species of colloids, added salt can even reverse the charge on one
of the species, resulting in oppositely charged colloids [11]. On the other hand,
in uncharged colloidal suspensions, addition of polymer gives rise to a short-
range depletion attraction [12]. Also non-spherically symmetric interactions can
be realized. A dipole-dipole interaction between colloids can be achieved either
by using specially prepared ferromagnetic particles [13, 14], or by exposing the
colloids to an external electric [3] or magnetic field [15]. Employing two such
external fields gives rise to even more complex interactions [16].

Colloids with a well-characterized size, shape, and interactions, are a perfect
subject for computer simulations. Computer simulations, which are typically
quicker, easier, and cheaper to perform than experiments, have become indis-
pensable for predicting the behavior of colloids and explaining the experimental
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the prim-
itive model that includes colloids
with diameter σ and charge −Ze,
and co- and counterions with di-
ameter σI and charges −e and +e,
respectively, in a solvent character-
ized by the dielectric constant εs.

results. Some examples of this can be found in the research described in this
thesis.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1.1, we give an
introduction to charged colloids, present the theoretical models that are used to
describe them, and discuss the anomalous behavior where like-charged colloids
attract each other. In Section 1.2, we present examples of external fields that can
be used to manipulate colloids. In Section 1.3, we give a brief introduction to
computer simulations and especially to the Monte Carlo method. We finish in
Section 1.4, where the layout of the rest of the thesis is given.

1.1 Spherical Charged Colloids

In most cases when a colloid is dispersed in a solvent, the surface of the colloid
acquires a net charge due to dissociation of chemical groups at the surface. For
simplicity, we assume that the surface charge is homogeneous, although in re-
ality the charge is most likely concentrated on charge centers. The ions that are
released from the surface are called counterions as they carry a charge that is op-
posite to the colloid charge. In addition to the counterions, most solvents also
contain a certain concentration of dissociated coions and counterions. For exam-
ple, water in room temperature contains 10−7M of H+ and OH− ions. The total
excess amount of co- and counterions is called “added salt” or just simply “salt”.
The salt concentration can be lowered by deionizing the solvent and increased
by adding a salt solution. Because the counterions undergo thermal motion but
are still attracted to the colloids electrostatically, they build up a layer of opposite
charge around each colloid. Thus, we obtain what is called an electric double layer
where the first layer is the colloid surface charge and the second is the cloud of
counterions surrounding the colloid surface.

This section is divided into four subsections. In Section 1.1.1, we present the
so-called primitive model, where the co- and counterions are taken into account
explicitly. In Section 1.1.2, we discuss the DLVO theory that is standardly used to
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describe charged colloids and where the co- and counterions are integrated out.
Section 1.1.3 deals with the possibility to have attraction between like-charged
colloids - a topic that has caught a lot of attention during the recent years. In
Section 1.1.4, we introduce the restricted primitive model (RPM) that is used to
model strongly coupled electrolytes, and its colloidal analog where the particles
interact via screened Coulomb potentials.

1.1.1 Primitive Model
A detailed theoretical description of charged colloidal suspensions is given by the
so-called primitive model, which is illustrated in Fig. 1.1. In this model, the colloids
are charged spheres with diameter σ and charge−Ze, the co- and counterions are
charged spheres with diameter σI and charges−e and e, respectively. The solvent
is treated as a uniform continuum with dielectric constant εs and temperature T.
The interactions between all the species are taken into account via the Coulomb
potential given by

u(r)
kBT

=





ZiZjλB

r
for r ≥ σij

∞ for r < σij.
(1.1)

where λB = e2/εskBT is the Bjerrum length, Zi and Zj are the charge numbers
(−Z or ±1) of particles i and j, and σij is the hard-core distance between them:
For colloid-colloid interaction σij = σ, for colloid-microion interaction σij = (σ +
σI)/2, and for microion-microion interaction σij = σI .

Although the primitive model is typically considered to capture most of the
features of real charged colloidal suspensions, it is clearly a simplification. For
example, systems that include hydrodynamic effects can not be studied with the
primitive model due to the simple treatment of the solvent. The main problem in
using the primitive model is the difficulty of obtaining accurate predictions. In
computer simulations of charged colloids, for example, simulations at the prim-
itive model level typically become too demanding at Z > 100 due to the great
number of counterions that have to be included to neutralize the colloid charge∗.
Therefore, much of our understanding of charged colloids have come from study-
ing simpler models where the co- and counterions are coarse-grained out. The
most famous of these models is the DLVO theory, which is described in the fol-
lowing section.

1.1.2 The DLVO Theory
As mentioned above, the presence of counterions builds up an electric double
layer around each colloid. The most important feature of the double layer is that
it provides a repulsive interaction between two charged colloids. Without such
repulsive interaction, colloids would aggregate due to London-van der Waals at-
tractions. This charge stabilization mechanism was first introduced in the 1940s
by Derjaguin and Landau [17], and independently by Verwey and Overbeek [18].

∗A simulation with N = 100 colloids with charge Z = 100 requires 10 000 counterions.
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The DLVO theory, which bears the names of its inventors, assumes a single spher-
ical colloid with charge −Ze and diameter σ suspended in a continuum solvent
with dielectric constant εs and temperature T. The solvent contains point-like
(σI = 0) co- and counterions, whose density far from the colloid is 2ρs. In the
DLVO theory, the co- and counterion densities are given by the Boltzmann distri-
bution and written as

ρ−(r) = ρs exp[Φ(r)] (coion), (1.2)
ρ+(r) = ρs exp[−Φ(r)] (counterion),

where Φ(r) = eφ(r)/kBT is the dimensionless electric potential at distance r from
the colloid center. Next, the Boltzmann distributions (1.2) are combined with the
Poisson equation to give the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation

∇2Φ(r) = −κ2 sinh[−Φ(r)], (1.3)

which is subject to boundary conditions

Φ(r) = 0 for r → ∞ (1.4)

n · ∇Φ(r) =
4λBZ

σ2 for r = σ/2,

where κ =
√

8πλBρs is the inverse Debye screening length and n is a unit vector
normal to the particle surface. For spherical particles, the PB equation (1.3) has to
be linearized in order to solve it analytically. The result of the linearization is

∇2Φ(r) = κ2Φ(r). (1.5)

The solution of the linearized PB equation (1.5) with the boundary conditions
(1.4) reads

Φ(r) = −ZλB

σ

exp(κσ/2)
1 + κσ/2

exp(−κr)
r/σ

. (1.6)

One readily checks from Eq. (1.6) that the linearization is acceptable provided
that
max |Φ(r)| = |Φ(σ/2)| ¿ 1 or if the constant proportional to κσ is ignored,
Φ(σ/2) ∝ ZλB/σ ¿ 1. That is, the linearization is permissible for low Z and/or
for low λB/σ. Eq. (1.6) shows that the electric potential surrounding a colloid is
given by a Coulomb potential which is screened by a factor exp(−κr). In Fig. 1.2,
we plot an example of the co- and counterion densities, ρ−(r) and ρ+(r), using
Eqs. (1.2) and (1.6) for a system with Z = 100, λB = 0.005σ, and κσ = 2 and
4. As Fig. 1.2 shows, the counterion density in the double layer is highest close
to the colloid and it decays towards the bulk value ρs at large r. Figure 1.2 also
shows the thickness of the double layer: The double layer is thin for high inverse
screening length (κσ = 4) corresponding to high salt concentration, and thick for
low inverse screening length (κσ = 2) corresponding to low salt concentration.

The pair potential between two charged colloids can be derived from the elec-
tric potential in Eq. (1.6) by assuming that the two double layers do not disturb
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Figure 1.2: Co- and counterion den-
sities, ρ−(r) and ρ+(r) (in units of
the reservoir salt density ρs), as
a function of distance r from the
colloid center for a system with
Z = 100, λB = 0.005σ, and κσ = 2
and 4.

each other. The result is a screened Coulomb (or repulsive Yukawa) potential
given by

u(r)
kBT

=





Z2λB

(1 + κσ/2)2
exp[−κ(r− σ)]

r
for r ≥ σ

∞ for r < σ,
(1.7)

where we have included a hard-core repulsion that makes sure that the colloids
do not overlap, and neglected the London-van der Waals attractions. The London-
van der Waals attractions can be neglected if the refractive indices of the colloids
and the solvent are matched or if Z is so high that the colloid-colloid pair inter-
action is dominated by the repulsive term and therefore, the colloids never come
close enough to feel the attractive forces. In this thesis, we always assume that
at least one of the above conditions is fulfilled and neglect the London-van der
Waals forces. As can be seen from Eq. (1.7), the screening length κ determines
the range of the pair interaction analogously to the thickness of the double layer:
At high salt concentration, κ is large and the repulsion is short-ranged, while at
low salt concentration, κ is small and the repulsion is long-ranged. Therefore, the
interactions between charged colloids can be tuned by the amount of added salt.
Due to its simplicity and accuracy, the DLVO potential (1.7) has become the most-
used model for spherical charged colloids. It correctly predicts the experimental
phase diagram of charged colloids with stable fluid, body-centered-cubic (bcc),
and face-centered-cubic (fcc) phases [8, 9, 19–21].

The DLVO theory is routinely used outside its original range of applicability.
For example, in the case of highly charged colloids, where the linearization of
the PB equation can not be justified close to the colloid surface, it is customary to
use a renormalized charge Zeff < Z that takes into account the non-linear effects
arising close to the surface [22]. Another example is the use of the DLVO theory at
high colloid densities or low salt concentrations, where the nearby double layers
overlap and the assumption of pairwise additivity becomes suspect.
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1.1.3 Like-Charge Attraction

An important parameter characterizing a system of charged colloids is the microion-
microion electrostatic coupling at the length scale of the colloids (see e.g. Ref. [23]
for a similar definition),

Γ =
λB

σ
. (1.8)

Parameter Γ describes the importance of electrostatic correlations and we distin-
guish two extreme cases: (i) strong coupling where ΓÀ 1 and (ii) weak coupling
where Γ ¿ 1. Experimentally, the weak coupling region corresponds to µm size
particles in aqueous solvent with monovalent salt, while the strong coupling re-
gion corresponds to small colloids (e.g. charged micelles) with a diameter in the
nanometer range or larger colloids with multivalent salt. At weak coupling, the
linearization of the PB equation is justified and the system can be described us-
ing the DLVO theory. At strong coupling, however, the DLVO theory breaks
down and counterions condense on the colloid surface such that the double layer
thickness is in the order of the counterion diameter. In this limit, a short-range
attraction between like-charged colloids has been shown to exist experimentally
[24, 25], theoretically [26, 27], and by simulations [28–32]. This like-charge at-
traction originates from spatial correlations between counterions associated with
different colloids. At short colloid-colloid separations, the attractive electrostatic
correlation dominates over the repulsive double layer interaction. Like-charge
attraction has been shown to give rise to a gas-liquid phase coexistence [31], and
the location of the gas-liquid critical point is known fairly accurately for Z ≤ 10
from Monte Carlo simulations [33–36], while for 10 < Z ≤ 80 the location of the
critical point can be roughly estimated using a scaling formula [37]. It is very
important to bear in mind that like-charge attraction is well-established only in
the case of strong coupling. As we will see in the following, at weak coupling,
the possibility of like-charge attraction has been proposed, but there is still no
consensus whether it exists or not.

The debate over like-charge attraction at weak coupling was initiated by a va-
riety of unexplained phenomena that has been reported in experiments of charge-
stabilized colloidal suspensions with monovalent salt at room temperature. With-
out exception these phenomena were all observed at low salt concentrations,
and they include a broad gas-solid coexistence [38, 39], a gas-liquid condensa-
tion [40, 41], large stable ‘voids’ [42, 43], and anomalously long-lived dense clus-
ters [44]. A long-range attraction would account naturally for these phenomena,
but is inconsistent with the long-accepted repulsive DLVO potential. The dis-
agreement with the experiments and the DLVO theory gave rise to a number
of theoretical models that tried to explain the experimental observations. These
theories include: attractive pair interactions [45, 46], volume terms [47–49], and
many-body interactions [50]. While the attractive pair interactions suggested by
Sogami and Ise [45, 46] are not widely accepted by the colloid community [51],
volume theories and many-body interactions have been better received.

The idea behind many-body interactions is that the effective pair potential
description fails at low salt concentration where the nearby double layers overlap
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giving rise to three- and higher-body interactions. Russ et al. [50] studied the
two- and three-body interactions of charged colloids by expanding the effective
Hamiltonian HN of N colloidal particles into effective n-body interactions Ωn as

HN = NΩ1 +
N

∑
i<j

Ω2(i, j) +
N

∑
i<j<k

Ω3(i, j, k) +
N

∑
i<j<k<l

Ω4(i, j, k, l) + · · · . (1.9)

The authors calculated the one-body (Ω1), two-body (Ω2), and three-body (Ω3)
potentials by solving the non-linear PB equation numerically for fixed configu-
rations of one, two, and three colloids. They found that the two-body poten-
tial Ω2 is repulsive and in agreement with the DLVO theory, whereas the three-
body potential Ω3 is always attractive. An attractive three-body potential has
also been obtained from primitive model simulations [52, 53]. The first indi-
rect experimental observation of many-body interactions was done by Brunner et
al. [54, 55], who studied a highly charged colloidal suspension confined in two di-
mensions. The authors measured radial distribution functions at different colloid
densities and inverted them to obtain the corresponding effective pair potentials.
At short distances, the pair potentials were repulsive, as expected according to
the DLVO theory. At greater distances, however, a density-dependent “trunca-
tion” was observed: The pair potential was much less repulsive than expected on
the basis of the DLVO theory. The density dependence of the pair potential sig-
nals that the underlying Hamiltonian contains many-body terms. Since then, the
density-dependent truncation has been observed also in three-dimensional sus-
pensions [56–58] and can be understood in terms of a many-body shielding effect
[54, 55, 58]. The first direct experimental measurement of many-body interac-
tions was done by the same group using optical tweezers [59]. The authors found
an attractive three-body potential in agreement with the calculations of Russ et
al. [50]. The subsequent experiments and numerical calculations have established
the existence of many-body interactions [60, 61].

The first volume theory aimed at explaining the aforementioned unexplained
experiments was devised by van Roij and Hansen [62]. After the first volume
theory, many others followed. The essence of all volume theories is that the ef-
fective Hamiltonian of a system of charged colloids includes, in addition to the
normal two-body term, a density dependent volume term that is independent of
the colloid coordinates. The density dependence of the volume term traces back
to the linearization of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation, where the many-body in-
teractions are projected onto an effective one- and two-body Hamiltonian. Thus,
volume terms and many-body interactions are just the two sides of the same coin.
In general, volume theories predict gas-liquid and fluid-solid coexistence in the
parameter range of realistic charged colloidal suspensions and would therefore
seem to explain the experimental observations. However, there are several weak
points in volume theories. First, at the moment there is no consensus on which
theory is correct. Second, improving a theory can make the phase coexistence dis-
appear [63, 64]. Third, none of the theories have been confirmed using primitive
model computer simulations.
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1.1.4 The Restricted Primitive Model

An important special case of the primitive model is obtained when one consid-
ers solely the electrolyte part, i.e., co- and counterions without colloids. In this
case, the primitive model reduces to what is called “restrictive primitive model”
(RPM), because it is restricted in a sense that all particles have the same size and
the same magnitude of charge. The RPM is widely used to model electrolytes
and ionic liquids, and in the past the phase behavior of the RPM has been stud-
ied extensively. By now, it is known that the RPM exhibits a gas-liquid phase
separation and the location of the critical point is known to high accuracy [65].
Also the global phase diagram, consisting of fluid, CsCl (or bcc), tetragonal, and
fcc disordered phases [66–68], has been constructed. Related to the RPM is a sys-
tem of oppositely charged screened Coulomb particles. The interest in this system
has started only very recently, when it became possible to realize it experimen-
tally using oppositely charged colloids that form stable crystal structures instead
of aggregates [11, 69].

1.2 Colloids in External Fields

An intriguing feature of colloids is the possibility to use external fields to manip-
ulate their interactions, structure, and dynamics [70]. Examples of external fields
include confinement, gravity, temperature, shear flow, optical tweezers, and ex-
ternal electric or magnetic fields. A full description of all these external fields
would be outside the scope of this thesis, and therefore, in the following, we will
restrict our discussion to gravity, optical tweezers, and external electric or mag-
netic fields.

Gravity is the most common external field acting on colloids as it is present
even in the most meticulously density-matched samples and can only be truly
eliminated by performing the experiments in space [71]. Gravity makes non
density-matched colloids sediment giving rise to an equilibrium sedimentation
profile. If the density of colloids is low enough, the sedimentation profile is given
by the well-known barometric height-distribution

ρ(z) = ρ0 exp
(
− z

L

)
, (1.10)

where L = kBT/mg is the gravitational length in terms of the gravitational accel-
eration g and the buoyant mass of the colloids m, and ρ0 is the number density at
at the bottom (z = 0). In the case of hard-sphere colloids, sedimentation profiles
have been used to check the hard-sphere equation of state experimentally [72–
74]. In charged colloids at low salt concentration, gravity (or a centrifugal force)
has been recently shown to give rise to sedimentation profiles that are greatly in-
flated compared to the barometric profile (1.10) [75–77]. More precisely, colloids
are lifted against gravity such that their sedimentation profile is given by

ρ(z) = ρ0 exp
(
− z

(Z + 1)L

)
, (1.11)
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which is highly non-barometric for Z À 1. A simple mean-field theory has been
proposed to explain this phenomenon [78], offering the following qualitative pic-
ture. The colloids are pulled towards the bottom by gravity. Due to electrostatic
attractions, the colloids also pull counterions with them. However, this leads to
a highly nonhomogeneous density distribution of counterions, which is very un-
favorable to the entropy of the counterions. Therefore, a compromise is made:
the colloid sedimentation profile is inflated, which allows the counterions to be
distributed more homogeneously and at the same time guarantees low electro-
static energy. The inflated sedimentation profiles are due to an electric field,
which is caused by a macroscopic charge separation arising from the redistri-
bution of charge. Note that this phenomenon only occurs in deionized samples.
At high salt concentration, the coions accompany the counterions at all heights,
making the counterion distribution more homogeneous and thus suppressing the
entropic need for redistribution.

Optical tweezers are laser-optical traps where a highly focused laser beam can
catch and hold a colloidal particle. By scanning a line with an optical tweezer, it
is possible to confine two or more colloids on a line. This method has been used,
for example, to measure three-body interactions between charged colloids [59]
(see Section 1.1.3). Furthermore, by time sharing optical traps it is possible to
trap hundreds of colloids in an array [79]. Using a binary mixture of core-shell
colloidal particles, selective optical trapping can be used to create small two- or
three-dimensional clusters of colloids of one type, without affecting a concen-
trated dispersion of the other type [79]. As the geometry and size of the cluster
can be readily manipulated, it can be used as a nucleus in studies of crystal nucle-
ation [80]. Crystallization can also be induced by optical gradient forces, which
trap assemblies of colloids without manipulating them on a single particle level
[81]. This method is similar to the “dielectrophoretic bottle” where an electric
field gradient is used to increase the local concentration of colloids [82].

In an external electric or magnetic field, colloids whose dielectric constant or
magnetic susceptibility is different from that of the solvent, acquire a (electric
or magnetic) dipole moment parallel to the field. The colloid pair potential is
governed by the dipole-dipole interaction, whose strength can be tuned by the
magnitude of the field. Such suspensions are called electrorheological (ER) and
magnetorheological (MR) fluids and they are used in industrial applications as
dampers [2], hydraulic valves, clutches, brakes [83], and displays [84]. An impor-
tant feature of ER/MR fluids is their ability to crystalize above a certain critical
field strength [85]. The high-field crystal structure is body-centered-tetragonal
(bct) [86], but at lower field strengths, also other structures are possible [3]. The
tunability of the crystal structure via an external field makes ER/MR suspensions
appealing for photonic applications [3, 87, 88].

1.3 Computer Simulations

In this section, we describe computer simulations, which are used in this thesis as
a tool to study charged colloids. The origin of computer simulations dates back
to the 1950s, when the first computers were built during and after the Second
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World War. The early computer simulations were met with great skepticism and
regarded “useless” by many scientists who wanted to preserve the status quo of
theory and experiments with no computers in between that might mess things
up. Since then, however, computer simulations have proven immensely useful
in testing theoretical results, as they can be used to calculate numerically exact
results in systems that are too difficult to study theoretically without resorting to
approximations. A good example of such a system is the liquid phase. In order
to test liquid state theories, good experimental results are required. Before the
introduction of computer simulations, liquids were studied by large assemblies
of macroscopic spheres, e.g., ball bearings and rubber balls [89]. This method is
obviously very time consuming, the effect of gravity can not be ruled out, and
the choice in particle pair interaction is quite limited. Although the early me-
chanical simulations of liquids proved to be quite realistic, one certainly would
prefer to perform the simulation using a mathematical, rather than a physical,
model. Therefore, it is not surprising that the liquid equation of state was one
of the first problems tackled with computer simulations [90]. Computer simula-
tions are more than a mere extension of theory, they can also be used as a tool to
find new phenomena. A classical example of this is hard-sphere freezing. Before
the introduction of computer simulations, it was not known if particles without
attractive forces can form a solid phase. This issue was solved by Alder and Wain-
wright [91] and Wood and Jacobson [92], who showed that hard spheres undergo
a first-order freezing transition. In modern materials research, one of the com-
mon applications of simulations is to predict the properties of existing materials
but also materials which do not yet exist and have been designed by computer
simulations.

1.3.1 Monte Carlo Simulation Method
The early work of Metropolis et al. [90] on the liquid equation of state also gave
birth to what is now known as the Metropolis Monte Carlo method. The name
refers to the famous casino in Monaco and describes the repetitive use of random-
ness analogous to the activities conducted at a casino. The Monte Carlo method
had been proposed before by Mayer and Ulam to evaluate multidimensional in-
tegrals by sampling them using a random, rather than a regular, array of points.
An example of such an integral is the statistical mechanical average of quantity A
in a three-dimensional system with N particles and interaction potential U, given
by

〈A〉 =
∫

A(rN) exp[−U(rN)/kBT]drN
∫

exp[−U(rN)/kBT]drN . (1.12)

A simple Monte Carlo method of evaluating the integrals in Eq. (1.12) would
amount to placing N particles in a random configuration, evaluating U(rN) and
giving this configuration weight exp[−U(rN)/kBT], and repeating the procedure.
For any non-trivial system at high density, however, such method would be in-
efficient because of the high probability of choosing configurations that have
a very small weight exp[−U(rN)/kBT]. The ingenious idea of Metropolis et
al. was to pick the configurations with probability exp[−U(rN)/kBT] and weigh
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them evenly, instead of picking random configurations evenly and then weight-
ing them with exp[−U(rN)/kBT], as was done before. This can be achieved by
the following procedure. We start from any configuration of N particles and dis-
place a random particle i at ri by a random amount ∆r to a new position ri + ∆r.
We then calculate the change in energy, ∆U, due to the displacement. If ∆U < 0,
the energy is lowered and we accept the displacement. If ∆U > 0, we accept the
displacement with a probability exp(−∆U/kBT) by drawing a random number p
between 0 and 1 and comparing it with exp(−∆U/kBT): If p < exp(−∆U/kBT),
the displacement is accepted, otherwise, the displacement is rejected and the par-
ticle is returned to its original position. It can be shown that this procedure pro-
duces a Markov chain of configurations that are all picked according to the proba-
bility exp[−U(rN)/kBT]. The ensemble average of A can now be calculated from
the unweighted average

〈A〉 = ∑M
k=1 Ak

M
, (1.13)

where Ak is the value of A after the kth trial move and M is the total amount of
trial moves. In the rest of this thesis, “Monte Carlo” (or MC) always refers to the
Metropolis Monte Carlo.

Due to its simplicity and effectiveness, now, over fifty years later, the original
Metropolis displacement move is still by far the most used Monte Carlo move,
especially in molecular simulations. The displacement move is typically the one
which is used to perform simulations in the canonical ensemble where the num-
ber of particles, volume, and temperature are fixed. However, the Monte Carlo
method is by no means limited to the canonical ensemble [93]. By introducing
volume moves, it is possible to perform simulations in the constant pressure en-
semble. On the other hand, the grand canonical ensemble, where the chemical
potential is fixed, can be simulated by carrying out particle insertion and removal
moves. In many applications, Monte Carlo moves can be made more efficient by
using cluster move techniques [93].

1.4 Scope of This Thesis

The purpose of this thesis is to study the phase behavior of spherical charge-
stabilized colloids and the effect of external fields using computer simulations.
We use Monte Carlo simulations in all chapters, except in the last one where
Molecular Dynamics is used. This thesis can be divided into four parts.

Part I, consisting of Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5, deals with the phase diagram
of charged colloids. In Chapter 2, we study the phase diagram of charged col-
loids described by the DLVO potential (1.7). Although the phase diagram of
“point Yukawa” particles that interact via the DLVO potential (1.7) without a
hard-core is known from earlier studies [19], no systematic study on the effect
of the hard-core on the phase behavior has been performed. In order to study
this effect, we calculated four phase diagrams for hard-core Yukawa particles at
different colloid-colloid contact potentials and compared the results with the cor-
responding point Yukawa phase diagrams. In Chapters 3 and 4, we discuss two
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attempts of amending the DLVO description to include many-body interactions:
(i) density-dependent truncation and (ii) three-body interactions. While the exis-
tence of both phenomena have been confirmed experimentally and numerically,
much less is known about their influence on the phase behavior. Therefore, in
Chapter 3, we study the effect the density-dependent truncation of the phase di-
agram of charged colloids, and in Chapter 4, we do the same for the three-body
interactions. In Chapter 5, we use the primitive model to study the melting line
of charged colloids. As we are interested in potential many-body effects, the sim-
ulations are performed using the same parameter as in Chapter 4. The primitive
model simulations are done by confining the colloids and the microions on a fine
lattice. Lattice effects on the physical properties of the system are checked. We es-
timate the fluid-solid melting line and compare the result with the melting line of
particles interacting via the Yukawa potential. We also take a look at the structure
of the electric double layer and the radial distribution function of colloids close
to the fluid-solid transition, and discuss the mapping between the primitive and
Yukawa models.

In Part II, contained in Chapter 6, we use the primitive model and grand
canonical Monte Carlo simulations to study colloids with charges Z = 3 and
10 at strong electrostatic coupling (where Γ À 1). As discussed in Section 1.1.3,
at strong coupling charged colloids undergo a gas-liquid phase separation. Our
purpose is to study the effect of added salt (co- and counterions) on the gas-
liquid critical point by calculating the critical point loci that connects the colloid
rich state (no salt) with the pure salt state (no colloids). In Chapter 6, a slightly
different terminology is used than in the rest of the thesis. This is done in order
to be consistent with the existing literature on electrolytes. Accordingly, we refer
to colloids as “macroions” and call charged colloidal suspensions “asymmetric
electrolyte mixtures”.

Part III, consisting of Chapters 7 and 8, deals with oppositely charged col-
loids. This research is motivated by the recently introduced experimental sys-
tem of oppositely charged colloids that form equilibrium crystal structures. In
Chapter 7, we predict crystal structures for a mixture of large and small oppo-
sitely charged colloids with size ratio 0.31. The predictions are done for small-
large stoichiometries from 1 to 8 using an interactive Monte Carlo method based
on simulated annealing. Employing the discovered structures in Madelung en-
ergy calculations, we construct a ground-state phase diagram and compare the
results with experimental observations. In Chapter 8, we study the phase behav-
ior of equal-size oppositely charged colloids using Monte Carlo simulations and
make comparison with experimental observations. In the simulations, two sys-
tems are considered: (i) the restricted primitive model (RPM) and (ii) a system of
screened Coulomb particles. The use of screened Coulomb potentials to model
oppositely charged colloids is justified by calculating the effective pair interac-
tion from primitive model simulations. We construct the phase diagrams of both
the RPM and screened Coulomb particles, and compare them with each other
and with experimental results. We also study the zero-pressure phase diagram of
screened Coulomb particles with charge asymmetry.

Finally, in Part IV, which consists of Chapters 9 and 10, we study charged col-
loids in external fields. The focus of Chapter 9 is on the phase diagram of colloids
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in an external electric or magnetic field. As mentioned in Section 1.2, the external
field induces a fixed dipole moment on the particles giving rise to a dipole-dipole
interaction. Two cases are considered: (i) colloids without charge (or dipolar hard
spheres) and (ii) colloids with charge (or dipolar soft spheres). The colloids are
modelled as particles with a fixed dipole moment and the charge repulsion is
taken into account using the DLVO theory. The phase diagrams are constructed
from Helmholtz free energies calculated by Monte Carlo simulations. We make
a comparison with an experimental phase diagram that has been measured for
charged colloids in an external electric field. We also study the stability of the
fluid phase with respect to a gas-liquid phase separation, and discuss the valid-
ity of the dipole approximation by performing exact calculations using a multi-
pole moment expansion method. In Chapter 10, we use the primitive model and
Molecular Dynamics simulations to study charged colloids in gravity. As men-
tioned in Section 1.2, the equilibrium sedimentation profile of charged colloids is
inflated due to an entropic lift from the counterions. This effect is captured in the
simple mean-field theory presented in Ref. [78]. Our purpose is to check the va-
lidity of the theory by calculating sedimentation profiles for colloids with charges
Z = 5 and 10, and check the effect of added salt by adding a constant amount of
co- and counterions into the system.





2
Phase Behavior of Charged
Colloids within the Yukawa

Model

A B S T R A C T

We determine the phase behavior of charged colloids interacting
via a hard-core repulsive Yukawa (or screened Coulomb) potential
as predicted by the DLVO theory. We study the effect of the hard-
core diameter of the colloids on the phase behavior of Yukawa parti-
cles by comparing our phase diagrams with those of point Yukawa
particles. We show that, for sufficiently high contact values of the
pair potential (ε ≥ 20), the fluid-face-centered-cubic (fcc) at high
screening, the fluid-body-centered-cubic (bcc), and the bcc-fcc co-
existence for packing fractions η . 0.5, are well-described by the
phase boundaries of point Yukawa particles by employing a map-
ping of the point Yukawa system onto a hard-core Yukawa system.
While the bcc-fcc coexistence is well-described by the point Yukawa
limit for η < 0.5, we find a deviation at higher η as the hard-core
repulsion favors the fcc solid for η ≥ 0.5, independent of the screen-
ing. Consequently, a second triple point appears in the phase di-
agram in the weak screening regime. In addition, we find that all
phase coexistence regions are narrow, i.e., the density jump between
the coexisting phases is small.
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2.1 Introduction

Particles whose interactions are described by the repulsive Yukawa (screened
Coulomb) pair potential can be used to model various physical systems including
elementary particles, small, charged “dust” grains observed in plasma environ-
ments, and suspensions of charge-stabilized colloids. Our interest lies especially
in the phase behavior of the last example, i.e., colloids. In what follows, since
there is no danger of misinterpretation, we refer to “repulsive Yukawa potential”
simply as “Yukawa potential”.

The phase diagram of point Yukawa particles is known from earlier studies
[19, 21]. However, much less is known about the phase behavior of hard-core
Yukawa particles. Intuitively, two limiting cases for the effect of the hard-core
can be considered: (i) In the limit of highly charged colloids or low density of
colloids (or both), the particles hardly ever come sufficiently close to each other
and therefore the effect of the hard-core diameter is minimal. (ii) In the other
extreme of low charge or high density (or both), the hard-core interaction should
play a large role. However, in order to make a more precise analysis, we decide
to study the phase behavior of hard-core Yukawa particles systematically.

Phase diagrams of hard-core Yukawa particles have been studied earlier in
Refs. [94, 95]. These earlier studies have inspired our work in many ways: Not
only do we use similar methods, but we also directly utilize the data given in
them. In Ref. [95], a full phase diagram was presented for one contact value ε = 8
and also a comparison with point Yukawa particle results was made. We extend
this study by calculating phase diagrams for several values of ε and perform a
mapping between the hard-core Yukawa and the point Yukawa systems. Our
main conclusion is that the phase diagram of hard-core Yukawa particles can be
obtained for any sufficiently high contact value (ε ≥ 20) by mapping the well-
known phase boundaries of the point Yukawa system onto those of the hard-core
Yukawa system, and using that the hard-core repulsion favors the fcc phase over
the bcc phase at η > 0.5.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2 we present
the model. Section 2.3 describes the methods and is divided into four subsections:
Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 detail the thermodynamic integration method that is used
to calculate Helmholtz free energies, Section 2.3.3 presents the Gibbs-Duhem in-
tegration method for tracing coexistence curves, and Section 2.3.4 shows the map-
ping of a point Yukawa phase diagram on a hard-core Yukawa phase diagram.
In Section 2.4, we present the results, compare them to earlier results of point
Yukawa particles, and give technical details regarding the calculations. Finally,
in Section 2.5, we conclude.
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2.2 Model

In our model, the colloids interact via a hard-core repulsive Yukawa potential,
given by

u(r)
kBT

=





ε
exp[−κσ(r/σ− 1)]

r/σ
r > σ

∞ r < σ,
(2.1)

where ε is the value of the pair potential at contact per kBT, κ is the inverse Debye
screening length and σ is the hard-core diameter. The contact value is given by

ε =
Z2

(1 + κσ/2)2
λB

σ
, (2.2)

where Z is the charge of the colloids and λB = e2/εskBT is the Bjerrum length
of the solvent with dielectric constant εs (see Section 1.1.2). The total potential
energy of N particles is given by the sum over all pairs as

U(rN) =
N

∑
i<j

u(rij). (2.3)

In this study, we take ε, κσ, and η as independent variables, and calculate the
phase behavior in the three dimensional space spanned by them. This choice is
made for the sake of simplicity. In experimental charge-stabilized colloidal sus-
pensions, all these variables depend on each other. Experimental parameters can
be mapped on our phase diagrams by estimating the effective screening length κσ
and contact value ε. Note that, in our phase diagrams, two phases in coexistence
have equal pressure, chemical potential, κσ, and ε, but different η.

2.3 Methods

The Monte Carlo (MC) simulations were carried out in a cubic box (with few
exceptions) and with periodic boundary conditions. The cut-off radius of the
potential was always chosen to be half of the box length and a continuous dis-
tribution of particles beyond the cut-off was assumed [93]. In the limit of weak
screening κσ ¿ 1, the use of cut-offs in the potential is inaccurate as the range of
the potential is larger than half of the box length. This problem can be fixed by
using Ewald summation adapted for Yukawa interactions [96] or by applying the
method elaborated in Ref. [97], where spline functions are used to approximate
the effective interactions that result from taking into account all image particles.
However, in the current case, it is sufficient to limit ourselves to κσ ≥ 2.0, where
the effects of the finite cut-off remain small or can be eliminated by moderate
increase of the system size.

Our purpose is to use a combination of Helmholtz free energy calculations and
the so-called Gibbs-Duhem integration method to trace out the phase diagram of
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the hard-core Yukawa particles. We will give the details of these methods in Sec-
tions 2.3.1, 2.3.2, and 2.3.3. Note that, similar methods were used in Refs. [94, 95]
to study the phase diagram of hard-core Yukawa particles. The phase diagram
consists of stable regions of fluid, bcc, and fcc phases that are bounded by co-
existence regions between any two phases. Therefore, the determination of the
phase diagram reduces to the calculation of the coexistence lines. Points on the
coexistence line can be determined by calculating, for each phase, the Helmholtz
free energy per volume as a function of density and using the common tangent
construction to obtain the densities of the coexisting phases. In principle, this
could be repeated for every point to obtain a smooth coexistence line. However,
this would be computationally very demanding and, as it turns out, not even
necessary. This is because, once one point on the coexistence line is known, the
rest of the line can be calculated by using the Gibbs-Duhem integration, without
performing additional free energy calculations.

2.3.1 Helmholtz Free Energy of Solid Phases
The Helmholtz free energy of the solid phases is calculated using the Frenkel-
Ladd method [93, 98]. In this method, one starts from an Einstein crystal where
the particles are tied to their ideal lattice positions by harmonic springs. Then,
the springs are slowly removed and one recovers the original interactions. The
auxiliary potential energy function that includes the harmonic springs is given
by

Uλ(rN) = U(rN) + kBTλα
N

∑
i=1

(ri − r0,i)2/σ2, (2.4)

where r0,i is the lattice position of particle i, α is a dimensionless spring constant,
and λ ∈ [0, 1] is a coupling parameter. At λ = 0, we recover the system of
interest, while at λ = 1, once the spring constant α is chosen large enough, the
particles do not “feel” each other and the system reduces to an Einstein crystal
with Madelung energy U(rN

0 ) (the potential energy of a crystal with all particles
at their lattice positions). The Helmholtz free energy is obtained from [93, 98, 99]

F(N, V, T) = FCM
Ein (N, V, T, α) + FCM(N, V, T)

− kBT
∫ 1

0
dλ

〈
α

N

∑
i=1

(ri − r0,i)2/σ2

〉CM

λ

, (2.5)

where the ensemble average 〈. . .〉CM
λ is calculated with a Boltzmann factor

exp(−Uλ/kBT) for a crystal with a fixed center of mass. In Eq. (2.5), the free
energy of an Einstein crystal with fixed center of mass is given by

FCM
Ein (N, V, T, α) = U(rN

0 ) +
3(N − 1)

2
kBT ln

(
αΛ2

πσ2

)
, (2.6)

where Λ is de Broglie wavelength, and the term

FCM(N, V, T) = kBT ln
(

Λ3

VN1/2

)
, (2.7)
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corrects for the fixed center of mass. As noted in Ref. [93], it is useful to rewrite
the integral in Eq. (2.5) as

∫ ln(α+c)

ln c
(λα + c)

〈
N

∑
i=1

(ri − r0,i)2/σ2

〉CM

λ

d[ln(λα + c)], (2.8)

where

c =
1〈

∑N
i=1(ri − r0,i)2/σ2

〉CM

0

. (2.9)

Another option for the auxiliary potential energy function in Eq. (2.4) is to write
it as

Uλ(rN) = UHS(rN) + (1− λ)U(rN) + kBTλα
N

∑
i=1

(ri − r0,i)2/σ2. (2.10)

In this case, the potential energy term U(rN) vanishes at λ = 1 and the system in-
teracts via a hard-core potential UHS(rN) plus harmonic springs. The Helmholtz
free energy is now obtained from

F(N, V, T) = FCM
Ein (N, V, T, α) + FCM(N, V, T)

−
∫ 1

0
dλ

〈
kBTα

N

∑
i=1

(ri − r0,i)2/σ2 −U(rN)

〉CM

λ

, (2.11)

where the free energy of the Einstein crystal is given without the Madelung en-
ergy term as

FCM
Ein (N, V, T, α) =

3(N − 1)
2

kBT ln
(

αΛ2

πσ2

)
. (2.12)

The integrals in Eqs. (2.8) and (2.11) can be calculated numerically using a Gauss-
Legendre quadrature [100]. If used correctly, the two methods in Eqs. (2.5) and
(2.11), give the same result. The method in Eq. (2.5) has the advantage that the
integral can be written as in Eq.(2.8), which often yields a more slowly varying
integrand than the one in Eq. (2.11). On the other hand, in order to reach the
Einstein crystal limit, the method in Eq. (2.5) requires 100-2000 times higher α
than the method in Eq. (2.11). Most free energy calculations in this thesis are
done using Eq. (2.5).

Finally, we like to point out that the solid free energy has a system-size de-
pendence that scales as N−1. It is possible to remove this finite size effect by
performing free energy calculations for increasing values of N and extrapolating
to the N → ∞ limit [93, 99]. According to our experience, the 1/N system-size de-
pendence affects the phase behavior primarily in cases where the system is close
to a hard-sphere system, i.e., when forces other than the hard-core repulsion are
weak. In such cases, the system-size correction has a big effect especially on the
fluid-solid phase coexistence because the fluid free energy calculation does not
suffer from a similar system-size dependence.
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2.3.2 Helmholtz Free Energy of Fluid Phases
The Helmholtz free energy of a fluid phase can be calculated using the Kirk-
wood’s coupling parameter method [93, 101]. To this end, we introduce an auxil-
iary potential energy function

Uλ(rN) = UHS(rN) + λU(rN), (2.13)

where λ ∈ [0, 1] is a coupling parameter. At λ = 1, we recover the system of
interest, while at λ = 0, the system reduces to a hard-sphere fluid. The Helmholtz
free energy is given by

F(N, V, T) = FHS(N, V, T) +
∫ 1

0

〈
U(rN)

〉
λ

dλ, (2.14)

where FHS is the free energy of hard-sphere fluid, which is obtained from the
Speedy equation of state [102] or from the more simple Carnahan-Starling ex-
pression [103] given by

FHS(N, V, T)
NkBT

= ln
(

NΛ3

V

)
− 1 +

η(4− 3η)
(1− η)2 +

ln(2πN)
2N

. (2.15)

Again, the numerical integration in Eq. (2.14) can be performed using a Gauss-
Legendre quadrature [100].

2.3.3 Gibbs-Duhem Integration
In this section, we briefly describe the Gibbs-Duhem method first proposed by
Kofke [104, 105]. More details can be found from the original articles or from
Ref. [93]. In the current application, we are interested in calculating phase co-
existence lines in the (η, κσ) plane for a fixed ε. In this case, the Gibbs-Duhem
method amounts to integrating

dp = −〈U
′/NkBT〉1 − 〈U′/NkBT〉2
〈V/Nσ3〉1 − 〈V/Nσ3〉2 d(κσ), (2.16)

(for the derivation see Ref. [95]) from a known starting point (p, κσ). Note that the
two phases in coexistence have the same p, ε and κσ but different η. In Eq. (2.16),
p = Pσ3/kBT is the dimensionless pressure, 〈· · · 〉i denotes an ensemble average
of the ith phase (i = 1, 2) and U′ is the partial derivative of the total potential
energy with respect to κσ.

In practice Eq. (2.16) is integrated as follows. The differentials dp and d(κσ)
are replaced by finite differences ∆p and ∆(κσ). Starting from a known coexis-
tence point with p and κσ, MC simulations are performed for both phases in the
NPT-ensemble to calculate the ensemble averages in Eq. (2.16). This gives us a
prediction for the slope of the coexistence line in the (p, κσ) plane. Changing κσ
to κσ + ∆(κσ) we perform MC simulations for both phases at pressure p + ∆p, as
predicted by Eq. (2.16), and calculate again the ensemble averages in Eq. (2.16).
Continuing in this manner gives us a series of points {pj, (κσ)j} that lie on the
coexistence line. At each point, the packing fractions of the two phases can be
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determined from ηi = π
6 σ3N/〈V〉i, where 〈V〉i is obtained from the NPT simula-

tion.
The practical limitation of this method is that there is no inherent mechanism

that guarantees that we stay on the coexistence line. In other words, during the
integration of Eq. (2.16), numerical errors may accumulate to yield large devia-
tions from the actual coexistence line. This problem can be avoided by employing
a more sophisticated version of the method by Meijer and El Azhar, where addi-
tional free energy calculations are used to fix the estimates of the coexisting points
[94]. However, instead of implementing the method of Meijer and El Azhar, we
decided to check the stability of the Gibbs-Duhem integration by performing sep-
arate free energy calculations at a couple of points along the coexistence line. The
difference between the results from the free energy and Gibbs-Duhem integration
gives us an idea of the total numerical error accumulated.

2.3.4 Mapping Between Point Yukawa and Hard-Core Yukawa Models
In order to compare our results for hard-core Yukawa particles to the earlier re-
sults obtained for point Yukawa particles [19, 21], we need to define a mapping
between the two systems. A natural choice for this mapping is to equate the two
Yukawa potentials outside the hard-core. However, since the results for the point
Yukawa particle phase diagrams are typically presented in different units than
those for the hard-core Yukawa particles, we have to explain the situation a little
further.

In the case of point Yukawa particles, the relevant length scale is the charac-
teristic interparticle separation a = ρ−1/3. Once a is chosen as the length scale,
the pair potential can be written as

u(r)
kBT

= U0
exp(−λr/a)

r/a
, (2.17)

where U0 is a constant prefactor in units of kBT and λ is the inverse screening
length in units of a. While the phase space of hard-core Yukawa particles is three
dimensional (ε, κσ, and η), only two independent variables exist in the case of
point Yukawa particles; since a is chosen as the length scale, there is no need for a
density axis. We are therefore left with a two dimensional phase space consisting
of the prefactor U0 and the inverse screening length λ. By setting the two pair
potentials in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.17) equal at r > σ, we obtain

κ = λ/a
eκσσε = U0a.

(2.18)

The first line of Eq. (2.18) results from setting the exponential decays of the two
pair potentials equal and the second from the equality of the prefactors. Using
the fact that a = (6η/π)−1/3σ, we can rewrite Eq. (2.18) as

U0 = eκσε(6η/π)1/3

λ = κσ(6η/π)−1/3.
(2.19)

Eq. (2.19) can be used to map a phase diagram of hard-core Yukawa particles onto
a phase diagram of point Yukawa particles, and vice versa.
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As mentioned above, the phase diagram of point Yukawa particles can be
given in terms of the inverse screening length λ and the prefactor U0. This is what
we call the (λ, U0) representation. Another representation of the point Yukawa
phase diagram is the (λ, T̃), where

T̃ =
[

2
3

λ2U0uM(λ)
]−1

(2.20)

is the dimensionless temperature and where uM(λ) is the Madelung energy of
an fcc crystal per particle per U0 [19, 21]. The (λ, T̃) representation is convenient
since it leads to phase boundaries that are almost straight lines. Hamaguchi et
al. [21] gave the results for the fluid-bcc and fluid-fcc melting lines, and the bcc-
fcc phase boundary as polynomial fits in the (λ, T̃) plane. Here, we give the
fits of Hamaguchi et al. for the phase boundaries of point Yukawa particles in
the (λ, U0) plane, as this representation does not require the calculation of the
Madelung energy uM(λ). The fluid-bcc phase boundary is well fitted by

ln(U0) = 4.670− 0.04171λ

+ 0.1329λ2 − 0.01043λ3

+ 4.343× 10−4λ4 − 6.924× 10−6λ5,
for 0 ≤ λ ≤ 12,

(2.21)

while the fit of the bcc-fcc phase boundary is given by

ln(U0) = 97.65106− 150.469699λ + 106.626405λ2

− 41.67136λ3 + 9.639931λ4 − 1.3150249λ5

+ 0.09784811λ6 − 0.00306396λ7,
for 1.85 ≤ λ ≤ 6.8.

(2.22)

Together with Eq. (2.19), the fits in Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22) enable us to map the
phase diagram of point Yukawa particles onto any hard-core Yukawa system.

2.4 Results

Using the methods described in Section 2.3, we study the phase behavior of hard-
core Yukawa particles, whose interactions are described by the pair potential
given by Eq. (2.1). The phase diagrams are calculated for fixed contact values
ε and they are given in the (η, 1/κσ) representation. We calculate the phase di-
agram for four contact values, ε = 8, 20, 39, and 81, and the results are given in
Figs. 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4, respectively. In all four phase diagrams, the gray areas
bounded by the solid lines give the coexistence regions (tie lines are horizontal),
while the dashed lines give the point Yukawa phase boundaries of Hamaguchi et
al. [21] that are plotted using the mapping presented in Section 2.3.4. This section
is organized in two parts: first we present the results; second we give technical
details regarding the calculations.

Let us first describe the structure of the phase diagrams in Figs. 2.1-2.4. The
phase diagrams start from the hard-sphere limit at 1/κσ = 0 with coexisting
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Figure 2.1: The phase diagram of
hard-core Yukawa particles with ε
= 8 presented in the (packing frac-
tion η, Debye screening length 1/κσ)
plane. The lower part of the dia-
gram (1/κσ = 0) is high salt regime
and the upper part (1/κσ = 0.5) is
low salt regime. The solid lines are
coexistence lines obtained from
Gibbs-Duhem integration and the
gray areas denote the coexistence
regions, where tie lines are horizon-
tal. We find a stable fluid phase at
low η, a stable face-centered-cubic
(fcc) solid at high η, and in between
a stable body-centered-cubic (bcc)
solid. The dashed lines are the phase
boundaries of point Yukawa parti-
cles by Hamaguchi et al. [21]. The
squares (¤) mark the starting points
for Gibbs-Duhem integration and
the circles (◦) are control points from
free energy calculations.
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Figure 2.2: The phase diagram of
hard-core Yukawa particles with ε =
20 presented in the (η, 1/κσ) plane.
The symbols and lines are the same
as in Fig. 2.1. Note the difference in
the η scale compared to Figs. 2.1, 2.3,
and 2.4.

fluid and fcc phases at packing fractions η = 0.491 and η = 0.543, respectively. As
the softness and the range of the interactions increase with increasing screening
length 1/κσ, the fluid-fcc coexistence becomes thinner and moves to lower pack-
ing fractions, in agreement with Ref. [106]. A further increase of 1/κσ takes us to
a fluid-bcc-fcc triple point. Here the softness and the range of the interactions are
so pronounced that at lower packing fractions it is more favorable to form a bcc
crystal than an fcc crystal.

Increasing 1/κσ from the triple point, two phase coexistence lines originate,
namely the fluid-bcc and the bcc-fcc. While the fluid-bcc coexistence line is rela-
tively slowly varying, the bcc-fcc line moves quickly to higher packing fraction,
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Figure 2.3: The phase diagram of
hard-core Yukawa particles with ε =
39 presented in the (η, 1/κσ) plane.
The symbols and lines are the same
as in Fig. 2.1. Note the difference in
the η scale compared to Figs. 2.1, 2.2,
and 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: The phase diagram of
hard-core Yukawa particles with ε =
81 presented in the (η, 1/κσ) plane.
The symbols and lines are the same
as in Fig. 2.1. Note the difference in
the η scale compared to Figs. 2.1, 2.2,
and 2.3.

producing a broad region of stable bcc phase. This is especially true for ε = 20, 39,
and 81 (Figs. 2.2-2.4), and we can see that the steepness of this “shoot-up” behav-
ior becomes more pronounced with large ε. After the shoot-up, at higher values
of 1/κσ, the bcc-fcc coexistence line turns and behaves more or less as a straight
vertical line at η ≈ 0.5. At high 1/κσ, the fluid-bcc coexistence line turns to higher
packing fractions, i.e., here the fluid phase becomes more favorable with respect
to the bcc phase. This is because at high 1/κσ, where the range of interactions be-
comes longer than the average interparticle spacing in the crystal, both the fluid
and the bcc phase have a similar energetic contribution to the free energy, and
thus the fluid phase wins since it has larger entropy.

It is worthwhile to note that in all the phase diagrams in Figs. 2.1-2.4, both the
fluid-bcc and the bcc-fcc coexistence regions are very narrow, or in other words,
the density difference between the two coexisting phases is small. In particu-
lar the bcc-fcc coexistence region is extremely narrow: the largest density jump
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Figs. 2.1-2.4 plotted in one figure.
The dashed line gives the line of
triple points for point Yukawa parti-
cles [21], the diamonds (¦) highlight
the triple points at ε = 8, 20, 39, and
81, and the squares (¤) mark the po-
sition of the triple points used in our
calculations.

between the bcc and the fcc phases is at ε=8, where it is less than 0.3%.∗ There-
fore, it is surprising that some experiments on charge stabilized colloids report on
(broad) bcc-fcc coexistence, i.e., they are able to have measurement points well in-
side the bcc-fcc coexistence region [9, 10].

In the case of the lowest contact value ε = 8 (Fig. 2.1), the bcc region ends at
another triple point around 1/κσ = 0.28. The presence of a second triple point
for hard-core Yukawa particles was already found in Ref. [95], where the phase
diagram for ε = 8 was presented. The tendency of the bcc region to close up
can also be seen in the phase diagram for ε = 20 (Fig. 2.2), where the fluid-bcc
and the bcc-fcc coexistence lines turn towards each other at around 1/κσ = 0.5.
Note also that this tendency moves to higher 1/κσ with increasing contact value
ε. Based on our results, we expect another triple point for all ε at high values of
1/κσ, although our calculations could only reach it at ε = 8. We also predict that
with increasing ε, this other triple point escapes very quickly to high values of
1/κσ, where numerical calculations are difficult to carry out.

Figure 2.5 summarizes the results from Figs. 2.1-2.4 by plotting all the phase
diagrams in one figure. As can be seen from Fig. 2.5, the low 1/κσ triple point
moves to lower η and higher 1/κσ with increasing contact value ε. Another ob-
servation is that the region of stable bcc phase broadens mainly because the fluid-
bcc coexistence line moves to lower packing fractions, while the bcc-fcc coexis-
tence line moves only slightly to higher η and seems to saturate around η & 0.5.
The dashed line connecting the triple points in Fig. 2.5 is discussed later.

Now, we turn our attention to the comparison of our results on hard-core
Yukawa particles with those obtained for point Yukawa particles by Hamaguchi
et al. [21]. Note that the calculations of Hamaguchi et al. did not include the de-
termination of phase coexistence regions. Therefore, in the case of point Yukawa
particles only phase boundaries are considered. In Figs. 2.1-2.4 these phase bound-
aries are plotted with dashed lines. Figures 2.1-2.4 show that the phase bound-

∗To put this in context, note that the density jump for the fluid-fcc coexistence of the hard
spheres is around 10%.
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Figure 2.6: The phase diagram in
the (λ, T̃) representation. The solid
lines are point Yukawa results of
Hamaguchi et al. [21] and the rest of
the lines are our hard-core Yukawa
results ε =8, 20, 39, and 81 using
the mapping discussed in the text.
For clarity, the coexistence regions
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aries of hard-core Yukawa particles approach those of the point Yukawa particles
with increasing ε. This is because at high values of ε, the particles hardly ever
get close enough to feel the hard-core interaction. High ε corresponds to highly
charged colloids, see Eq. (2.2). The deviation between the point and hard-core
Yukawa results is particularly pronounced for ε = 8, see Fig. 2.1. For the phase
diagrams with higher values of ε, the description with point Yukawa particles
improves. Especially, the fluid-fcc line at high 1/κσ, the fluid-bcc line, and the
beginning of the bcc-fcc line, are well predicted by the point Yukawa picture.
However, the vertical rise of the bcc-fcc line at high 1/κσ is completely missing
in the point Yukawa phase diagram. Instead, the bcc region is predicted to be-
come indefinitely broad in the point Yukawa system, and hence the second triple
point is absent. Thus, the closing of the bcc region by a second triple point is
caused solely by the presence of the hard-core.

Next, we make a small excursion to study the position of the low 1/κσ triple
point. In the case of point Yukawa particles, the position of the triple point is at
λtp = 6.90 and Utp

0 = 3474 [21]. We can map this point to any hard-core Yukawa
system by using Eq. (2.19). More specifically, we can solve the triple point κσ for
a fixed ε from

κσ eκσ = Utp
0 λtp/ε (2.23)

and use the second line of Eq. (2.19) to obtain η. The resulting line of triple points
is denoted by the dashed line in Fig. 2.5, where the diamonds highlight the triple
points at ε = 8, 20, 39, and 81, and the squares give the triple points used in our
calculations. We see that the agreement between the two results (the squares and
the diamonds) does not depend much on the value of ε and therefore we can
conclude that the position of the lower triple point is given quite precisely by the
point Yukawa results.

It is also instructive to map our hard-core Yukawa phase diagrams in the (λ,
U0) and (λ, T̃) representations. These representations are typically used to draw
the phase diagram of point Yukawa particles. The mapping is given by Eq. (2.19)
and (2.20). The phase diagram in the (λ, T̃) representation is shown in Fig. 2.6,
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where the solid lines are the point Yukawa results of Hamaguchi et al. [21] and
the other lines are our hard-core Yukawa results. In Fig. 2.6, the effects due to
the hard-core interaction are minimal in the regions where the phase lines with
different ε fall on top of each other and on top of the point Yukawa phase lines.
This is especially true near the low 1/κσ triple point region, located at λtp =
6.90 and T̃tp = 0.0038 [21]. Moving from this triple point to larger values of
λ, corresponding to decrease of 1/κσ, we see that the point Yukawa fluid-fcc
phase boundary stays between the fluid-fcc coexistence regions of the hard-core
Yukawa results. Note that, the fluid-fcc phase coexistence region looks very broad
in this representation and that the tie lines are no longer horizontal. Moving away
from the triple point along the fluid-bcc or the bcc-fcc line, we see that deviations
from the point Yukawa limit appear sooner for smaller ε.

In Fig. 2.7, we show the phase diagram in the (λ, U0) representation plotted
in linear-log scale. In this representation, the bcc-fcc and the fluid-fcc coexistence
lines from our hard-core Yukawa calculations are almost linear. This inspired
us to estimate the position of the high 1/κσ triple point for ε = 20 and ε = 39
by simply extrapolating the coexistence lines and calculating the intercept point.
The resulting approximate triple points are plotted in Fig. 2.7 with stars. After
converting to the (η, κσ) plane using Eq. (2.19), they read η = 0.47 and κσ = 1.7 for
ε = 20, and η = 0.57 and κσ = 1.0 for ε = 39.

2.4.1 Technical Details
The final part of this section is devoted to technical details about the phase dia-
gram calculations and on error estimates. The phase diagram for ε = 8 shown in
Fig. 2.1 was already in Ref. [95] and serves also as a check for the methods used.
In order to obtain the phase diagram in Fig. 2.1, four Gibbs-Duhem integrations
were started from the three positions given in Ref. [95]: one from the hard-sphere
limit corresponding to p = 11.5541, 1/κσ = 0.0001 (κσ = 10000.0), ηfluid = 0.491,
and ηfcc = 0.543, two from the lower triple point with p = 20.70, 1/κσ ≈ 0.156 (κσ
= 6.4, Eq. (2.23) predicts κσ = 6.18), ηfluid = 0.373, ηbcc = 0.379, and ηfcc = 0.380, and
one from the higher triple point with p = 44.1, 1/κσ ≈ 0.286 (κσ = 3.5), ηfluid =
0.453, and ηfcc = 0.460. In all the Gibbs-Duhem integrations, the number of parti-
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cles was Nfluid = 256, Nbcc = 250, and Nfcc = 256, and the step size was ∆(κσ)−1 =
0.004. The thermodynamic averages needed in Eq. (2.16) were calculated by per-
forming 10 000 NPT MC steps (trial moves per particle or attempt to change the
volume) both for the equilibration and for the production runs. When calculating
the bcc-fcc coexistence, 30 000 steps were used.

The accuracy of the Gibbs-Duhem integration can be checked by measuring
how the end points of the integration match with the results of free energy cal-
culations. In order to know the fluid-fcc coexistence at 1/κσ = 0.5, free energy
calculations were performed with system size Nfluid = Nfcc = 500. Here and
in all subsequent free energy calculations, 10 000 NVT MC steps for the equi-
libration and measurement runs were taken in order to calculate the ensemble
averages and 10 integration points were used in the Gauss-Legendre quadrature.
In Fig. 2.1, the resulting fluid-fcc coexistence points are marked with circles. Fig-
ure 2.1 shows that the fluid-bcc, bcc-fcc, and low 1/κσ fluid-fcc coexistence lines
end up at the correct triple points. Therefore, we expect that the errors in the
corresponding Gibbs-Duhem integrations are small. However, at 1/κσ = 0.5 the
fluid-fcc coexistence points (ηfluid = 0.486 and ηfcc = 0.495) do not correspond
exactly to the free energy results (ηfluid = 0.476 and ηfcc = 0.485), although the
error is only about 1%. To check if the error is due to the difference in the system
size, we redid the free energy calculation with the same system size as used in
the Gibbs-Duhem integration, Nfluid = Nfcc = 256. This resulted in fluid-fcc co-
existence with ηfluid = 0.469 and ηfcc = 0.477, leading to an error of slightly less
than 2% with respect to the Gibbs-Duhem integration result. Furthermore, since
the result with the same system size does not correspond to the end point of the
Gibbs-Duhem integration, we can conclude that the error is most likely due to an
error in the position of the second triple point at 1/κσ ≈ 0.286.

In the other phase diagrams with ε = 20, 39, and 81, the location of the triple
point, and hence the starting point of the Gibbs-Duhem integration, was obtained
from Fig. 5 of Ref. [95]. Note that, while Fig. 5 of Ref. [95] gives only the pressure
at the triple point, the packing fraction can be determined by performing an NPT
MC simulation. For the phase diagram with ε = 20 in Fig. 2.2, three Gibbs-Duhem
integrations were started from p = 15.0, 1/κσ ≈ 0.194 (κσ = 5.15, while Eq. (2.23)
predicts κσ = 5.40) with ηfluid = 0.250, ηbcc = 0.2540, and ηfcc = 0.2543. The same
system sizes, number of MC steps, and ∆(κσ)−1 were used as in the phase di-
agram with ε = 8. The two check points at 1/κσ = 0.5, the fluid-bcc and the
bcc-fcc coexistence points, were obtained using free energy calculations with sys-
tem sizes Nfluid = Nbcc = 686 and Nfcc = 864. As can be seen, the accuracy of the
Gibbs-Duhem integration is good for the bcc-fcc coexistence line (error 1%) while
the fluid-bcc line is slightly off (error 2%).

In the phase diagram with ε = 39, in Fig. 2.3, the triple point is at p = 10.516,
1/κσ ≈ = 0.211 (κσ = 4.75, Eq. (2.23) predicts κσ = 4.84) with ηfluid = 0.1797,
ηbcc = 0.1824, and ηfcc = 0.1827. Again the same system sizes, number of MC
steps, and ∆(κσ)−1 were used in the Gibbs-Duhem integration as for ε = 8 and
20. For the bcc-fcc phase coexistence line, the Gibbs-Duhem integration was sta-
ble until 1/κσ ≈ 0.32. At higher values of 1/κσ, we found large fluctuations in
η, denoting the breakdown of the Gibbs-Duhem integration. Only mild damp-
ing of the fluctuations was observed when the Gibbs-Duhem integration was re-
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peated with a smaller step-size ∆(κσ)−1 = 0.001 (and with 15 000 MC steps). In
order to resolve the bcc-fcc coexistence line above 1/κσ = 0.32, a new starting
point was determined by free energy calculations at 1/κσ ≈ 0.35 (κσ = 2.86).
The free energy calculations were performed for systems with Nbcc = 700 and
Nfcc = 768 particles. The system size was increased in order to minimize the
effect of the finite cut-off length. Note that with the new system sizes the simula-
tion box is not cubic but close to it. The resulting bcc - and fcc packing fractions
are ηbcc = 0.4835, ηfcc = 0.4837 with pressure p = 240.318. From this new coex-
istence point, using the larger system sizes, two Gibbs-Duhem integrations were
performed: towards lower 1/κσ (with ∆(κσ)−1 = 0.002) and towards higher
1/κσ (with ∆(κσ)−1 = 0.006). The number of MC steps for both Gibbs-Duhem
integrations was 20 000. For the Gibbs-Duhem integration going down in 1/κσ,
again large fluctuations were seen near 1/κσ = 0.32. In order to obtain a con-
tinuous phase diagram we connected the stable parts of the two Gibbs-Duhem
integrations. Free energy calculations were performed at 1/κσ = 0.5 for the fluid-
bcc coexistence point (Nfluid = Nbcc = 432) and as can be seen the accuracy of the
Gibbs-Duhem integration is adequate (error < 2%).

In the phase diagram for ε = 81, shown in Fig. 2.4, the location of the triple
point is at p = 7.242 and 1/κσ ≈ = 0.241 (κσ = 4.15, Eq. (2.23) predicts κσ = 4.24)
with ηfluid = 0.1214, ηbcc = 0.1232, and ηfcc = 0.1234. The same number of MC
steps and ∆(κσ)−1 were used as previously. Again, as for ε = 39, the calcula-
tion of the bcc-fcc coexistence line was hindered because of a breakdown of the
Gibbs-Duhem integration that this time occurred close to 1/κσ = 0.4. We no-
ticed that above 1/κσ = 0.4, in order to get rid of the effect of the finite cut-off,
the system size should be increased dramatically. Therefore, instead of perform-
ing Gibbs-Duhem integrations with very large system sizes, we used free energy
calculations at two points, at 1/κσ ≈ 0.42 (κσ = 2.4) and at 1/κσ = 0.5, and con-
nected the two points in order to get an estimate of the bcc-fcc coexistence line.
The free energy calculation at 1/κσ ≈ 0.42 was done with the same parameters as
for ε = 39, except that the system size for the bcc was increased to Nbcc = 800 (re-
sulting in an almost cubic simulation box). At 1/κσ = 0.5, the system sizes were
further increased to Nbcc = 1024 (cubic box) and Nfcc = 972 (almost cubic box).

2.5 Conclusions

We have determined the phase diagram of charged colloids, where the interac-
tions are given within the DLVO theory by hard-core repulsive Yukawa pair po-
tential. The phase diagrams were obtained using Monte Carlo simulations by a
combination of Helmholtz free energy calculations and the Gibbs-Duhem inte-
gration method. We compared the phase diagrams with those of point Yukawa
particles by mapping both systems onto each other. We showed that the differ-
ence between the phase behaviors of the hard-core Yukawa and point Yukawa
particles reduces upon increasing the contact value ε, as might be expected. By
comparing the phase diagrams in more detail, we determined the influence of
the hard sphere interaction. We found that the fluid-bcc coexistence line is well
predicted by the point Yukawa phase diagram, while at low screening length
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(high 1/κσ) bcc-fcc coexistence line deviates. The reason for the difference in the
bcc-fcc coexistence line is that at η & 0.5, the hard-core repulsion favors the fcc
phase. The behavior of the bcc-fcc coexistence line for hard-core Yukawa parti-
cles gives rise to a second triple point at low screening (high 1/κσ), something
that is missing in the phase diagram of point Yukawa particles. It was observed
that with increasing ε, the second triple point escapes quickly to low screening,
where, with the methods used in this study, the calculations are difficult to carry
out. Because of this, our calculations reached the second triple point only for
the lowest contact value ε, for two other values of ε we estimated its position by
extrapolation.

Our calculations explicitly included the determination of the phase coexis-
tence regions. We observed that all of the coexistence regions are very small, i.e.,
the difference between the densities of the coexisting phases is small. This was
seen to be the case especially for the bcc-fcc coexistence. It was also observed that
the coexistence regions become smaller with increasing contact value ε. There-
fore, one might expect that the coexistence regions of highly charged colloids
would be unmeasurably narrow. However, this is in contrast with the experimen-
tal observations in Refs. [8–10] that report (relatively broad) fcc-bcc coexistence.

In conclusion, we show that the phase diagram of hard-core repulsive Yukawa
particles can be obtained for any sufficiently high contact value ε† by mapping
the well-known phase boundaries of the point Yukawa particles given by the
fits (2.21) and (2.22) onto those of the hard-core repulsive Yukawa system using
Eq. (2.19), and bearing in mind that the stable bcc region is bounded by a bcc-fcc
coexistence at η ≈ 0.5.

†ε = 20 or higher, corresponding to charge Z > 100 for colloids with diameter σ = 100 nm
suspended in water



3
Effect of Density-Dependent

Truncation on the Phase
Behavior of Charged Colloids

A B S T R A C T

We study the phase behavior of charged colloids described by hard-
core repulsive Yukawa particles where the repulsion is set to zero
at distances larger than a density dependent cut-off distance. Ear-
lier studies based on experiments and computer simulations in col-
loidal suspensions have shown that the effective colloid-colloid pair
interaction that takes into account many-body effects resembles closely
this truncated Yukawa potential. We calculate a phase diagram for
the truncated Yukawa system by combining Helmholtz free energy
calculations and the Gibbs-Duhem integration method. Compared
to the non-truncated Yukawa system, we observe (i) a radical re-
duction of the stability of the body-centered-cubic (bcc) phase, (ii) a
wider fluid region due to instability of the face-centered-cubic (fcc)
phase and a re-entrant fluid phase, and (iii) hardly any shift of the
fcc melting line when compared with the bcc melting line for the
full Yukawa potential for sufficiently high salt concentrations. We
compare our results with earlier results on the truncated Yukawa
potential and with results from simulations where the full many-
body Poisson-Boltzmann problem is solved.
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3.1 Introduction

As was discussed in Chapter 1, the DLVO theory [17, 18] predicts that the effec-
tive pair interaction between two isolated charged colloidal spheres consists of a
hard-core repulsion due to the finite size of the colloids and Yukawa (screened
Coulomb) repulsion with the screening length given by the Debye length κ−1 of
the electrolyte. The screening length κ−1 defines the thickness of the double layer
of opposite charge surrounding each colloid. One speaks of a high-salt (low-salt)
regime when the double layer around the colloid is thin (expanded).

In the regime of high-salt and/or low colloid volume fraction, where there
is little overlap of more than two double layers, pairwise additivity is often as-
sumed and the effective colloidal interactions are well described by the hard-core
repulsive Yukawa model. However, in the opposite limit of low-salt and (rela-
tively) high colloid volume fraction, the double layers of more than two colloids
overlap considerably and there is no guarantee that the assumption of pairwise
additivity should work. Instead, the total potential energy of the system is ex-
pected to be a sum of many-body (pair, triplet and so on) potentials of the col-
loids. By now it has been established both experimentally [54, 55] and by com-
puter simulations [50, 56–58] that these many-body interactions between the col-
loids do exist, and that they manifest themselves as an enhanced decay in the
effective colloid pair potential at distances larger than the typical pair separation.
Qualitatively this effect can be understood as follows. For a pair of colloids at
distances greater than the typical pair separation (at that density ρ), it is likely
that there is a third particle between the pair. The effect of the third particle is to
screen the repulsion between the pair of colloids, as shown by explicit numerical
calculations [50]. The simplest way to incorporate this many-body screening to
the colloid pair potential is to state that after a certain distance the colloids do not
feel each other anymore and therefore the pair force is set to zero [56–58]. The dis-
tance at which the potential is truncated, the so-called cut-off distance, depends
on the average separation of colloids, i.e., it is proportional to ρ−1/3. This takes
us to a simple model for the effective colloid pair potential, which has the usual
hard-core Yukawa form at distances smaller than the cut-off distance, but is set
to zero at colloid separations exceeding the cut-off distance. We use this so-called
truncated hard-core Yukawa interaction as our effective colloid pair potential and
we study the resulting phase behavior.

The motivation for our study is to find out what are the implications of the
truncation to the phase behavior of Yukawa particles. In previous works on the
phase diagram of the truncated Yukawa system, Dobnikar et al. [56–58] used the
Lindemann criterion [107] to estimate the solid-liquid phase boundaries. This
method, however, is not suitable for studying the relative stability of bcc and fcc
crystal structures or phase coexistence. Therefore, we were motivated to calcu-
late the “exact” phase behavior of truncated Yukawa system using a combina-
tion of Helmholtz free energy calculations and Gibbs-Duhem integration. Our
findings are in agreement with the results of Dobnikar et al. [56–58] who found
that the truncation promotes a fluid phase. This means that parts of the phase
diagram that show a stable crystal phase (bcc or fcc) for the full Yukawa poten-
tial, are replaced by a fluid, when the potential is truncated. This observation
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is also supported by Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations where the Poisson-
Boltzmann (PB) equation is solved numerically “on the fly” for each colloid con-
figuration during the BD simulation, i.e., it includes all the effective many-body
interactions [56–58]. These PB-BD simulations are regarded here as the simula-
tions that have the “correct” effective many-body interactions and thus give the
“true” phase behavior, while the truncated Yukawa model tries to explain the re-
sults only with an effective density-dependent pair interaction that incorporates
some of the many-body interactions. The current study makes the phase dia-
gram of truncated Yukawa particles somewhat more precise: We show that the
re-entrance of the fluid phase suggested in [56–58] does indeed exist. More im-
portantly, we demonstrate the instability of the bcc phase with respect to the fcc
phase. Destabilization of the bcc phase is also found in Chapter 4, where we will
investigate the effect of three-body interactions on the phase diagram of charged
colloids as a first order correction to pairwise additivity.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we present the model
and briefly discuss the methods used to calculate the phase diagram. In Section
3.3, we present the results and make comparisons with the results of Dobnikar et
al. [56–58]. Finally, in Section 3.4 we conclude.

3.2 Model and Methods

Our model consists of particles interacting with a pairwise repulsive hard-core
Yukawa potential that is truncated at a distance which depends on the average
distance between the particles. More specifically, our pair potential is given by

u(r)
kBT

=





∞ r < σ

ε
exp[−κσ(r/σ− 1)]

r/σ
σ ≤ r < xρ−1/3

0 r ≥ xρ−1/3,

(3.1)

where ε is the value of the pair potential at contact per kBT, κ is the inverse Debye
screening length, σ is the hard-core diameter, ρ is the number density of particles,
and x is a dimensionless constant. In Eq. (3.1), xρ−1/3 is the cut-off distance,
where ρ−1/3 describes the average distance between particles and x is a prefactor
that can be used to tune the cut. For example, in a crystal phase x determines how
many nearest neighbor particles are included before the potential is truncated.
We use x = 1.5, which gives a potential that is for the fcc truncated between the
first and the second nearest neighbors and for the bcc between the second and the
third. With this value for x, both fcc and bcc have approximately equal number
of neighbor interactions: 12 for fcc and 14 for bcc.

A subtle difference between our model for the cut-potential in Eq. (3.1) and
the one used by Dobnikar et al. [56–58] is that we truncate the pair potential,
while they truncate the force. Our motivation to truncate the potential instead
of the force stems from the experiments [54, 55], which suggest truncation in the
pair potential. In the case of truncation with a smooth decay to zero, i.e., the one
proposed by the experiments [54, 55], truncation of force and potential yield the
same pair potential. However, in the case of non-smooth truncation, there are two
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differences between a truncated pair potential, and a pair potential obtained by
integrating the truncated force (called force-truncated potential in what follows):
(i) Truncated potential has a step to zero at the cut-off distance, while the force-
truncated potential does not, and (ii) the truncated potential has a fixed contact
value ε, while the contact value of the force-truncated potential depends on the
density. While the effect of (i) on the phase diagram is not known and would
require further studies, the effect of (ii) was studied and found to be small.

Our goal is to calculate the phase diagram of a system in which the particles
interact with (3.1) for fixed contact value ε = 81. The phase diagram consists of
stable regions of fluid, bcc, and fcc phases that are bounded by coexistence re-
gions between two phases. Therefore, the determination of the phase diagram
reduces to the calculation of the coexistence lines. We use a combination of
Helmholtz free energy calculations and the so-called Gibbs-Duhem integration
method to trace out the coexistence lines. In this method, Helmholtz free en-
ergy calculations are used to obtain a single phase coexistence point, from which
Gibbs-Duhem integration are started to trace out the rest of the coexistence line.
The same methods were used in Chapter 2 to study phase diagram of hard-core
Yukawa particles. The details can be found from Sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2, and 2.3.3.
NPT- and NVT Monte Carlo (MC) simulations needed in the Gibbs-Duhem in-
tegration and free energy calculations were carried out in a cubic box with peri-
odic boundary conditions. The number of particles used in the simulations was
N = 256 for the fluid and the fcc phase, and N = 250 for the bcc phase.

The results of Dobnikar et al. [56–58] were given in the so-called (λ, T̃) rep-
resentation, while our results are given in (packing fraction η, Debye screening
length 1/κσ) representation. Therefore, in order to compare the two results, we
use the mapping presented in Section 2.3.4. In Chapter 2, it was shown that for
sufficiently high ε, the phase boundaries are well-described by those of point
Yukawa particles by employing this mapping.

3.3 Results

In Fig. 3.1, we show the phase diagram of particles whose interactions are de-
scribed by Eq. (3.1) with contact value ε = 81 and with x = 1.5 in the (packing
fraction η, Debye screening length 1/κσ) representation. The solid lines in Fig. 3.1
give the coexistence lines obtained from the Gibbs-Duhem integrations, which
were started from the phase equilibria points marked by the squares. These,
and the other phase equilibria points marked by the circles, are calculated us-
ing the common tangent construction on free energy data obtained from separate
Helmholtz free energy calculations. See Table 3.1 for numerical values of the
phase equilibria points. The coexistence regions are shaded, while the tie-lines
are horizontal. The dotted lines with labels 2kBT, 5kBT, and 10kBT denote the
regions where the potential at the cut-off distance is equal to the respective value.
This means, for example, that at the right hand side of the line labelled with 2kBT,
the value of the potential at the cut-off is larger than 2kBT. For comparison we
plot the phase diagram of the non-truncated Yukawa system from Chapter 2 (the
dashed lines). The phases for the non-truncated and truncated Yukawa systems
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Figure 3.1: The phase diagram for a system in which the particles interact via a hard-core repul-
sive Yukawa pair potential (3.1) with ε = 81 and cut-off x = 1.5 presented in the (packing fraction
η, Debye screening length 1/κσ) plane. The low part of the diagram (1/κσ = 0) is high salt regime
and the upper part (1/κσ = 0.6) is low salt regime. The solid lines are the coexistence lines ob-
tained by the Gibbs-Duhem integration and the gray areas denote the coexistence regions with
horizontal tie lines. The dashed lines are the phase boundaries of the hard-core Yukawa particles
without truncation from Chapter 2 and the dotted lines with labels 2kBT, 5kBT, and 10kBT denote
the regions where the potential at the cut-off distance is equal to the respective value. The labels
“fluid”, “bcc”, and “fcc” printed in italic are for the phase diagram of non-truncated Yukawa par-
ticles and the labels printed in bold are for the phase diagram of truncated Yukawa particles. The
squares mark the starting points for the Gibbs-Duhem integration and the circles are check-up
points for the coexistence, both of which are obtained using free energy calculations. The inset
shows a close up of the bcc pocket.

are labelled with italic and bold, respectively. The inset in Fig. 3.1 shows a close
up of the bcc pocket.

The phase diagram in Fig. 3.1 starts from the hard-sphere fluid-fcc coexistence
at 1/κσ = 0 (κσ = ∞). As the softness and the range of the interactions increase
(1/κσ increases), the fluid-fcc coexistence becomes narrower and moves to lower
packing fractions, until a fluid-bcc-fcc triple point is reached at 1/κσ ≈ 0.24. Be-
low the triple point (1/κσ < 0.24), the truncated and non-truncated potential
give basically the same result for the fluid-fcc coexistence lines. The reason for
this is that in this regime where κσ is high (and density low), the pair potential is
close to zero at the cut-off distance. Above the triple point (1/κσ > 0.24), impor-
tant deviation between the results of the truncated and non-truncated potential
emerge: While the system with Yukawa interactions has a large bcc pocket (the
region bounded by the dashed lines), only a small region of bcc is seen in the trun-
cated Yukawa system. This region is concentrated close to the fluid-bcc-fcc triple
point at 1/κσ ≈ 0.24. The instability of the bcc phase is due to the short-range
nature of the truncated potential: bcc is the stable phase in systems that have
soft long-ranged interactions. This is why we expect that when the cut is made
more dramatic, i.e., x is made smaller, the stability of the bcc phase is reduced
even further. Conversely, with a less dramatic cut, i.e., with a larger x, more bcc
phase is expected to be present. Indeed, preliminary free energy calculations with
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1/κσ Pσ3/kBT η1 η2 Phases
0.167 5.94 0.145 0.148 fluid-fcc
0.235 - 0.118 0.119 fluid-fcc
0.250 6.29 0.114 0.116 fluid-bcc
0.250 7.53 0.122 0.123 bcc-fcc
0.333 7.31 0.100 0.101 fluid-fcc
0.345 - 0.450 0.460 fcc-fluid
0.370 - 0.372 0.378 fcc-fluid
0.400 - 0.094 0.095 fluid-fcc
0.400 - 0.307 0.311 fcc-fluid
0.500 - 0.097 0.098 fluid-fcc
0.500 37.62 0.166 0.169 fcc-fluid

Table 3.1: The phase coexistence points of
Fig. 3.1 (the squares and circles) obtained
from free energy calculations. Pσ3/kBT
gives the dimensionless pressure, and
η1 and η2 give the packing fractions of
the two phases at coexistence. The pres-
sure is only given at coexistence points
from which Gibbs-Duhem integration was
started (the squares in Fig. 3.1).

x = 1.77 showed a stable bcc phase at 1/κσ = 0.4. Note that, the destabilization
of the bcc phase is also found in Chapter 4, where we investigate the effect of
three-body interactions on the phase diagram of charged colloids. It is also worth
mentioning that the fluid-fcc phase boundary above the second triple point fol-
lows closely the fluid-bcc phase boundary of the non-truncated Yukawa system.
Thus, the sole effect of the truncation on the melting line at low η is that the bcc
phase is replaced by the fcc phase.

Another effect of the truncation seen in Fig. 3.1 is the re-entrance of the fluid
phase above 1/κσ = 0.35 at higher η, i.e., one observes a sequence of fluid, fcc,
and again a fluid phase, with increasing colloid volume fraction. Re-entrance is
not seen in Yukawa systems (see e.g. Chapter 2 and Refs. [19, 21, 94, 95]) but has
been observed in an earlier study on truncated Yukawa system [56–58]. Although
not studied here further, we expect that, because of the hard-core interaction, the
fluid phase will freeze again to the fcc phase at high enough packing fractions,
around η ≈ 0.5. The reason why this re-freezing transition was not studied here is
that the description using the truncated potential fails to represent any physically
relevant system when the cut becomes too large. From Fig. 3.1 we see that at re-
freezing the cut would be more than 10kBT.

In the low salt regime in Fig. 3.1, from around 1/κσ = 0.4 upwards, one sees
that the fluid-solid phase boundaries with and without truncation deviate from
each other (the difference between the dashed and the solid line); system with
truncation has more fluid phase. Moreover, at 1/κσ ≈ 0.55 the fluid-fcc and the
re-entrant fcc-fluid phase coexistence lines join, implying that above this point
only the fluid phase is stable.

In Fig. 3.2 we compare our results with the truncated point Yukawa system
of Dobnikar et al. [56–58]: The filled and open diamonds connected with long-
dashed lines mark the fcc and bcc melting lines for a truncated point Yukawa
system with x = 1.5. Before analyzing Fig. 3.2 further, we wish to make a few
remarks on the Lindemann criterion, which was employed in [56–58]. The Linde-
mann criterion states that at the melting line the root mean square displacements
of the particles about their equilibrium positions in the crystal phase is a univer-
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Figure 3.2: The phase diagram for a
system in which the particles inter-
act via a hard-core repulsive Yukawa
pair potential (3.1) with ε = 81 and
cut-off x = 1.5 presented in the
(packing fraction η, Debye screening
length 1/κσ) plane. The low part of
the diagram (1/κσ = 0) is the high
salt regime and the upper part (1/κσ
= 0.6) is the low salt regime. The
solid lines are coexistence lines ob-
tained by using the Gibbs-Duhem
integration and the gray areas de-
note the coexistence regions with
horizontal tie lines. The filled and
open diamonds connected with
long-dashed lines are, respectively,
the fcc and the bcc melting lines for
a truncated point Yukawa system
with x = 1.5 from [56–58]. The dot-
ted lines with labels 2kBT, 5kBT, and
10kBT denote the regions where the
potential at the cut-off distance is
equal to the respective value.

sal fraction of the interparticle distance a, often taken to be 0.19 [107]. The solid
phase should always be the stable phase immediately at the melting line. Simu-
lation started from a metastable solid phase melts at lower temperatures or higher
packing fractions than the stable solid phase [19]. Figure 3.2 shows that the trun-
cated Yukawa bcc melting line of Dobnikar et al. [56–58] is at higher packing frac-
tion than the fcc melting line for all 1/κσ, indicating that the bcc phase is always
metastable with respect to the fcc phase at the solid-fluid phase boundary. The
agreement of the fcc melting line with our fluid-fcc phase coexistence line is rea-
sonable but gets worse with increasing 1/κσ. In particular, the prediction of the
re-entrant fcc-fluid phase boundary clearly deviates from our result. The method
used by Dobnikar et al. [56–58] is based on the Lindemann criterion, which is not
accurate enough to find the tiny pocket of stable bcc phase at the melting line. It
is tempting to relate the bcc melting line with the bcc-fcc phase boundary as was,
although very implicitly, done in Refs. [56–58]. However, to our knowledge, it
has never been tested that a universal behavior of the root mean square displace-
ment hold at the solid-solid phase boundaries similar to that at the melting line,
as stated by the Lindemann criterion. Comparing the bcc melting line obtained
from the Lindemann criterion with our “exact” phase diagram, we indeed see
that this line can not be associated with any of our phase boundaries.

In Fig. 3.3 we show results from Fig. 3.2 combined with the PB-BD results
of Dobnikar et al. [56–58] in the (λ, T̃) representation. The open circles and full
squares denote the melting points obtained from the PB-BD simulations while
the (thin) solid lines give our results. The thick solid lines show the fluid-solid
and the bcc-fcc phase boundaries of point Yukawa particles without truncation
[21]. Please note that according to these non-truncated point Yukawa results,
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the triangle formed by the thick lines has a stable bcc phase. From Fig. 3.3 we
find that in our results the bcc phase is replaced by fcc, while the PB-BD results
indicate that bcc phase gets substituted by fluid. The only agreement between
our results and the PB-BD results is that both show more fluid phase than what
is found when no truncation is used. Because of the lack of data, it can not be
said if the re-entrance, seen in the truncated Yukawa results, would appear in
PB-BD simulations. Keeping in mind that the fcc melting line is obtained from
the Lindemann criterion for fluid-solid transitions, it is rather surprising that it
follows so accurately the bcc-fcc line of the full Yukawa system. However, as
already mentioned before and shown to be incorrect for the truncated Yukawa
system, we should be very cautious in using the Lindemann criterion to predict
any phase boundaries other than the fluid-solid one.

Finally, we would like to discuss some problems that arise when comparing
the many-body PB-BD simulation results with results obtained using a pairwise
Yukawa potential. The PB-BD simulation melting points of reference [56–58] were
determined for several values of κ−1 by varying the charge Z at a single packing
fraction η = 0.03. Once the melting point Z and κ−1 were known, the effective
charge Zeff and screening length κ−1

eff were estimated. These effective values of Z
and κ−1 are needed in order to make comparison with systems interacting with
a pairwise Yukawa potential. As long as the hard-core does not play a role, and
this is to be expected at η = 0.03, it is then possible to plot the results in the (λ,
T̃) representation using the effective charge Zeff and screening length κ−1

eff , as was
done in [56–58]. In order to re-plot our truncated Yukawa results from Fig. 3.2
in the (λ, T̃) plane, we employ the mapping that was presented in Section 2.3.4
and which is only valid when the hard-core does not play an important role. The
effect of the hard-core on the phase behavior of the Yukawa system was studied
earlier in Chapter 2. There it was found that for ε = 81, the hard-core interaction
leads to deviations in the phase behavior only at high packing fractions, around
η = 0.5. In Fig. 3.2, only the very end of the re-entrant fcc-fluid phase coexistence
line reaches such high packing fractions that one might expect deviations from
the point-Yukawa system. Therefore, our results can be plotted in the (λ, T̃) plane.
If the PB-BD simulation would be repeated at a different volume fraction than η,
possibly a different phase diagram in the (λ, T̃) plane would be obtained. This is
because the effective charge Zeff and screening length κ−1

eff depend on η. However,
the pairwise Yukawa results, both ours and those from reference [56–58], can still
be compared with the PB-BD results in the (λ, T̃) plane.

3.4 Conclusions

The phase diagram of a system where the particles interact with the truncated
hard-core repulsive Yukawa potential of Eq. (3.1) was studied with contact value
ε = 81 and cut-prefactor x = 1.5. We observed (i) a radical reduction of the sta-
bility of the bcc phase with respect to the fcc phase, (ii) more fluid phase due to
instability of the fcc phase and a re-entrant fluid phase, and (iii) for sufficiently
high salt concentrations, hardly any shift of the fcc melting line when compared
with the bcc melting line for the full Yukawa potential; i.e., truncation of the po-
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Figure 3.3: The phase diagram in the (λ, T̃) representation. The thick solid lines are the phase
boundaries for point Yukawa particles obtained by Hamaguchi et al. [21] and the (thin) solid
lines are the phase boundaries for a system of truncated hard-core Yukawa particles with ε = 81
and with cut-off x = 1.5. The hard-core Yukawa results are plotted using the mapping given in
Section 2.3.4. The filled and open diamonds connected with long-dashed lines are, respectively,
the fcc and the bcc melting lines for x = 1.5 from [56–58]. The circles and the filled squares with
error bars give the melting points of [56–58] for fcc and bcc phases, respectively, obtained from
the PB-BD simulations where the full Poisson-Boltzmann equation is solved giving the “exact”
effective many-body interaction for the colloids. The dotted lines with labels 2kBT, 5kBT, and
10kBT denote the regions where the potential at the cut-off distance is equal to the respective
value.

tential does not affect the location of the solid-fluid line, but only replaces the bcc
phase with fcc at the melting line. Of these observations (ii) has already been con-
firmed by Dobnikar et al. [56–58] in the truncated point Yukawa system. How-
ever, whether the observations (i) and (iii) are supported by their results can not
be answered since the Lindemann criterion used in [56–58] is not suited to resolve
the relative stability of the bcc and fcc phases. Finally, we like to stress that (i), the
instability of the bcc phase, is also seen in Chapter 4 where we will investigate
the effect of three-body interactions on the phase diagram of charged colloids.

Only one value of the cut-prefactor, x = 1.5, was used in this study. It is
natural to expect that if x is made larger all three effects (i), (ii), and (iii) mentioned
earlier, will become less pronounced and finally vanish at x = ∞. Conversely,
with smaller x, we expect that the three effects become more pronounced.

The only agreement with the full Poisson-Boltzmann Brownian dynamics (PB-
BD) simulation results is the increased stability of the fluid phase. In order to
obtain more quantitative comparison, a different cut prefactor x for fluid, bcc and
fcc phases should probably be used. Also, in order to have a pair potential that
agrees more with the real effective pair potential, instead of truncating the po-
tential, a smooth decay to zero should be made. As a preliminary result we have
seen that adding a smooth truncation alters the phase behavior of the system. For
example, it is natural to expect that the bcc phase becomes more stable when in-
troducing a smooth decay. However, playing with the cut and adding a smooth
truncation increases the number of parameters considerably, and the real problem
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is how to choose these parameters realistically. One way to obtain them would be
to perform PB-BD simulations and extract the parameters by fitting to an effective
pair potential. Finally, it is worth noting that since we are using a very simplified
model to incorporate some of the many-body effects, one might not even expect
good agreement with the PB-BD results and, thus, a direct comparison between
both approaches is difficult. We also like to mention that it would be highly desir-
able to have more results on the phase behavior from the full PB-BD simulations
in order to be able to make more definite conclusions about the many-body inter-
actions, e.g. when are they important and what is the effect of them on the phase
behavior and structure of the colloidal suspension.
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4
Effect of Three-Body

Interactions on the Phase
Behavior of Charged Colloids

A B S T R A C T

We study the effect of attractive three-body interactions on the phase
behavior of suspensions of charged colloids at low salt concentra-
tion. In our computer simulations, we employ the effective two-
and three-body potentials that were obtained from a numerical Poisson-
Boltzmann study by Russ et al. [50]. On the basis of free energy cal-
culations, we determine the phase diagram of an aqueous suspen-
sion of identical spheres of diameter σ = 32 nm and charge Z = 80
as a function of colloid concentration and salt concentration, both
for the purely pairwise additive system and for the system with
two- and three-body interactions. The main effect of the effective
three-body interactions is a destabilization of the body-centered-
cubic (bcc) crystal phase in favor of the face-centered-cubic (fcc)
crystal phase. As a consequence, the phase diagram features co-
existence of a rather dilute fluid with an almost close-packed fcc
phase at low salt concentration, and bcc-fcc coexistence with a big
density jump at intermediate salinity. The three-body attractions do
not affect the phase behavior at sufficiently high salt concentration;
under these conditions the system is well described by the pairwise
potential description.
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4.1 Introduction

As was mentioned in Chapter 1, the DLVO theory predicts that the effective pair
interaction between the colloids consists of a hard-core repulsion due to the fi-
nite size of the colloids, screened-Coulomb (Yukawa) repulsion with the screen-
ing length given by the Debye length κ−1 of the electrolyte, and van der Waals
attractions with a typical range of a few nm. The screening length κ−1 defines
the thickness of the double layer of opposite charge surrounding each colloidal
surface. The range κ−1 of the screened-Coulomb repulsion is a function of the
salt concentration of the electrolyte, the dielectric constant of the solvent, and the
temperature. Here we focus on the effect of the salt concentration as this can be
tuned over several decades.

As we already discussed in Section 1.1.3, some experimental observations
have been published that question the validity of the DLVO theory. Without ex-
ception these experiments were done in the low salt regime and they include ob-
servations of a broad gas-solid coexistence [38, 39], “voids” of vapor in otherwise
homogeneous suspension [42, 43, 108], long-lived dense metastable crystallites
[44, 108], even a gas-liquid coexistence [40] (although not without some dispute
[41]). A long-range attraction between like-charged spheres would account nat-
urally for these experimental observations, but would be in contradiction with
the long-accepted DLVO theory. This discrepancy triggered intense theoretical
and experimental activities and vivid debates. For more details on the current
state-of-affairs, the reader is referred to review papers [109, 110]. At low salt
concentration, of the order of several µM’s, the double layer thickness is of the
order of the colloid diameter, i.e., κ−1 ≥ σ, and pairwise additivity might break
down as many-body interactions become important. In some of the theoretical
approaches the many-body contributions are captured in so-called volume terms
that do not depend on the particle coordinates but on the density of the system
[47–49, 62, 111–115]. Alternatively, one captures the many-body effect by many-
body potentials, i.e., functions of the colloidal coordinates but not of colloid den-
sity.

Recent experimental [54, 55, 59, 116] and theoretical [50, 56–58] results support
the existence of many-body effects. Both studies show that the pair repulsion is
reduced at distances larger than the mean distance between the colloids, due to
many-body interactions. The reduction of the repulsion at distances larger than
the mean distance between the colloids can be traced back to the shielding ef-
fect of the macroions. This is in line with recent explicit numerical calculations
within nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann theory, which show that the pairwise repul-
sion between two colloids is dramatically reduced when a third colloid is placed
in between [50]. This effect results in effective attractive three-body interactions
between the charged colloidal spheres. At high salt concentrations this effect is
not important, since the double layers are small and the Yukawa repulsion has al-
ready decayed at the distance between the outermost colloids (two diameters or
more). However, at low salt concentrations the double layers are large and a con-
siderable reduction of the repulsion between the outermost colloids is caused by
the presence of the third intermediate colloid: pairwise additivity breaks down
and many-body interactions become important. Based on numerical calculations,
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simple empirical expressions were obtained for the two- and three-body interac-
tions within the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann theory, specifically in the nonlinear
regime of low salt concentrations and high charges [50]. Moreover, it was shown
within a van der Waals-like mean-field theory that the strength of the attractive
three-body interaction is large enough to induce gas-liquid phase coexistence.

In this chapter, we use computer simulations to study the effect of attrac-
tive three-body interactions on the phase behavior of charge-stabilized colloidal
suspensions. We determine the phase diagram using free energy calculations
both for an effective one-component system of colloids interacting with two- and
three-body interactions, and that of a pairwise system without the three-body
interactions. We find that attractive three-body interactions drive most likely a
gas-solid transition, instead of a gas-liquid transition that was found previously
within the van der Waals-like mean-field theory [50]. Moreover, the presence of
three-body attractions also affects the relative stability of fcc and bcc crystals.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 we present our
model, and in Section 4.3 we briefly describe the simulation techniques used. The
results are given in Section 4.4, and we make some concluding remarks in Section
4.5.

4.2 Model

Our model for the colloidal suspension consists of N identical spherical colloidal
particles with a hard-core diameter σ and a uniformly distributed surface charge
of −Ze, immersed in a volume V, together with NZ monovalent counterions,
and added salt at a bulk (reservoir) concentration of ρs. The unit (proton) charge
is denoted by es. The monovalent positive counterions and negative coions are
assumed to be charged point particles. The electrolyte is treated as a structure-
less continuum characterized by the dielectric constant ε. In our approach, the
microions are not treated individually, but at the level of their equilibrium den-
sity distributions ρ±(r) for the positive and negative microions in a fixed con-
figuration of the colloids. Due to large differences in time scales, the microions
may be assumed to be in thermodynamic equilibrium for any configuration of
the colloids. The inhomogeneous density distributions ρ±(r) in the presence of
a fixed configuration of colloidal particles can be obtained by solving the nonlin-
ear Poisson-Boltzmann equation. It is convenient to treat the electrolyte grand-
canonically, i.e., at fixed chemical potential of salt µs. Once ρ±(r) have been de-
termined, the effective interactions between the colloids are given by

Veff ({ri}) =
N

∑
i<j

uHS(ri, rj) + Ω ({ri}, N, µs) (4.1)

where the center-of-mass coordinates of the colloids are given by ri with i =
1, · · · , N, ΩN = Ω({ri}, N, µs) is the grand potential of the electrolyte in the ex-
ternal field of a fixed configuration of N colloidal particles, and

uHS(ri, rj) =

{
0, r ≥ σ

∞, r < σ
(4.2)
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is the non-electrostatic hard-sphere part of the pair potential between colloids i
and j. In principle, the effective interactions can be calculated “on the fly” for
each colloid configuration in the same spirit as the “ab initio” method of Car and
Parrinello for ion-electron systems [117] (Applications for colloidal systems are
found in Refs. [118–120]). However, here we adopt a different method based on
effective n-body interactions. It can be shown explicitly that ΩN can be uniquely
decomposed into effective n-body interactions Ω(n) between the colloids [50, 121]:

ΩN = NΩ(1) +
N

∑
i<j

Ω(2)(ri, rj) +
N

∑
i<j<k

Ω(3)(ri, rj, rk) + · · · , (4.3)

where the ellipsis represents the terms Ω(n) for n ≥ 4. The n-body potentials
are defined in a system with n colloids with neutralizing counterions in contact
with a salt reservoir at chemical potential µs. The one-body potential Ω(1) is ac-
tually the grand-potential difference between a sea of salt at µs and volume V
with and without a single colloid; it can be interpreted as the self-energy of a
colloid or the Henry coefficient. The effective pair potential Ω(2)(ri, rj) between
two colloids is the grand potential difference between a system with volume V
containing two colloids at separation rij = |ri − rj| and at infinite separation. For
n > 2, the effective n-body interactions can be defined along the same lines and
will depend on the exact coordinates of n colloids. It is worth noting that the
mapping of ΩN onto effective n-body interactions with n = 1, · · · , N is exact.
One actually hopes, of course, that the rate of convergence of the expansion is
fast and that ΩN can be approximated by only including n-body potentials of
n = 1, 2, · · · , n∗ ¿ N. In many cases, the expansion is truncated at pair potential
level, and three- and higher-body interactions are ignored. In Ref. [50], two- and
three-body interactions were calculated numerically within Poisson-Boltzmann
theory. The effective pair interactions turn out to be purely repulsive and can be
fitted by a screened Coulomb potential, consistent with the well-known DLVO
result:

Ω(2)(r)
kBT

= A(2) λB

σ

exp(−κr)
r/σ

, (4.4)

Here A(2) is a fitting constant, κ =
√

8πλBρs is the inverse Debye screening
length, and λB = e2/εskBT is the Bjerrum length. By contrast, the three-body
interactions are purely attractive in all cases considered. More surprisingly, the
three-body interaction calculated for many configurations of the three colloids
collapsed onto one master curve that can be fitted remarkably well by a Yukawa
potential which depends on the sum of the three distances L = rij + rjk + rik,
instead of the three distances separately:

Ω(3)(L)
kBT

= −A(3) λB

σ

exp(−γL)
L/σ

, (4.5)

where the two fit parameters are the decay constant γ and the prefactor A(3). The
prefactors A(2) and A(3), as well as the decay length γ, are given in Ref. [50] for
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different combinations of the reduced charge Z̄ = ZλB/σ and screening length
κσ. These empirical fits for the two- and three-body potentials enable us to per-
form computer simulations and study the effect of attractive three-body poten-
tials as the lowest-order correction to pairwise additivity.

4.3 Methods

Our purpose is to calculate the Helmholtz free energy of a system with a Hamilto-
nian that includes a potential energy that is given as a sum of the two- and three-
body potential energies of Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5), respectively, and of the hard-core
contribution uHS(ri, rj). That is, the potential energy function of our Hamiltonian
is written as

U(rN) =
N

∑
i<j

[
uHS(ri, rj) + Ω(2)(rij)

]
+

N

∑
i<j<k

Ω(3)(rij + rjk + rik). (4.6)

Note that the kinetic energy term in the Hamiltonian plays no role in phase sta-
bility and can therefore be ignored.

The simulations are performed in a cubic box with periodic boundary condi-
tions and the minimum image convention is used. While the minimum image
convention works fine for particle pairs, there is no unique way of applying it to
a group of three particles [122]. In order to see this, consider a triangle of parti-
cles labelled by i, j, and k. The minimum image convention can only be applied
to two sides of the triangle, say to particle j with i and to particle k with i. The
distance between particle j and k is then fixed. However, the distance between
the closest image of particles j and k with respect to particle i is not necessarily
the minimum image distance of j to k. This can easily be shown by defining the x
component of the translation vector

tij = [(xi − xj)/K]K and tik = [(xi − xk)/K]K, (4.7)

where K is the box length and [x] the closest integer to x. After applying the
minimum image convention, the x component of the separation vectors between
the three particles are given by

xij = xi − xj − tij

xik = xi − xk − tik

xjk = xj − xk + tij − tik,

and similarly for the y and z components. In most cases, xjk is equal to the re-
sult given by minimum image convention, where xjk = xj − xk − tjk. However,
for cases where this is not true, one should check if the total side length of the
triangle can be minimized by applying the minimum image convention to the
other sides of the triangle. In fact, there are at most three possible choices of
triangles that have at least two sides with lengths less than half the box length.
This is because the minimum image convention can only be applied to two sides
of the triangle. However, in order to save CPU time, we have chosen a simpler
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minimum image convention. Our minimum image rule for the triplets is best ex-
plained and motivated by considering the way the potential energy is calculated:
We first take particle i (N choices), we then take particle j, from the set of N − 1
particles that are left, and apply the minimum image rule for particle i and j. The
two-body potential Ω(2) is calculated for the pair ij. For each pair ij we take a
third particle k from the set of N− 2 particles that are left. Since now the distance
between i and j is already fixed, we only have two choices for the minimum im-
age of k, i.e., we can take the minimum image of k with respect to i or with respect
to j. By choosing the minimum image of k that gives the triangle with the smallest
total side length rij + rjk + rik, we take into account the position of particle k that
screens the pair interaction between particles i and j the most.

A consequence of this three-body minimum image convention is that the re-
sulting three-body potential energy ∑N

i<j<k Ω(3)(rij + rjk + rik) depends on the or-
der in which the summation is done. This is why the result is not (in all geome-
tries) equal to one sixth of the unrestricted sum ∑N

i,j,k Ω(3)(rij + rjk + rik), where
all triangles are calculated six times. However, according to our tests, the error
is at least five orders of magnitude smaller than the error due to statistical noise.
The two-body potential is truncated at a cut-off radius rc, which is chosen to be
equal to the half of the box length. For the three-body potential we choose to trun-
cate the potential when one of the side lengths of the minimum image triangle is
greater than rc (the same method as used in Ref. [122]).

The free energy calculations were done as described in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.
We used 10 points in the Gauss-Legendre quadrature. This number of integration
points was tested to be adequate by recalculating some of the results with more
(20 or 32) integration points. The number of particles was chosen to be N = 250
for the bcc and N = 256 for the fcc and the fluid phase. The solid phase free
energies were calculated by rewriting the numerical integration as in Eq. (2.8).
The value of c given by Eq. (2.9) was evaluated in the beginning of the free energy
calculation.

Each evaluation of the integrands in Eqs. (2.5) and (2.14), respectively, con-
sisted of an equilibration run and a sampling run, both with 1000 − 2000 trial
moves per particle. For systems interacting with a potential energy given by Eq.
4.6, the evaluation of the three-body interaction scales with N3. Our choice of
trial moves resulted in MC simulations that took about 36 CPU hours per free
energy point on a supercomputer. In order to map out the phase diagram the
Helmholtz free energy must be determined for the fluid, bcc, and fcc phase and
for many statepoints, i.e., about 10 different packing fractions and about 8 differ-
ent values of salt concentrations or κσ, which resulted in approximately one year
of CPU time on a supercomputer. For the two-body system the number of trials
was often increased to 10 000 per particle. At small values of λ, the data become
more noisy and therefore, in order to reach better statistical accuracy, the number
of trial moves was doubled for the three integration points with smallest value of
λ and for estimation of the parameter c (the λ = 0 point).

In our free energy calculations, the Madelung energy U(rN
0 ) in Eq. (2.6) was

evaluated for a large crystal with 5000 - 20 000 particles. For such system size, the
tail correction to the potential energy due to the finite cut-off radius can be ne-
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Figure 4.1: The phase diagram for
Z̄ = 1.8 including only the two-body
interactions. The gray color repre-
sents a coexistence region, while cir-
cles (◦), squares (¤), and diamonds
(¦) represent the fluid, bcc, and fcc
phase boundaries, respectively.

glected. Therefore, no further tail corrections to the potential energy are needed∗.
Similar treatment is not possible for fluid, and therefore, the fluid free energy cal-
culation inevitably suffers from the finite cut-off radius rc for the potential energy.
For a system with only pair interactions, this problem can be solved by adding a
tail contribution to the potential energy, which is approximated by the potential
energy due to a continuous distribution of particles beyond the cut-off radius rc,
i.e., by setting g(r) = 1 for r > rc [93]. A similar tail correction for the three-body
potential Ω(3) is not very practical as it requires a numerical integration over a
three-dimensional region, and the approximation g(r) = 1 is not accurate be-
cause some triangles consist of particle pairs with r < rc. Therefore, the fluid tail
correction is approximated by setting it equal to the tail correction for an ideal
fcc crystal at the same density. The fcc crystal tail correction is calculated as the
difference in the Madelung energies of an “infinite” crystal with 5000 - 20 000
particles and a crystal with 256 particles.

4.4 Results

Using the methods described in Section 4.3, we performed free energy calcula-
tions for given κσ and Z̄ = ZλB/σ with the parameters A(2), A(3), and γ taken
from Ref. [50]. Common tangent construction was used to determine phase coex-
istence from the free energy data. We chose the ratio between the Bjerrum length
and the colloidal diameter to be λB/σ = 0.0225, and focused on calculating the
phase behavior for reduced charge Z̄ = 1.8. This corresponds to a charge Z = 80
and, in water at room temperature (for which λB = 7.2 Å), to diameter σ = 32 nm.
Phase diagrams are presented in the η− κσ representation, where η = πσ3N/6V
is the colloidal packing fraction. Note that κ does not depend on η.

In Fig. 4.1, we present the phase diagram for a system including only the two-
body interactions, i.e., for the potential energy of Eq. (4.6) where the three-body

∗However, the finite cut-off does affect the value of the ensemble average in Eq. (2.5).
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Figure 4.2: The phase diagram for
Z̄ = 1.8 including the two- and
three-body interactions. The gray
color represents a coexistence region,
while circles (◦), squares (¤), and
diamonds (¦) represent the fluid,
bcc, and fcc phase boundaries, re-
spectively. The stars (∗) mark the
bcc-fcc and the fluid-fcc coexistence
points based on Eq. (4.8). The two
vertical long-dashed lines repre-
sent the fluid-bcc and bcc-fcc phase
boundaries of the system with only
two-body interactions, see Fig. 4.1.
The horizontal dashed line denotes
the fluid-bcc-fcc triple point.

term is disregarded. The coexistence regions are colored gray, and tie lines be-
tween the coexisting phases are horizontal. The prefactors A(2) for κσ > 2.56
were obtained by linear extrapolation with respect to κσ. This is because the data
in Ref. [50] only goes up to κσ = 2.56. As can be seen from Fig. 4.1, the bcc phase
is very much favored at low values of κσ (low salt), while the bcc regime ends in
an upper triple point (position of which is given here only as a rough estimate)
at κσ ' 4.86. We compared our fluid-bcc coexistence line with the one given for
point-Yukawa particles in Ref. [21], and found them to be in good agreement in
the low-κσ regime, where the hard-core is not expected to play a role. Note also
from Fig. 4.1 that the fluid-bcc and the bcc-fcc coexistence regions shrink when
moving to the lower values of κσ, as expected since the potential becomes softer.

In Fig. 4.2, we present the phase diagram for the same system but now with
two- and three-body interactions, i.e., for the full potential in Eq. (4.6). Note the
different κσ scale in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2. Because the values of the parameters A(2),
A(3), and γ are only given in Ref. [50] for κσ = 2.0 and κσ = 2.56, linear inter-
polation with respect to κσ was used to get the parameter values at intermediate
κσ. Figure 4.2 shows a very broad fluid-fcc coexistence in the low-salt regime at
κσ . 2.36, below the fluid-bcc-fcc triple point (denoted by the horizontal dashed
line in Fig. 4.2). In the regime 2.36 . κσ . 2.43 above the triple point, there is
a very narrow fluid-bcc coexistence at η ≈ 0.35, and a rather broad bcc-fcc co-
existence at higher η. The density jump of the latter shrinks upon approach of
κσ ≈ 2.43, and goes to a negligible value for κσ > 2.43.

The essentially vertical long-dashed lines in Fig. 4.2 give the fluid-bcc and bcc-
fcc phase boundaries of the system where only two-body interactions are present
(Fig. 4.1). We observe that the inclusion of the three-body interactions reduces
the stability of the bcc phase in the regime 2.36 . κσ . 2.56, and closes up the
bcc pocket at κσ ≈ 2.36. In the limit of high salt, the phase diagram of the system
with the two- and three-body interactions (Fig. 4.2) should converge to the phase
diagram of the system with only the two-body interactions (Fig. 4.1). In order
to investigate this, we calculated the Madelung energies per particle at κσ = 4.0
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Figure 4.3: Helmholtz free energies
per volume for the fluid, bcc, and
fcc phases, at κσ = 2.2. Also shown
is the result from the approximate
theory of Eq. (4.8).

for both systems, and found them to be very close to each other. Therefore, we
expect that at κσ > 4.0 the phase diagram of Fig. 4.2 reduces to the two-body
phase diagram of Fig. 4.1.

In Fig. 4.3, we show the free energy data for κσ = 2.2, which includes the
two- and three-body interactions. A common tangent construction reveals a co-
existence between a fluid at packing fraction η ≈ 0.12 and an fcc solid at packing
fraction η ≈ 0.72. Because the dip in the fcc free energy at η ≈ 0.72 is very deep,
the underlying fluid-bcc coexistence is metastable and the same holds for a pos-
sible gas-liquid coexistence. In order to study the source of this dip we made a
very simple theoretical approximation for the free energy based on the sum of
the Madelung energy (energy term) and the free energy of a hard-sphere system
(entropy term) as

FApprox(η) = NuM(η) +

{
Ffluid

HS (η) η ≤ 0.49
Fsol

HS(η) η > 0.49.
(4.8)

Here the Madelung energy per particle uM(η) is that of an fcc solid and the free
energy of the hard sphere solid FHS

sol (η) is obtained from the equation of state by
Hall [123]. In Fig. 4.3, FApprox is plotted with the long-dashed line and, as can be
seen, the result is qualitatively the same as the one from the elaborate free energy
calculations. This result explains the very broad fluid-fcc coexistence: because of
the three-body attraction, at low κσ and high densities (η > 0.55 for κσ = 2.2) the
Madelung energy per particle uM is a monotonically decreasing function of the
density. This produces a lowering of the free energy at high densities, which in
Fig. 4.3 can be seen at η ≈ 0.6. At very high densities (η ≈ 0.72 in Fig. 4.3), the free
energy shoots up again, because there the hard sphere solid free energy Fsol

HS starts
to increase rapidly. Thus the competition between the Madelung energy and the
hard sphere free energy, produces a minimum in the fcc free energy curve at high
density, and explains the broad fluid-fcc coexistence. As the range of the three-
body attraction is reduced at higher values of κσ (higher salt concentrations),
the minimum becomes less pronounced. At the same time, the coexisting fluid
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phase moves to higher densities. Finally, at κσ ≈ 2.36 the fluid is metastable with
respect to the bcc, and the fluid-fcc coexistence is replaced by a broad bcc-fcc
coexistence.

The approximation for the free energy given in Eq. (4.8) can be used as a quick
tool for mapping out the fluid-fcc and the bcc-fcc coexistence points in the low
κσ-regime†. In Fig. 4.2, the coexistence points obtained from the approximate
free energy curves are denoted by stars (∗). As can be seen, the results obtained
from the approximate method are in good agreement with those from free energy
calculations. We also used Eq. (4.8) to check the stability of the gas-liquid critical
point, which was predicted for the present system in Ref. [50] on the basis of a
simple van der Waals-like theory. For Z̄ = 1.8 the analysis of Ref. [50] yields a gas-
liquid critical point at κσ ' 1.8 and η ' 0.4, i.e., for κσ < 1.8 there is predicted to
be an η-regime where gas and liquid coexist. Comparison with the present phase
diagram for Z̄ = 1.8 in Fig. 4.2 reveals that this predicted critical point is in fact
metastable with respect to fluid-fcc coexistence. The same conclusion holds for
the critical points that were identified for other values of Z̄ and κσ: Application
of Eq.(4.8) reveals that a broad fluid-fcc coexistence is thermodynamically more
favorable than a gas-liquid coexistence for all values of Z̄ and κσ considered.
Meaning that a gas-liquid phase separation is always metastable with respect to
a gas-solid phase separation. However, the analysis of Ref. [50] is still of use,
since the curve in the (Z̄, 1/κσ) plane that separates the supercritical from the
subcritical regime turns out to be remarkably close to the line that separates a
“narrow” fluid-solid regime from a “broad” gas-solid regime (for Z̄ = 1.8 this
would take place at κσ ' 2.4). This is illustrated in Fig. 4.4, where the crosses
denote a “broad” gas-solid coexistence based on Eq. (4.8), the squares denote
gas-liquid coexistence as predicted in Ref. [50]. The circles denote a “narrow”
fluid-solid regime and the line represents our prediction for the crossover from a
“narrow” fluid-solid to a “broad” gas-solid regime.

†The approximate free energy FApprox in Eq. (4.8) only accounts for the “gross features of the
phase diagram”, i.e., either for the broad fluid-fcc or for the broad bcc-fcc phase coexistence. It is
unable to predict the phase behavior in the κσ-regime where these effects are not seen.
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4.5 Conclusions

We performed a computer simulation study of the phase diagram of a suspen-
sion of charged colloids at low salt concentration, taking into account effective
two- and three-body interactions between the colloids. The effective potentials
are taken from an earlier Poisson-Boltzmann study [50], and are such that the pair
potential is a DLVO-like screened-Coulomb repulsion [see Eq. (4.4)], whereas the
three-body potential is purely attractive [see Eq. (4.5)]. The main effect of the in-
clusion of three-body interactions is a reduction of the stability of the bcc phase
in favor of the fluid and fcc phase or coexistence of the latter two. The three-body
attractions induce, at sufficiently low salt concentration, a very broad coexistence
region of a dilute fluid with an extremely dense fcc phase, while at intermediate
salt concentration, a broad bcc-fcc coexistence regime appears. We also conclude
that any gas-liquid coexistence that may occur due to the attractive three-body in-
teractions, is metastable with respect to gas-solid coexistence. This is in line with
the results of Ref. [124], where it was shown that many-body attractions have a
strong tendency to give rise to gas-solid rather than gas-liquid coexistence. The
reduction of the stability of the bcc phase was also seen in Chapter 3, where the
many-body interactions were taken into account by truncating the pair-potential
at mean colloid separation

Finally, some critical remarks on our results must be made, since they are,
at least in the low-salt regime, in disagreement with experimental observations:
we are not aware of reports of observations of almost close-packed fcc phases
with a dilute gas phase. This suggests that a fully realistic description of charged
colloids in this regime requires the inclusion of 4-body and higher-order terms as
well, which constitutes a daunting task: not only is the calculation of the n-body
potential Ω(n) for n ≥ 4 computationally demanding, but including them into an
(efficient) Monte Carlo scheme is also far from trivial. A better approach to study
many-body interactions is to use methods where they are included implicitly.
This can be done for example by using a Poisson-Boltzmann solver [56–58, 120]
or the primitive model. In the next chapter, we will present a primitive model
study of the system presented in this chapter.





5
Melting Line of Charged
Colloids from Primitive

Model Simulations

A B S T R A C T

We develop an efficient simulation method to study suspensions of
charged spherical colloids using the primitive model. In this model,
the colloids and the co- and counterions are represented by charged
hard spheres, whereas the solvent is treated as a dielectric contin-
uum. In order to speed up the simulations, we restrict the positions
of the particles to a cubic lattice, which allows precalculation of the
Coulombic interactions at the beginning of the simulation. More-
over, we use multiparticle cluster moves that make the Monte Carlo
sampling more efficient. The simulations are performed in the semi-
grand canonical ensemble, i.e., the temperature, the volume, the
number of colloids, and the chemical potential of the salt (added
co- and counterions) are fixed. Employing our method, we study
a system consisting of colloids carrying a charge of 80 elementary
charges and monovalent co- and counterions. At the colloid den-
sities of our interest, we show that lattice effects are negligible for
sufficiently fine lattices. We determine the fluid-solid melting line in
a packing fraction η-inverse screening length κ plane, and compare
it with the melting line of charged colloids predicted by the Yukawa
potential of the DLVO theory. We find qualitative agreement with
the Yukawa results, and we do not find any effects of many-body
interactions. We discuss the difficulties involved in the mapping
between the primitive model and the Yukawa model at high colloid
packing fractions (η > 0.2).
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5.1 Introduction

As we discussed in Section 4, there has been a lot of debate whether the DLVO
pairwise description is valid at low salt concentrations, where double layers of
nearby colloids overlap. Indeed, according to both experiments and numerical
calculations [50, 54, 55, 59–61], the effective pair potential description fails at low
salt concentration and three- and higher-body interactions become important.
What remains to be less clear-cut is the effect of the many-body interactions on the
phase behavior of charged colloids. Dobnikar and co-workers [56–58] have stud-
ied the melting transition by solving the non-linear Poisson-Boltzmann equation
for a multi-colloid system. They found that the effective many-body interactions
shift the melting line, extending the fluid range, than expected on the basis of
pairwise interactions alone. In Section 4, we studied the effect of attractive three-
body interactions on the phase behavior of charged colloids, and found that they
give rise to broad fluid-fcc and bcc-fcc coexistence regions. The question remains
whether the effective three-body approach, which ignores the effective four- and
higher-body terms, is valid at high colloid densities. This question becomes even
more important in the light of recent experimental evidence, which suggests that
the four-body term is repulsive [61], and is of the same range and magnitude as
the attractive three-body interaction. Hence, a substantial fraction of the three-
body attraction seems to be cancelled by the four-body repulsion.

In order to resolve this issue, we decided to perform direct simulations of the
primitive model, using the same parameters as in Section 4, where three-body in-
teractions are important. To this end, we develop an efficient simulation method
for the highly asymmetric primitive model. In the primitive model description,
colloids, coions, and counterions are treated as charged hard spheres, while the
solvent is treated as a structureless continuum characterized by a dielectric con-
stant εs. Since the primitive model includes all the charged species explicitly, it
also includes all the effective many-body interactions. Employing our simulation
method, we determine the fluid-solid transition at various salt concentrations for
the primitive model and we compare the results with the predictions of the DLVO
theory.

In comparing the primitive model results with the effective Yukawa potential
of the DLVO theory, it is important to know how to map the primitive model pa-
rameters onto the Yukawa model parameters. At low colloid packing fractions,
this mapping can be done quite reliably using the Poisson-Boltzmann cell model
[22], see, e.g., Refs. [58, 125]. At high colloid packing fractions η, less is known
about the validity of the Yukawa potential [126] and about the way the parame-
ters should be mapped. An example of this can be found in Refs. [118, 119, 127],
where highly charged colloidal suspensions were studied using a Car-Parrinello-
like ab initio method [117]. At high η, it was found that the DLVO theory under-
estimates the structure, meaning, that the colloids see an effective charge that is
higher than the real colloidal charge. Supposedly, the reason for this is that at high
η, the screening of the Coulomb interactions is reduced because the counterions
are excluded by the neighboring colloids [127]. We find evidence of this charge
renormalization but we are not able to directly prove the mechanism behind it.
We are unable to find a mapping between the primitive model and the Yukawa
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model that would work at all packing fractions.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we present our

simulation method for the highly asymmetric primitive model. In Section 5.3, we
discuss our results and we end with some concluding remarks in Section 5.4.

5.2 Simulation Method

5.2.1 Highly Asymmetric Primitive Model
Our system consists of N colloidal hard spheres with a diameter σ, carrying a
positive charge +Ze, and NS co- and ZN + NS counterions with a diameter σm
and a charge +e and −e, respectively. Here e denotes the elementary charge. The
particles interact via the pairwise additive Coulombic potential and a hard-core
repulsion

Uij(r)
kBT

=

{ qiqjλB
σ

σ
r for r ≥ 1

2(σi + σj)
+∞ for r < 1

2(σi + σj),
(5.1)

where λB = e2/εskBT is the Bjerrum length, εs is the dielectric constant of the
solvent, and r is the distance between the ions i and j that have charge numbers
qi and qj.

Our primitive model Monte Carlo simulations are performed in the semi-
grand canonical ensemble, i.e., the volume V, the temperature T, the number of
colloids N, and the chemical potential of the salt µS are kept constant. The simu-
lations represent a system of colloids in osmotic equilibrium with a salt reservoir
at the same chemical potential µS. In our simulations, one MC cycle consist of
N(Z + 1) + 2NS attempts to displace a randomly selected particle (a colloid or a
microion). Attempts to insert or remove a coion-counterion pairs are performed
ten times per MC cycle. We use the standard grand canonical ensemble method
for the insertion and removal steps [93].

The simulations are performed in a cubic box with side length L and peri-
odic boundary conditions are applied in all three dimensions. The long range
Coulombic interactions are calculated using the Ewald summation method [93,
128] with conducting boundary conditions, 518 Fourier-space vectors, and real-
space damping parameter α = 5. In order to speed up the simulations, we have
used the fine lattice discretization method of Panagiotopoulos and Kumar [129].
In this method, the positions of the particles are restricted to a cubic lattice with
lattice spacing a. We introduce a lattice refinement parameter ξ = σ/a, which
gives the number of lattice points per colloid diameter. Continuum is recovered
in the limit of ξ → ∞. Previously, the lattice method has been used to study
the criticality of electrolytes and polyelectrolytes, see Section 6 and the references
therein. In these systems, the lattice has little impact on the critical behavior once
ξ ≥ 3 [129]. The effect of lattice discretization on hard spheres has been studied in
Ref. [130]. The advantage of using a lattice is that it allows a single precalculation
of all the Coulombic interactions into a three-dimensional (L/a)× (L/a)× (L/a)
matrix at the beginning of the simulation. During a simulation, the pair interac-
tions can be determined by a simple table lookup. Figure 5.1 shows the CPU time
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Figure 5.1: CPU time τ vs the total
number of charge centers Ntot =
N(Z + 1) + 2NS for a system with
Z = 80, η = 0.2, and ξ = 19. The
circles (◦) mark the results of the
Ewald summation and the squares
(¤) mark the results of the lattice
method. The annotated numbers
show the κidσ values. The full lines
are linear fits to the data points. The
inset shows the ratio of the Ewald
summation and the lattice method
CPU times.

τ as a function of the total number of charges Ntot = N(Z + 1) + 2NS of both the
Ewald summation method and the lattice method, and the inset shows the ratio
between the two CPU times ∗. The Ewald parameters were chosen as described
in Ref. [93]. The full lines in Fig. 5.1 are linear fits to the data points. From these
fits we see that the CPU time of the Ewald summation method scales as N1.73

tot
and the CPU time of the lattice method scales as N2.03

tot . We note that the lattice
method has the expected scaling, while the Ewald summation does not have the
ideal N1.5

tot scaling [131]. In the Ewald summation, a slightly non-ideal scaling is
obtained because we do not use neighbor lists in the total potential energy calcu-
lation, and therefore, the distance between each particle has to be calculated. We
are not sure how much better the Ewald summation would perform if neighbor
lists were used since the construction and updating of the lists also requires CPU
time.

In a system with high density of microions, a simple displacement of a colloid
would almost always result in an overlap with at least one of the microions. In
order to overcome this problem, we remove the microions that hinder the dis-
placement of the colloid at its new position and reinsert them into the space va-
cated by the displacement of the colloid. Figure 5.2(a) shows a typical starting
configuration. The colloid at its new trial position is denoted by a dashed line
and the microions that result in an overlap with the colloid at its new position are
filled gray. In our cluster move, the overlapping microions are reflected through
the center between the old and the new colloid position (marked P) into the space
left empty by the displacement of the colloid. An example of such a reflection is
shown in Fig. 5.2(a) by the gray arrow. Figure 5.2(b) shows the end situation,
where the colloid and the microions are at their new positions. Cluster moves are
performed only in three lattice coordinate directions, which guarantees that each
reflected microion has a well defined lattice position. The cluster moves satisfy
detailed balance as they are entirely symmetric, i.e., moving a colloid back to its
original position returns the microions to their original positions. Our method is
similar to the cluster move technique used in Ref. [132]. However, in their ap-

∗τ is defined as the time it takes to calculate the total potential energy ten times on a Pentium
4 3GHz CPU.
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P

Figure 5.2: The multiparticle cluster
move technique: In (a), the colloid is
at its old position and the colloid at
its new trial position is drawn with
a dashed line. The gray microions
overlap with the colloid at its new
position and are therefore included
in the cluster move. The reflection
point P is in the middle between the
old and the new colloid position.
The gray arrow shows an example
of a reflection through point P. In (b),
the colloid is at its new position and
the microions (gray) are reflected to
their new positions.
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is a guide to the eye.

proach, also the counterions close to the colloids are added in the cluster move.
In our case, these extended cluster moves are not needed as the coupling between
the colloid and the counterions is weak.

We define the (inverse) Debye screening length of the reservoir as

κσ =
√

8πλBσ2〈ρres
S 〉, (5.2)

where 〈ρres
S 〉 = 〈NS〉/V is the average salt density in the reservoir measured from

a simulation with no colloids (N = 0) and a fixed µS. In the ideal gas approxima-
tion, the salt chemical potential µS is related to the (ideal) salt reservoir density
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ρres
S through

µS = 2kBT ln(ρres
S σ3), (5.3)

and one can define an ideal reservoir screening length as

κidσ =
√

8πλBσ2ρres
S . (5.4)

We tested the validity of the ideal gas approximation in Eq. (5.3) by performing
simulations of a reservoir system (N = 0). The simulations were performed in a
box with side length L = 2.11σ, Bjerrum length λB = 0.0225σ, microion diameter
σm = σ/19, and lattice parameter ξ = 38. For a fixed µS, we measured 〈ρres

S 〉
in a simulation and calculated the reservoir screening length κσ, using Eq. (5.2).
In Fig. 5.3, we plot the reservoir screening length κσ as a function of the ideal
reservoir screening length κidσ. The dashed line gives the ideal gas result, where
κσ = κidσ. As can be seen from Fig. 5.3, the reservoir screening length κσ starts
to deviate from the ideal reservoir screening length at κidσ > 6, but the difference
remains small even up to κidσ = 10, where κσ ≈ 9.5. Therefore, Eqs. (5.3) and
(5.4) give a convenient way of approximating κσ at a given salt chemical potential
µS.

In summary, we present an efficient simulation method to study model sus-
pensions of charged colloids using the primitive model. Primitive model simula-
tions cause severe sampling problems as the number of particles involved in the
simulations increases with larger charge asymmetry and the convergence slows
down due to the high density of microions close to the colloids. The combina-
tion of the fine lattice discretization approach and the cluster moves enables us to
solve some of the sampling problems. We estimate that the lattice gives a speed
up of a factor 2 compared to continuum simulations in the range of parameters
where most of our simulations were performed, and the cluster move technique
gives a speed up of 10 or more. Therefore, the cluster move technique is consid-
ered essential to make the simulations feasible. These methods are a combination
of methods used previously. For previous studies on highly charged colloidal
suspensions, see, e.g., Refs.[31, 132, 133]. See also a recent review [134] and the
references therein. Distinct from previous work, our simulations are performed
in the semi-grand canonical ensemble, i.e., the salt chemical potential and, hence,
the Debye screening length of the reservoir, are fixed. This facilitates a direct
comparison with theoretical predictions. To the best of our knowledge, we are
not aware of any simulation study of the primitive model at fixed salt chemical
potential in the colloidal regime.

5.2.2 Hard-Core Repulsive Yukawa Model
In addition to the primitive model simulations, we also perform MC simulations
of the hard-core Yukawa model. According to the DLVO theory [17, 18], the
colloid-colloid pair interaction is given by a repulsive Yukawa potential with a
hard-core

u(r)
kBT

=





Z2λB/σ

(1 + κσ/2)2
exp[−κ(r− σ)]

r/σ
for r ≥ σ

+∞ for r < σ.
(5.5)
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Simulations of the continuum hard-core Yukawa model are performed in the
canonical ensemble using a cubic box with periodic boundary conditions. The
DLVO theory is derived for infinite dilution where η = 0. At η > 0, it is custom-
ary to replace the reservoir screening length κ in Eq. (5.5) by an effective screening
length κeff. The effective screening length κeff takes into account that, at a finite
colloid density, the screening length in the colloidal suspensions is not simply de-
termined by that of the reservoir (where the colloid density is zero). The reason
is that the counterions from other colloids also contribute to the screening length.
A simple way to incorporate this extra contribution is to substitute the reservoir
charge density 2〈ρres

S 〉 in Eq. (5.2) by the average total microion charge density
2〈ρS〉+ Zρ

κeffσ =
√

4πλBσ2 (2〈ρS〉+ Zρ), (5.6)

where ρ = N/V is the colloid number density and 〈ρS〉 = 〈NS〉/V is the average
salt density measured from a primitive model simulation. We also consider an
effective screening length where the excluded volume of the colloids is taken into
account (see e.g. Ref. [135])

κ′effσ =

√
4πλBσ2

(
2〈ρS〉
1− ηc

+
Zρ

1− ηc

)
, (5.7)

where ηc = η(1 + σm/σ)3 is the fraction of the volume excluded by the colloids.
For highly charged colloids, it is typical to replace the bare charge Z in Eq. (5.5)-
(5.7) by a renormalized charge Zre. The renormalized charge Zre takes into ac-
count the condensation of counterions on the colloid surface, see e.g. Refs. [22,
126]. As Zre is a sum of the colloid charge Z and the charge in the condensed shell
of counterions, it is smaller than the bare charge Z. In the simulations presented
in this chapter, charge renormalization is insignificant (see also Section 5.3.3).

At low colloid concentration, there is both numerical and experimental ev-
idence that the Yukawa form (5.5) is valid at high coupling [133], high charge
[125, 136], and at high salt concentration [56–58]. At low salt concentrations, one
observes a “cut-off” behavior: at large distances the force between a pair of col-
loids is considerable smaller than expected on the basis of the Yukawa potential
[54–58, 137]. Hence, the effective colloid-colloid pair interaction resembles closely
a Yukawa potential that has a density dependent truncation. Phase diagrams of
such potentials have been studied in Refs. [56–58].

As was mentioned in the introduction, much less is known about the validity
of the Yukawa form at high colloid concentrations, even with effective parame-
ters (see, e.g., the discussion in Ref. [126]). In Refs. [118, 119, 127], highly charged
colloidal suspensions were studied using an ab initio method that can be seen as
a classical counterpart of the Car-Parrinello method [117]. It was found that the
Yukawa potential is valid at all packing fractions, but that the parameters of the
potential do not follow the DLVO theory. At low η, the DLVO theory overes-
timates the structure, as expected according the the charge renormalization dis-
cussed above. At high η, the DLVO theory underestimates the structure, mean-
ing, that the colloids see an effective charge that is higher than the bare charge.
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The reason for this is that at high η, the screening of the Coulomb interactions is
reduced because the counterions are excluded by the neighboring colloids [127].
Therefore, the colloids experience a stronger repulsion than expected based on
the DLVO theory. The effect of the excluded volume on the effective pair poten-
tial is included by Belloni[138] (see also Ref. [126]) by imposing that the structure
factor within an integral equation theory using the mean spherical approxima-
tion (MSA) is the same in the effective one component system and the primitive
model. According to Ref. [138], the effective charge Zeff can be calculated from

Zeff = ZX(1 + κσ/2) exp(−κσ/2), (5.8)

where

X = cosh(κσ/2) + U
[κσ

2
cosh(κσ/2)− sinh(κσ/2)

]
, (5.9)

and

U =
3η

(1− η)(κσ/2)3 −
Γσ

κσ [1 + Γσ/2 + 3η/(1− η)]
, (5.10)

and where Γ can be solved from

(Γσ)2 = (κσ)2 +
24ηλB/σ

1 + Γσ/2 + 3η/(1− η)
. (5.11)

In practice, one solves Eq. (5.11) numerically for a given κσ, η, and λB/σ, and
then evaluates Eqs. (5.10), (5.9), and (5.8). The effective charge Zeff, is at high η
larger than Z, and at low η equal to Z. Our simulations are in the range where
Zeff > Z. The MSA theory is known to fail at low densities [138] (see Ref. [125]
for experimental evidence of this). At low densities, we also find that the MSA
theory gives a worse description of the interactions than the DLVO theory (see
Section 5.3.2).

We determine the melting lines of the primitive and hard-core Yukawa model
using the Lindemann criterion [107], which states that a crystal is stable when the
root-mean-square (RMS) displacement

√〈u2〉 of the colloids about their equilib-
rium lattice positions {r0,i} is below 19% of the mean colloid distance ρ−1/3 =
σ(π/6η)1/3, i.e.,

√
〈u2〉 ≡

√
〈|ri − r0,i|2〉 < 0.19σ

(
π

6η

)1/3

. (5.12)

We define the melting packing fraction ηmelt as the smallest η for which Eq. (5.12)
holds, i.e., where a crystal is still stable.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Effect of Lattice Discretization
Our system consists of colloids with charge 80e, and monovalent co- and counte-
rions. We use Bjerrum length λB = 0.0225σ and microion diameter σm = σ/19 ≈
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Figure 5.4: The average salt density
〈ρS〉 (in units of σ−3) as a function
of the packing fraction η for lattice
parameters ξ = 19, 38, and 57. 〈ρS〉
in (a) bcc is for a crystal with N = 54
colloids and reservoir screening
length κσ=2. 〈ρS〉 in (b) is for an fcc
crystal with N = 32 colloids and
κσ=5. In the inset in (b), we subtract
a linear fit from 〈ρS〉 to make the
differences more visible. The lines
are a guide to the eye.

0.053σ. Typical simulation runs consist of 5000 equilibration cycles (attempts to
displace each particle once) and 10 000 production cycles. Statistical errors are es-
timated from ten block averages using the Student’s t-test with 95% confidence.

We study the effect of the lattice discretization on the average salt density
〈ρS〉, the average total potential energy per particle 〈U〉/N, and the RMS dis-
placement of the colloids

√〈u2〉. The ensemble averages are calculated for lattice
discretization parameters ξ = 19, 38, and 57, and for two reservoir screening
lengths, κσ = 2 and 5. For κσ = 2, the simulations were started from a bcc crystal
containing N = 54 colloids, and for κσ = 5, the simulations were started from
an fcc crystal with N = 32 colloids. Figures 5.4(a) and (b) show 〈ρS〉 as a func-
tion of the packing fraction η for screening lengths κσ=2 and 5, respectively. We
clearly observe that ξ = 38 and ξ = 57 give results that are equivalent within the
statistical accuracy, while ξ = 19 overestimates 〈ρS〉. A similar conclusion can be
drawn from the data for 〈U〉/N shown in Figs. 5.5(a) and (b): the results for the
lattice discretization ξ = 38 and ξ = 57 are again equivalent within the statistical
accuracy, while those for ξ = 19 differ systematically. Figures 5.6(a) and (b) show
the RMS displacement in units of the mean colloid distance,

√〈u2〉/ρ−1/3, for
κσ = 2 and κσ = 5, respectively. For κσ = 2, in Fig. 5.6(a), the effect of the lattice
discretization on

√〈u2〉/ρ−1/3 is not clear due to the statistical noise. For κσ = 5,
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Figure 5.5: The average potential
energy per particle 〈U〉/N (in units
of kBT) as a function of the packing
fraction η for lattice parameters ξ =
19, 38, and 57. 〈U〉/N in (a) is for
a bcc crystal with N = 54 colloids
and reservoir screening length κσ=2.
〈U〉/N in (b) is for an fcc crystal
with N = 32 colloids and κσ=5. In
the insets, we subtract a linear fit
from 〈U〉/N to make the differences
more visible. The lines are a guide to
the eye.

in Fig. 5.6(b), we clearly see that ξ = 19 overestimates
√〈u2〉/ρ−1/3 compared

to the results obtained for ξ = 38 and 57. Again, we observe that the results for
ξ = 38 and 57 are equivalent within the statistical accuracy. To conclude, the
lattice discretization ξ = 38 is sufficient to yield results that are independent of
ξ, and are similar to the continuum case. We will use ξ = 38 (or in some cases
ξ = 57) in all subsequent calculations.

5.3.2 Charge Distribution and Structure

We study the distribution of co- and counter-ions in a bcc crystal with N = 54
colloids at packing fraction η = 0.34 and reservoir screening length κσ = 5. A
snapshot of this system is shown in Fig. 5.7. Since we are interested in the ion
distribution in a crystal of colloids, we fix the colloid positions and do MC moves
only for the ions. Co- and counterion positions were recorded into 400 frames
during 2000 MC cycles. From this data, charge distributions were obtained by
averaging the co- and counterion positions on a bcc unit cell that contains one col-
loid in the center and eight in the corners of a cube. The averages were saved on
60× 60× 60 matrices, which were visualized by plotting the 3D constant-density
contours with the gOpenMol program [139]. Figures 5.8(a)-(d) show 3D contour
plots for (a)-(b) counterion, (c) coion, and (d) charge densities (counterion density
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Figure 5.6: The root-mean-square
(RMS) displacement

√〈u2〉 in units
of the mean colloid distance ρ−1/3

as a function of packing fraction η
for lattice parameters ξ = 19, 38, and
57. The RMS displacement in (a) is
for a bcc crystal with N = 54 col-
loids and reservoir screening length
κσ=2. The RMS displacement in (b)
is for an fcc crystal with N = 32
colloids and κσ=5. The dashed line
gives the Lindemann criterion. In
the inset in (b), we subtract a linear
fit from

√〈u2〉/ρ−1/3 to make the
differences more visible. The lines
are a guide to the eye.

Figure 5.7: A snapshot of a bcc crys-
tal with N = 54 colloids at packing
fraction η = 0.34 and reservoir
screening length κσ = 5. The small
light spheres are coions and the
small dark spheres are counterions.
This system was used to calculate
the contour plots in Figs. 5.8(a)-(d).
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Figure 5.8: Constant-density contour
plots for (a)-(b) counterion, (c) coion,
and (d) charge density in a bcc unit
cell at packing fraction η = 0.34 and
reservoir screening length κσ = 5.
In (a), (c), and (d), the central colloid
of the bcc unit cell is covered by the
contour plots.

Figure 5.9: A snapshot of fluid phase
with N = 30 colloids at packing frac-
tion η = 0.11 and reservoir screen-
ing length κσ = 5. The small light
spheres are coions and the small
dark spheres are counterions.
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minus coion density) in the bcc unit cell. Note that in Figs. 5.8(a), (c), and (d), the
central colloid of the bcc unit cell is covered by the contour plots. The counterion
contour plot in Fig. 5.8(a) shows that the counterions are distributed in a spheri-
cal orbital around each colloid, just like the DLVO theory predicts. Figure 5.8(b)
shows a contour plot of counterions, where the constant-density contour is set at
a higher counterion density than in Fig. 5.8(a). As can be seen from Fig. 5.8(b), the
highest counterion density is on the part of the colloid surface where the nearest
neighbors are closest to each other (i.e., between the center colloid and one of the
corner colloids). This can be explained by superimposing two spherical orbitals,
as is expected based on the DLVO theory. The coion contour plot in Fig. 5.8(c)
shows that the coions are distributed in the regions left empty by the colloids, and
are depleted from the surfaces of the colloids. The highest density of coions is in
the space between next nearest neighbors (i.e., between the colloids in the corners
of the unit cell). This region of space is still completely charge neutral, because it
contains as many counterions as coions. This can be seen from Fig. 5.8(d), which
shows a contour plot of the charge density (counterion density minus coion den-
sity). Figure 5.8(d) also shows that the charge distribution is similar in shape to
the counterion distribution in Fig. 5.8(a). Figure 5.9 is a snapshot of fluid phase
containing N = 30 colloids at packing fraction η = 0.11 and reservoir screening
length κσ = 5.

Figures 5.10(a) and (b) show the colloid-colloid, the colloid-coion, and the
colloid-counterion radial distribution functions (RDFs) for two statepoints close
to the fluid-bcc melting line. The RDFs in Fig. 5.10(a) are for packing fraction
η = 0.206 and reservoir screening length κσ = 2, and those in Fig. 5.10(b) are
for η = 0.266 and κσ = 5. In Fig. 5.10, we also plot the RDFs of Yukawa sys-
tems, where the screening length κeffσ is from Eq. (5.6) (the gray dashed and
dot-dashed lines) or κ′effσ from Eq. (5.7) (the gray dotted and full lines). We use
a constant effective charge Zeff = 80 for the RDFs plotted with the dotted and
the dashed lines, and we use the effective charge from the MSA theory, Eq. (5.8),
for the RDFs plotted with the full and the dot-dashed lines. We observe that the
results with Zeff = 80 always underestimates the structure. The best agreement
(the gray full lines) is obtained by using κ′effσ from Eq. (5.7) and Zeff from the MSA
theory [Eq. (5.8)], although the result always slightly overestimates the structure.
We want to point out that the primitive model RDFs in Figs. 5.10(a) and (b) can
be fitted with Zeff = 80 if κeffσ is treated as a fitting parameter. However, from
our colloid-colloid RDF data for statepoints in the range η ∈ [0.03, 0.314] and
κσ ∈ [0, 9.5], we noticed that at η & 0.2 the fitting was not possible, if Zeff = 80
was used. More specifically, at state points κσ = 2.0 and η = 0.21, κσ = 5.0 and
η = 0.27, κσ = 6.9 and η = 0.28, κσ = 8.7 and η = 0.30, and κσ = 9.5 and
η = 0.31, we observed that a higher effective charge was required to make the
fitting of the colloid-colloid RDF even qualitative.

In conclusion, our results seem to suggest that, at η > 0.2, the effective screen-
ing length is best described by taking into account the excluded volume of the
colloids, as we do in Eq. (5.7), and the effective charge should be chosen larger
than the bare charge. At η < 0.2 we find that the colloid-colloid structure can
be described by the DLVO theory, i.e., with Zeff = 80 and κeffσ from Eq. (5.6).
At these low densities, we also find that the MSA theory gives in certain cases
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Figure 5.10: Radial distribution
functions (RDFs) for a system with
N = 54 colloids with charge Z = 80,
close to the fluid-bcc melting line.
(a) shows the RDFs for a system
at packing fraction η = 0.206 and
reservoir screening length κσ = 2.
(b) shows the RDFs for a system
at packing fraction η = 0.266 and
reservoir screening length κσ = 5.
The colloid-colloid RDFs are plot-
ted with the full lines, the colloid-
coion with the dashed lines, and the
colloid-counterion with the dotted
lines. The grey lines give the RDFs
of Yukawa systems for four different
choices of Yukawa parameters, see
text.

a worse description of the structure than the DLVO theory. We emphasize that
our results are not meant to validate the MSA theory. We use this theory simply
in lack of anything better and acknowledge that it gives only a rough idea of the
optimal effective charge.

Note that we have implicitly assumed that the Yukawa form of the pair po-
tential is valid at concentrated colloidal suspensions. This does not need to be so,
but we do not have evidence of any other form of the pair potential either.

5.3.3 Melting Line

We determine the melting line for the primitive model at reservoir screening
lengths κσ =0.0, 2.0, 5.0, 6.9, 8.7, and 9.5, using the Lindemann criterion (5.12).
The numerical values for the melting points are given in Table 5.1. In Table 5.1,
the effective screening lengths κeffσ are calculated using Eq. (5.6) and κ′effσ are
calculated using Eq. (5.7). We also give the corresponding effective charges Zeff
and Z′eff that are calculated using the MSA theory from Eq. (5.8). We checked that
charge renormalization due to condensation is insignificant by calculating Zre at
the state points in Table 5.1 using the Poisson-Boltzmann cell model [22]. Accord-
ing to our results, the renormalized charge is Zre ≈ 79, i.e., very close to the bare
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crystal ηmelt κidσ κσ κeffσ Zeff κ′effσ Z′eff 〈ρS〉σ3

bcc 0.219 0 0.0 3.08 101.9 3.57 102.3 0.0
bcc 0.257 2 2.0 3.74 107.1 4.48 107.7 5.1
fcc 0.284 5 5.0 5.39 112.0 6.75 116.7 29.8
fcc 0.335 7 6.9 6.55 120.6 8.39 122.4 50.2
fcc 0.350 9 8.7 7.69 124.1 10.00 126.3 77.9
fcc 0.366 10 9.5 8.22 129.3 10.85 129.8 91.5

Table 5.1: Numerical values for the primitive model melting line. ηmelt is the melting packing
fraction according to the Lindemann criterion (5.12), κidσ is the ideal reservoir screening length
[see Eq. (5.4)], κσ is the reservoir screening length [see Eq. (5.2)], κeffσ and κ′effσ are the effective
screening lengths from Eq. (5.6) and Eq. (5.7), respectively, and Zeff and Z′eff are the corresponding
effective charges from the MSA theory [Eq. (5.8)], and 〈ρS〉σ3 is the average salt density.
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Figure 5.11: Phase diagram of
charged colloids with charge Z = 80
and Bjerrum length λB/σ = 0.0225
in the packing fraction η-effective
screening length κeffσ represen-
tation. The point Yukawa phase
boundaries from Ref. [21] are de-
noted by the black dashed and the
dot-dashed lines and the corre-
sponding hard-core Yukawa melting
lines are denoted by the gray lines.
The primitive model melting points
are denoted by the squares (¤) and
the circles (◦). The filled and the
open symbols are the melting points
for bcc and fcc crystals, respectively.
The full lines are a guide to the eye.

charge.
Figure 5.11 shows the melting line of the primitive model in the η-κeffσ repre-

sentation. The squares mark the results where the mapping onto the η-κeffσ plane
is done using κeffσ from Eq. (5.6), and the circles mark the results where the map-
ping onto the η-κeffσ plane is done using κ′effσ from Eq. (5.7). The filled symbols
denote the melting points of a bcc crystal, while the open symbols denote the
melting points of an fcc crystal. For comparison, Fig. 5.11 also shows the phase
diagrams of point Yukawa particles (the black dashed and the dot-dashed lines)
from Ref. [21], which were mapped onto the η-κeffσ plane by matching the point
Yukawa pair potential with the hard-core pair potential at r > σ (for details, see
Section 2.3.4). In the mapping of the dashed lines, we used the effective charge
Zeff from the MSA theory [Eq. (5.8)], and in the mapping of the dot-dashed lines,
we used the DLVO theory bare charge Zeff = 80. We also calculated the melting
line of hard-core Yukawa particles using the Lindemann criterion. These are plot-
ted by the gray lines, and the effective charges are chosen as in the corresponding
point Yukawa phase lines. As can be seen from Fig. 5.11, the primitive model
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melting lines are between the Yukawa fluid-solid phase lines, and it is hard to
say which mapping of the primitive model and the Yukawa model is the best.
Using the DLVO theory, i.e., κeffσ from Eq. (5.6) and Zeff = 80, gives a reasonable
agreement between the primitive model results denoted by the squares and the
Yukawa fluid-solid line denoted by the dot-dashed line. In this case, the Yukawa
model predicts more fluid phase than the primitive model. Using κ′effσ from
Eq. (5.7) and Zeff from the MSA theory [Eq. (5.8)] gives a reasonable agreement
between the primitive model results denoted by the circles and the Yukawa fluid-
solid line denoted by the dashed line. In this case, the Yukawa model predicts
less fluid phase than the primitive model. As noted in Section 5.3.2, at η > 0.2
the agreement of the colloid-colloid RDFs of the primitive model and the Yukawa
system is the best in this case. We have also calculated the melting point for a sys-
tem with Z = 160 and no added salt (κσ = 0). We found ηmelt = 0.066± 0.005 for
a bcc crystal with N = 54 colloids. At this density, κeffσ = 2.47 and κ′effσ = 2.58,
from Eqs.(5.6) and (5.7), respectively. Using κeffσ = 2.5 and Zeff = 160 in the
hard-core Yukawa model gives melting at ηmelt = 0.071, in good agreement with
the primitive model result. This shows that at low densities, the DLVO theory
gives a good description of charged colloids (as long as charge renormalization
is not important). We can only conclude that it is not clear how the mapping be-
tween the primitive model and the Yukawa model should be done in the packing
fraction range η > 0.2.

In Section 4, we performed simulations of the effective one-component sys-
tem using a repulsive two-body Yukawa potential and an attractive three-body
potential, and we found broad fluid-fcc and bcc-fcc coexistence regions at κσ =
2.2 − 2.45. Using this effective three-body potential approach, the simulations
showed a clear phase separation for state points well inside such a broad two-
phase coexistence region. This is in contrast with our primitive model simula-
tions, which do not give any indication of phase separation or broad coexistence
regions, when the same parameters are used as in Section 4.

5.4 Conclusions

We develop an efficient simulation method to study suspensions of charged spher-
ical colloids using the primitive model. The combination of a fine lattice dis-
cretization approach and cluster moves enables us to speed up sampling. We
find the cluster moves essential to make the primitive model simulations feasible
in the colloidal regime. These methods are a combination of methods used previ-
ously [31, 129, 132–134]. We showed that by increasing the lattice discretization,
its effect on the results can be made small in a sense that no change is observed if
the lattice is refined further. The crucial difference between our work and earlier
work is that we perform the simulations in the semi-grand canonical ensemble,
where the volume, the temperature, the number of colloids, and the salt chemical
potential are fixed. This allows us to make a direct comparison with experiments
but also with various theoretical approaches. For instance, Refs. [77, 140] show
a direct comparisons of radial distribution functions measured experimentally
using confocal microscopy and those obtained from our primitive model code.
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We studied charge distributions in a bcc crystal by plotting contour plots of
coion, counterion, and charge (counterion minus coion) densities. The charge
distributions were found to be in qualitative agreement with the DLVO theory,
which predicts spherical double layers around each colloid.

We determined the fluid-solid melting line of the primitive model for colloidal
charge Z = 80 using the Lindemann criterion, and compared it with the melting
line of colloids described by the effective Yukawa potential of the DLVO theory.
We find that the agreement between the primitive model and the Yukawa model
depends strongly on the way the mapping between the two systems is performed,
i.e., on the choice of the effective screening length and the effective charge. Our
results for colloid-colloid RDFs at η > 0.2 suggest that the effective screening
length is best described by taking into account the excluded volume of the col-
loids, and that the effective charge is higher than the bare charge. According to
Refs. [127, 138], this charge renormalization is due to the excluded volume of
the colloids that reduces the volume available for the microions and therefore
reduces the screening. Thus, the colloids feel a stronger repulsion because their
charges are less screened. However, we do not have direct evidence confirming
this mechanism. At η < 0.2, the colloid-colloid structure can be described by us-
ing an effective charge equal to the bare charge, i.e., Zeff = 80. We are not aware
of a unique way of mapping between the primitive model and the Yukawa model
that would work at all packing fractions, except fitting [127]. One possibility is
that the Yukawa form of the pair potential breaks down at high densities, but we
do not have any definite evidence supporting this. Clearly, more theoretical and
computational work is needed to resolve these issues.

Treating the salt grand canonically allows us to make a direct comparison with
the results in Section 4, where three-body attraction gave rise to broad fluid-fcc
and bcc-fcc coexistence regions. We use the same parameters as in Section 4, but
do not find any broad coexistence regions or any other manifestations of many-
body interactions. This suggests that the four- and higher-body terms play an
essential role in the parameter range considered here; they seem to cancel the
effective three-body attraction. Therefore, the effective colloid interactions in col-
loidal suspensions seem to be better described by an effective pair potential de-
scription than by an effective Hamiltonian truncated after the three-body term,
as was done in Section 4.

Acknowledgements The lattice Monte Carlo code is based on A. Z. Panagiotopou-
los’ code. The Poisson-Boltzmann cell model calculations were done using a pro-
gram by B. Zoetekouw.





6
Critical Point of Asymmetric

Electrolyte Mixtures

A B S T R A C T

In this chapter, the critical behavior of asymmetric electrolyte mix-
tures is studied using grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations.
The mixtures consist of large multivalent macroions and small mono-
valent co- and counterions. The system can be viewed as a bi-
nary mixture of macroions (with their counterions) and salt (co-
and counterion pair). The primitive model description is used, in
which the ions are point charges with a hard core and the solvent is
treated as a uniform dielectric continuum. The grand canonical sim-
ulations are based on insertions and removals of neutral molecules:
macroion with its counterions or coion and a counterion. We pro-
pose a distance biasing method that enables direct grand canoni-
cal simulations up to charge asymmetry of 10:1. We calculated the
critical loci that connect the salt-free state, which consists of only
macroions and counterions, with the pure salt state using mixed-
field finite-size scaling with no pressure mixing. The critical param-
eters are determined for macroion to counterion charge asymme-
tries of 2:1, 3:1, and 10:1. Our results suggest that binary electrolyte
mixtures are type-I mixtures, where the two components mix con-
tinuously.
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6.1 Introduction

In recent years, the gas-liquid phase separation of ionic fluids has been the sub-
ject of many experimental [141, 142], theoretical [143–148] and simulation studies
[33, 35, 149–151]. The simplest and most frequently used model for electrolytes
is the primitive model, where the ions are point charges with a hard core and the
solvent is taken into account as a uniform dielectric continuum. Panagiotopou-
los and co-workers [33, 35, 149] and Yan and de Pablo [34, 152–154] have deter-
mined the critical parameters for size- and charge-asymmetric primitive model
electrolytes using grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations. A different
approach to the problem was taken by Reščič and Linse [36], who estimated the
critical parameters for 10:1 charge-asymmetric electrolyte using thermodynamic
scaling Monte Carlo.

Most theoretical studies on electrolytes have considered salt-free systems with
macroions and counterions, but no coions [32, 132, 155–157]. However, in many
real micellar and colloidal systems, salt is always present and often difficult to get
rid of. In this chapter, we consider asymmetric electrolyte mixtures that consist
of large multivalent macroions and small monovalent co- and counterions (salt).
One can view the system as a binary mixture of macroions with their counterions
and salt. Our objective is to calculate the critical loci connecting the two extremes:
(i) salt-free state with macroions and counterions, and (ii) pure salt state with co-
and counterions. The simulations are done for macroion to counterion charge
asymmetries of 2:1, 3:1, and 10:1, using the fine-lattice primitive model GCMC
method of references [33, 149].

Our GCMC simulations are based on insertions and removals of electroneu-
tral sets of molecules: a macroion with its counterions or a coion and a counterion.
The main practical problem in performing the insertion and removal moves is
how to choose molecule configurations that have a high probability. This problem
is made especially difficult by the fact that the critical point of electrolyte systems
is at low reduced temperatures, where the unlike-ion coupling is so high, that
the counterions condense on the macroions. At these conditions, the standard
grand canonical scheme, where the counterion positions are chosen uniformly,
has low probability of acceptance. A popular solution is to use a distance biasing
scheme, where counterion positions close to the macroion are favored [158]. In
previous studies [33, 149], a distance biasing scheme has been used to calculate
critical parameters up to charge asymmetry of 3:1.

Highly charge-asymmetric electrolytes (above 3:1) are particularly demand-
ing to simulate with GCMC methods, because of the high number of counterions
in neutral sets of molecules. Each counterion, if not at an energetically favor-
able position, tends to lower the acceptance of the insertion and removal steps.
In order to increase acceptance at high charge asymmetries, Cheong and Pana-
giotopoulos [35] used a reservoir GCMC method, where molecules are picked
from a reservoir held at the same temperature as the GCMC simulation. This
way, they were able to try insertions of highly probable molecule configurations.
Consequently, they were able to determine critical parameters up to charge asym-
metry of 10:1. In order to obey detailed balance in the removal step of the reser-
voir method, each ion is assigned to a macroion with the Stillinger-Lovett pairing
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protocol [35, 159]. The pairing protocol introduces an extra parameter Rc, the
maximum allowed distance between a macroion and its counterions. As was
noted in Ref. [35], the critical parameters depend (although rather weakly) on Rc.

Our distance biasing scheme is similar to the ones used in previous works
[33, 149, 158]. By changing the biasing function such that it takes the macroion
valency into account, we are able to simulate 10:1 electrolytes directly. This chap-
ter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2 we describe the model and the methods
used in the simulations, in Section 6.3 we present the results, and in Section 6.4
we present the conclusions from our study.

6.2 Model and Methods

We consider a system of NM macroions with diameter σM carrying charge +Ze,
and NS co- and N− = ZNM + NS counterions with diameter σI carrying charges
+e and −e, respectively, where e is the proton charge. The particles interact via
Coulomb potential plus hard-core repulsion such that

Uij(rij) =





zizj
εsrij

for rij ≥ 1
2(σi + σj)

+∞ for rij <
1
2(σi + σj),

(6.1)

where εs is the dielectric constant of the solvent, zi and zj are the charges of ions
i and j, and rij is the distance between the ions. The size asymmetry between a
macro- and microion is described by

δ =
(

σM

σMI

)
− 1 = 1− σI

σMI
, (6.2)

where σMI = 1
2(σM + σI) is the macroion-microion collision diameter.

The Monte Carlo simulations are performed in the grand canonical ensemble,
where the thermodynamic state of the system is defined by temperature T, vol-
ume V, and chemical potentials of the macro- and coions, µ and µS, respectively.
In the grand canonical ensemble, the number of macroions NM and coions NS
fluctuate. We use a cubic box of length L with periodic boundary conditions. We
work in reduced units with a reduced temperature

T∗ =
kBTεsσI

e2 . (6.3)

We use the microion diameter σI to define the reduced temperature T∗ because
we wish to keep the temperature independent of the size of the macroion. The re-
duced density is defined as the total volume fraction of the macro- and microions,
and reads

φ =
π

6L3

[
σ3

MNM + σ3
I (ZNM + 2NS)

]
. (6.4)

Chemical potentials of the macroions µ∗ and the coions µ∗S are defined such that
at the ideal-gas limit

µ∗
Z + 1 → T∗ ln NMσ3

MI
V

µ∗S
2 → T∗ ln NSσ3

MI
V





for T∗ → ∞, φ→ 0. (6.5)
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The reduced pressure is defined in units of the microion diameter σI as

P∗ =
Pσ3

I
kBT

. (6.6)

We again use the microion diameter σI to define P∗ in order to keep it indepen-
dent of the macroion size.

Long-range Coulombic interactions are calculated using the Ewald summa-
tion method [93, 128] with conducting boundary conditions, 518 Fourier-space
vectors, and real-space damping parameter κ = 5. In order to speed up sim-
ulations, we use the fine-lattice discretization method of Panagiotopoulos and
Kumar [129]. The advantage of the lattice method is that it allows us to precal-
culate all the Coulombic interactions in the beginning of the simulation. During
the simulation, the pair interactions are determined by a simple table lookup.
Denoting the lattice spacing by a, we can define a lattice refinement parameter

ξ = σMI/a. (6.7)

Continuum is recovered when ξ → ∞. The presence of salt introduces an ad-
ditional length scale, the microion diameter σI , and, therefore, we introduce a
second lattice refinement parameter

ξ I = σI/a = (1− δ)ξ. (6.8)

The effect of lattice discretization on the critical behavior of 1:1 systems was stud-
ied in Ref. [129], where it was found that the normal vapor-liquid phase coex-
istence is recovered for ξ ≥ 3. For ξ ≤ 2, no vapor-liquid phase coexistence is
possible, but instead the system phase separates into a disordered and an antifer-
romagnetic phase. In order to ensure that the salt in our system has a vapor-liquid
phase coexistence, we use microion refinement ξ I ≥ 3. For the macroions, we use
ξ ≥ 10, as it is known from an earlier work [160] that the difference between the
critical parameters at ξ = 10 and ξ → ∞ is small, about 1% for the temperature
and about 4% for the density.

Our GCMC simulations are based on insertions and removals of two types
of neutral sets of molecules: (i) a macroion with Z counterions and (ii) a coion
with a counterion. As the vapor-liquid phase separation occurs at low reduced
temperatures, the counterions have a strong tendency to form clusters around
macroions and coions. Therefore, purely random (i.e., uniform) insertions and
removals of counterions lead to very low acceptance rates. In order to improve
the acceptance, we use a distance biasing scheme. In the distance biasing scheme,
counterions are inserted with a biased probability distribution that increases the
probability of inserting a counterion close to a macroion or a coion. In the present
case, a natural choice for the biased probability distribution is

wbias(rij) =





exp
(Zb

T∗
1
rij

)
for rij ≥ 1

2(σi + σj)

0 for rij <
1
2(σi + σj),

(6.9)

that is the Boltzmann factor of a Coulomb interaction between a positive ion of
charge Zb and a counterion. Note that the probability distribution in Eq. (6.9) is
not normalized.
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In Eq. (6.9), the “bias charge” Zb is a free parameter that can be adjusted to
obtain maximum acceptance. We use, Zb = Z for molecules with Z = 1 and 3,
and Zb = 6 for molecules with Z = 10. As we observed, for Z ≈ 10, it is favorable
to choose Zb < Z, in order to account for counterion-counterion repulsion that
reduces the effective charge seen by the counterions. For Z = 10, optimal Zb was
determined by running a short simulation with different Zb and choosing the
one that gave the highest acceptance. The choice Zb = 6 was also confirmed by
fitting the effective macroion-macroion pair potential (obtained from the radial
distribution function at low density) with Zb/r. For Z = 3 and 1, we did not try
to find an optimal Zb because Zb = Z already gave high acceptance. Note that
Zb = 1 was used for all Z in previous works [33, 149]. This gives relatively low
acceptance for Z > 1, although still much higher than without biasing at all.

In the following, we describe in detail the insertion and the removal steps of a
macroion; the insertion and removal of a coion are completely analogous. In the
insertion step, the trial position of the macroion is chosen uniformly. Counterion
positions are chosen according to the probability distribution wbias(Rkxkykz) given
by Eq. (6.9), where Rkxkykz is the distance between a macroion center and a lattice
site (kx, ky, kz). In practice, the cumulative probability

Wkxkykz =
1
Q

kz

∑
`z=1

ky

∑
`y=1

kx

∑
`x=1

wbias(R`x`y`z) (6.10)

is precalculated into a three-dimensional ξL× ξL× ξL matrix at the beginning of
a simulation. In Eq. (6.10),

Q =
ξL

∑
`z=1

ξL

∑
`y=1

ξL

∑
`x=1

wbias(R`x`y`z) (6.11)

is the appropriate normalization factor, i.e., sum of wbias over all lattice positions
[1, . . . , ξL; 1, . . . , ξL; 1, . . . , ξL]. In the simulation, we find the lattice site (kx, ky, kz)
for the trial position of the counterions by going through the matrix and find-
ing the first lattice site (kx, ky, kz), for which the cumulative probability Wkxkykz is
smaller than a random number drawn from a uniform [0, 1] distribution. We use
a binary search algorithm to make the search efficient. This procedure is repeated
for each of the Z counterions. Once all the counterion lattice sites are found, the
insertion is accepted according to the criteria

acc(N → N + 1) = min

[
1,
(

V
N + 1

)Z+1 Bins

Bdel
exp[(µ∗ −UN+1 + UN)/T∗]

]
,

(6.12)

where UN and UN+1 are the potential energies (in units of kBT) before and after
insertion, and

Bins

Bdel
=
(

Z
ξ3L3

)Z Z

∏
i=1

N− − (i− 1)

∑N−
j=1,j 6=[k1,...,ki−1] exp(Zb/T∗rj)

(6.13)
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is a factor that corrects for the bias, and hence detailed balance is satisfied. In the
removal step, a macroion is chosen randomly and the first counterion is chosen
according to the probability

exp(Zb/T∗rk1)

∑N−
j=1 exp(Zb/T∗rj)

. (6.14)

When choosing the second counterion, the first (k1) counterion has to be removed
from the normalization. Thus, the second counterion is chosen according to the
probability

exp(Zb/T∗rk2)

∑N−
j=1,j 6=k1

exp(Zb/T∗rj)
. (6.15)

Continuing in this manner, we have for the Zth counterion

exp(Zb/T∗rkZ )

∑N−
j=1,j 6=[k1,...,kZ−1] exp(Zb/T∗rj)

. (6.16)

When all the Z counterions are chosen, the removal step is accepted according to
the criteria

acc(N + 1→ N) = min

[
1,
(

N + 1
V

)Z+1 Bdel

Bins
exp[(−µ∗+ UN+1−UN)/T∗]

]
.

(6.17)

In practice, when choosing the first counterion, we calculate the probability in
Eq. (6.14) for every counterion, and then, as in the case of insertion, use a binary
search for the cumulative probability. For the second counterion, we simply ex-
clude the first counterion from the cumulative sum and repeat the search.

In addition to the insertion and removal steps, displacement moves are car-
ried out for microions. We noticed that displacement moves help the system to
equilibrate. The portion of displacement moves over all the moves was set to
10%.

Simulations consist of equilibration and sampling runs. In a sampling run, a
histogram containing the number of macroions NM, coions NS, and total energy
U is collected. In order to determine the critical point, a simulation is done at a
temperature that is close but above the critical temperature. Close to the critical
point, systems sample a broad density range, due to critical fluctuations. From
the (NM, NS, U) histogram, the critical point is determined using a mixed-field
finite-scaling method [161] that assumes Ising criticality with no pressure mixing.
The effects of pressure mixing on the critical parameters, if any, are expected to
be minor, but require substantial additional computational effort [162]. Typically,
a single simulation run is not enough to determine the critical point to a desired
accuracy, and therefore multiple runs with different macroion chemical potential
µ∗ are combined using a histogram reweighting technique [163, 164].
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µ∗S µ∗c xS T∗c × 102 φc × 102 P∗c × 103

−∞ -2.0260(2) 0(0) 4.770(5) 5.7(1) 0.328(4)
−∞ -2.0254(4) 0(0) 4.75(1) 5.8(1)a · · ·
−∞ -2.02557(9) 0(0) 4.752(3) 5.99(6) 0.352(4)b

-1.500 -2.0315(4) 0.0496(1) 4.798(8) 5.5(1) 0.308(3)
-1.500 -2.0300(6) 0.0503(6) 4.75(2) 5.91(8) 0.325(2)b

-1.300 -2.0684(6) 0.35320(2) 4.733(8) 5.5(1) 0.341(6)
-1.250 -2.1049(6) 0.531(2) 4.708(8) 5.4(2) 0.45(1)
-1.200 -2.1944(5) 0.760(1) 4.70(1) 5.3(2) 0.74(3)
-1.175 -2.3115(1) 0.8868(5) 4.817(8) 5.1(2) 1.20(2)

Table 6.1: Critical parameters for system (a) with charge asymmetry of 2:1 and size asymmetry
δ = 0.5. The parameters are for box size L = 12σMI , except those marked with a and b are for box
size L = 15σMI . Parameters marked with a are from Ref. [33]. The numbers in parentheses refer
to the statistical uncertainty of the last decimal place shown.

The pressure is given by the relation

P∗V
σ3

I
=

PV
kBT

= ln Ξ(µ, µS, V, T) + const, (6.18)

where Ξ(µ, µS, V, T) is the grand canonical partition function, which can be ob-
tained from the histogram data. In the limit of low density, where the system
behaves as an ideal gas, a plot of ln Ξ vs (NM + NS) gives a straight line with unit
slope. The “const” in Eq. (6.18) is given by the extrapolation of this line to the
limit NM + NS → 0.

6.3 Results

We study four different systems with charge and size asymmetries of: (a) 2:1
and δ = 0.5, (b) 3:1 and δ = 0.667, (c) 10:1 and δ = 0.9, and (d) 10:1 and δ =
0.667. For systems (a)-(c), the size asymmetry was chosen so that a macroion-
counterion pair and a coion-counterion pair have an equal Coulomb potential
energy at contact. The lattice refinement parameter ξ is set to ξ = 10 in systems
(a), (b), and (d). According to Eq. (6.8), this gives ξ I = 5 in system (a) and ξ I =
3.33 in systems (b) and (d). In system (c), ξ = 10 would give a microion lattice
refinement of ξ I = 1. As was mentioned in Section 6.2, only systems with ξ I ≥ 3
have a vapor-liquid phase separation. Therefore, in system (c), we use a finer
lattice with ξ = 30, to make sure that the salt has a vapor-liquid phase separation
(ξ I = 3).

In our simulations, we start from a salt-free state with µ∗S = −∞ and add salt
by increasing µ∗S in steps. For each step, the critical parameters are determined.
We characterize the amount of the added salt by the salt mole fraction, defined as

xS =
NS

NM + NS
. (6.19)
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µ∗S µ∗c xS T∗c × 102 φc × 102 P∗c × 103

−∞ -2.6672(2) 0(0) 4.488(5) 7.3(2) 0.095(4)
-1.17 -2.7077(9) 0.3710(6) 4.40(2) 7.5(2) 0.120(6)
-1.13 -2.7282(4) 0.4824(9) 4.354(5) 7.5(4) 0.146(3)
-1.12 -2.744(1) 0.5446(9) 4.33(3) 7.3(2) 0.164(7)
-1.07 -2.8294(3) 0.749(2) 4.26(1) 7.3(2) 0.28(1)
-1.07 -2.8305(5) 0.752(2) 4.23(1) 7.41(9) 0.33(2)a

-1.05 -2.8855(3) 0.8169(6) 4.270(4) 7.7(1) 0.410(1)
-1.03 -2.9693(6) 0.8818(6) 4.320(2) 7.2(2) 0.590(2)
-1.02 -3.039(1) 0.9157(8) 4.382(4) 6.9(3) 0.77(1)
-1.01 -3.167(2) 0.9535(3) 4.505(0) 6.5(4) 1.0(2)
-1.00 -3.32(1) 0.977(2) 4.62(1) 5.6(5) 1.4(1)

Table 6.2: Critical
parameters for sys-
tem (b) with charge
asymmetry of 3:1
and size asymme-
try δ = 0.667. The
parameters are for
box size L = 12σMI ,
except those marked
with a are for box
size L = 15σMI .
The numbers in
parentheses refer
to the statistical
uncertainty of the
last decimal place
shown.

µ∗S µ∗c xS T∗c × 102 φc × 102 P∗c × 106

−∞ -6.801(1) 0(0) 3.28(1) 15.2(1) 2.444(2)
-1.26 -6.807(1) 0.093(1) 3.28(1) 14.5(5) 1.2(2)
-1.20 -6.818(3) 0.208(4) 3.28(2) 14.3(8) 1.3(3)
-1.10 -6.8784(8) 0.559(7) 3.26(2) 15(1) 1.5(2)
-1.08 -6.9078(1) 0.641(3) 3.24(1) 15(2) 1.7(2)

Table 6.3: Critical
parameters for sys-
tem (c) with charge
asymmetry of 10:1
and size asymmetry
δ = 0.9. The param-
eters are for box size
L = 12σMI . The num-
bers in parentheses
refer to the statistical
uncertainty of the last
decimal place shown.

µ∗S µ∗c xS T∗c × 102 φc × 102 P∗c × 103

−∞ -22.744(2) 0(0) 11.10(1) 11.2(2) 0.101(5)
-1.80 -22.737(6) 0.126(3) 10.89(3) 11.8(3) 0.18(1)
-1.67 -22.732(2) 0.202(2) 10.74(2) 11.9(5) 0.26(2)
-1.53 -22.726(3) 0.30(1) 10.49(3) 13(1) 0.40(4)
-1.33 -22.718(3) 0.48(1) 9.73(2) 15(1) 0.69(1)
-1.33 -22.723(3) 0.50(2) 9.83(2) 12(1) 0.521(9)a

-1.30 -22.733(1) 0.535(9) 9.732(5) 13.4(8) 0.683(5)a

-1.17 -22.758(5) 0.661(7) 8.61(8) 16(1) 1.2(1)
-1.17 -22.771(2) 0.667(4) 8.79(5) 16.2(7) 1.2(5)a

-1.1 -22.8229(4) 0.755(2) 7.99(7) 15(1) 1.3(1)a

Table 6.4: Critical
parameters for sys-
tem (d) with charge
asymmetry of 10:1
and size asymmetry
δ = 0.667. The pa-
rameters are for box
size L = 12σMI , ex-
cept those marked
with a are for box
size L = 10σMI .
The numbers in
parentheses refer
to the statistical
uncertainty of the
last decimal place
shown.
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Figure 6.1: Critical temperature T∗c
of system (a) with charge asym-
metry of 2:1 and size asymmetry
δ = 0.5, as a function of the salt
mole fraction xS. The points marked
with the circles (◦) are for box size
L = 12σMI , while those marked with
the squares (¤) and triangles (O) are
for box size L = 15σMI . The line
is a guide to the eye. The pure salt
critical temperature at xS = 1 (¦) is
from Ref. [129] and salt-free critical
temperature at xS = 0 (O) is from
Ref. [33] (L = 15σMI). Error bars
smaller than the symbol size are not
drawn.
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Figure 6.2: Critical temperature T∗c
of system (b) with charge asym-
metry of 3:1 and size asymmetry
δ = 0.667, as a function of the salt
mole fraction xS. The points marked
with the circles (◦) are for box size
L = 12σMI and the point marked
with the square (¤) is for box size
L = 15σMI . The line is a guide to the
eye. The pure salt critical tempera-
ture at xS = 1 (¦) is from Ref. [129].
Error bars smaller than the symbol
size are not drawn.

With this definition, xS = 0 corresponds to a salt-free state and xS = 1 corre-
sponds to a pure salt state. Our results are listed in Tables 6.1-6.4. Unless other-
wise indicated, the parameters are for box size L = 12σMI . Error estimates are
calculated from (two to four) independent runs at different temperatures using
the Student’s t-test with 90% confidence interval.

Figures 6.1-6.4 show the critical temperature T∗c as a function of the salt mole
fraction xS. The pure salt critical temperature is taken from Ref. [129]: we use
ξ = 5 results for system (a), whose ions are on a lattice with ξ I = 5, and ξ = 3
results for systems (b)-(d), whose ions are on a lattice with ξ I = 3.33. As can be
seen from Figs. 6.1-6.3, in systems (a)-(c), where the pure salt has a higher critical
temperature than the salt-free state, T∗c (xS) is not monotonic, but goes through a
minimum (at xS ≈ 0.6− 0.8). In system (c), we did not reach high enough salt
fractions to locate the minimum explicitly, but as the inset in Fig. 6.3 shows, T∗c is
decreasing with increasing xS. Therefore, we expect there to be a minimum. We
have extrapolated lines from our data to pure salt to indicate the expected qual-
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Figure 6.3: Critical temperature T∗c
of system (c) with charge asymmetry
of 10:1 and size asymmetry δ =
0.9, as a function of the salt mole
fraction xS (◦). The results are for
box size L = 12σMI . The line is
a guide to the eye. The pure salt
critical temperature at xS = 1 (¦) is
from Ref. [129]. Error bars smaller
than the symbol size are not drawn.
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Figure 6.4: Critical temperature T∗c
of system (d) with charge asym-
metry of 10:1 and size asymmetry
δ = 0.667, as a function of the salt
mole fraction xS. The points marked
with the circles (◦) are for box size
L = 12σMI and those marked with
the triangles (/) are for box size
L = 10σMI . The lines are guides
to the eye. The pure salt critical
temperature at xS = 1 (¦) is from
Ref. [129]. Error bars smaller than
the symbol size are not drawn.

itative behavior of T∗c over the complete composition range. This extrapolation
is, of course, only approximate - it would take significantly more computational
resources than those available to us to enable calculations for systems with large
amounts of salt because of the difficulty in sampling macroion insertions and re-
movals.

In Figs. 6.1-6.3, the decrease in the critical temperature at xS < 0.8 can be ex-
plained by a more general result, which states that external disturbances, such as
walls, added components, etc., lower the critical temperature [165]. At xS > 0.8,
the critical temperature increases to reach the pure salt critical point. In contrast,
in system (d), where pure salt has a lower critical temperature than the salt-free
state, T∗c (xS) decreases monotonically, see Fig. 6.4.

In Figs. 6.5-6.8, we plot the critical volume fraction φc as a function of the salt
mole fraction xS. In systems (a)-(c), φc is more or less a constant for 0 < xS <
0.9, and at xS > 0.9, φc starts to decrease rapidly towards the pure salt critical
point. In the 10:1 systems [(c) and (d)], we were not able to calculate critical
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Figure 6.5: Critical volume fraction
φc(xS) of system (a) with charge
asymmetry of 2:1 and size asymme-
try δ = 0.5, as a function of the salt
mole fraction xS. The points marked
with the circles (◦) are for box size
L = 12σMI , while those marked with
the squares (¤) and the triangles (O)
are for box size L = 15σMI . The pure
salt critical temperature at xS = 1
(¦) is from Ref. [129] and the salt-free
critical temperature at xS = 0 (O) is
from Ref. [33]. The line is a guide to
the eye.
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Figure 6.6: Critical volume fraction
φc(xS) of system (b) with charge
asymmetry of 3:1 and size asymme-
try δ = 0.667, as a function of the salt
mole fraction xS. The points marked
with the circles (◦) are for box size
L = 12σMI and the point marked
with the square (¤) is for box size
L = 15σMI . The line is a guide to the
eye. The pure salt critical tempera-
ture at xS = 1 (¦) is from Ref. [129].
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metry δ = 0.9 (◦), as a function of
the salt mole fraction xS. The results
are for box size L = 12σMI . The line
is a guide to the eye. The pure salt
critical temperature at xS = 1 (¦) is
from Ref. [129].
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Figure 6.8: Critical volume fraction
φc(xS) of system (d) with charge
asymmetry of 10:1 and size asym-
metry δ = 0.667, as a function of
the salt mole fraction xS. The points
marked with the circles (◦) are for
box size L = 12σMI and those
marked with the triangles (/) are
for box size L = 10σMI . The line is a
guide to the eye. The pure salt criti-
cal temperature at xS = 1 (¦) is from
Ref. [129].

parameters beyond xS ≈ 0.66 for box size L = 12σMI , due to sampling problems:
the acceptance of macroion insertions in these systems was below 0.1%. However,
we were able to calculate critical parameters up to xS = 0.76 for system (d) (10:1
and δ = 0.667) using box size L = 10σMI . These results are denoted by the
triangles in Fig. 6.8. As the statistical accuracy is poor, it is hard to make any
definite conclusions. However, it is tempting to argue that φc(xS) tends towards
the pure salt limit as xS → 1.

In order to get an idea of the system size dependence of our results, we recal-
culated some of the critical points for different box size L. In system (a) (2:1 and
δ = 0.5), the two lowest salt critical points were recalculated using L = 15σMI ,
see Figs. 6.1 and 6.5 and Table 6.1. We find considerable system size dependence
for this system. The is because, for box size L = 12σMI , there are not enough data
points at the low-density end of the histogram to fit the Ising curve completely.
At higher salt concentration, there are more data points at the low-density part
of the histograms and this system size dependence disappears. According to our
histogram data, the Ising curve can be fitted completely when xS ≈ 0.6. In system
(a), our results for box size L = 15σMI agree very well with the earlier results in
Ref. [33], that are also for L = 15σMI . In system (b) (3:1 and δ = 0.667), the critical
point at µ∗S = −1.07 was recalculated using L = 15σMI , and, as can be seen from
Table 6.2, the critical parameters are almost within the error bars of the results
for L = 12σMI . In system (d) (10:1 and δ = 0.667), we recalculated critical points
at µ∗S = −1.33 and at µ∗S = −1.17 using a box size L = 10σMI , see Table 6.4. At
µ∗S = −1.17, all critical parameters (except µ∗c ) are, within the error bars, indistin-
guishable. However, at µ∗S = −1.33, we find significant differences between the
results for L = 12σMI and for L = 10σMI .

Figure 6.9 shows the critical-point loci in the (temperature T∗, pressure P∗)
plane. From two independent measurements with box sizes L = 15σMI and
19σMI , we estimated the pure salt critical pressure P∗ = 0.00297(4) using Eq. (6.18)
and critical temperature T∗ = 0.0528(2). We are not aware of previous work that
reports critical pressure of electrolytes. As can be seen from Fig. 6.9, the pure salt
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Figure 6.10: Radial distribution
functions for system (b) (3:1 and
δ = 0.667) at T∗ = 0.045 ≈ 1.03T∗c ,
µ∗S = −1.13, and φ = 0.020(2).

state has a higher pressure than any of the salt-free states. The reason for this is
the ideal gas contribution to the pressure (PidV = NkBT), which is high for the
pure salt state because it has the highest number density of particles than any of
the salt-free states (although it has the lowest volume fraction, see Figs. 6.5-6.8).
Figure 6.9 also shows that, upon adding salt, the pressure increases very gradu-
ally at first, and then in big steps at higher salt concentrations. This is why, even
at the highest coion concentration xS = 0.977 [system (c)], where the system con-
sists almost completely of salt, the pressure is well below the pure salt state. Note
that the critical-point loci of system (c) (10:1 and δ = 0.9) is missing from Fig. 6.9.
In this high size asymmetry case, all pressures are much smaller than in the other
systems, see Table 6.3. This is because the length scale in our definition of P∗ [see
Eq. (6.10)] is the microion diameter and for high size asymmetries, the factor σ3

I
is very small.

We can conclude that the electrolyte mixtures studied here are type-I mixtures,
where the two components mix continuously [166]. Clearly, this conclusion hold
less firmly for system (c), where we were not able to reach high enough xS to see
a convergence towards the pure salt limit. However, our data does not give any
evidence of a more complicated mixing behavior.
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Figure 6.11: Radial distribution
functions for system (d) (10:1 and
δ = 0.667) at T∗ = 0.1 ≈ 1.03T∗c ,
µ∗S = −1.33, and φ = 0.037(2).

In all systems, the macroion vapor phase is also the vapor phase for the salt,
and the macroion liquid phase is also the liquid phase for the salt. In other words,
when the system fluctuates between vapor and liquid phases, macroion and salt
densities are coupled. We observed, that for a fixed coion chemical potential µ∗S,
the ratio between macroion and salt number densities is constant to a very good
approximation. The coupling between the macroion and the salt densities also
explains why the errors in the salt mole fraction xS are so small. Figures 6.10
and 6.11 show the radial distribution functions of positive like-charged species
for the 3:1 (b) and 10:1 (d) systems with δ = 0.667, respectively. The radial dis-
tribution functions in Figs. 6.10 and 6.11 are calculated in the vapor phase, close
to the xS = 0.48 critical point at T∗ ≈ 1.03T∗c (i.e., slightly above the critical tem-
perature). As Figs. 6.10 and 6.11 show, all radial distributions are peaked close to
their contact distance. Since, in the low-density vapor phase, the effective inter-
action potential is, to a good approximation, equal to the negative logarithm of
the radial distribution function [ueff = − ln g(r)], this implies effective attraction
between all like-charged species. The effective attraction between macroions and
coions explains the coupling between the macroion and salt densities.

The height of the first peaks in the radial distribution functions in Figs. 6.10
and 6.11 is related to the strength of the attraction. As can be seen, the macroion-
macroion peak is approximately twice as high for system (d) (Fig. 6.11) than for
system (b) (Fig. 6.10), while the coion-coion peak is much higher for system (b)
(Fig. 6.10) than for system (d) (Fig. 6.11). A simple explanation for these differ-
ences is obtained, when one considers the critical temperature in these systems
relative to the salt-free (xS = 0) and pure salt (xS = 1) critical temperatures. Tem-
perature in system (d) (Fig. 6.11) is below the critical temperature of the salt-free
state, and this is why the macroion-macroion coupling is high compared to sys-
tem (b) (Fig. 6.10), where the temperature is similar to the critical temperature of
the salt-free state. Similarly, temperature in system (b) is below the critical tem-
perature of pure salt and this is why the coion-coion coupling is high compared
to system (d), where the temperature is above the critical temperature of the pure
salt. The difference between the two systems is also well depicted in Figs. 6.12
and 6.13, where snapshots of the vapor phase close to the xS = 0.48 critical point
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Figure 6.12: Snapshot of system
(b) (3:1 and δ = 0.667) at the va-
por phase of the µ∗S = −1.13
[xS = 0.482(1)] critical point with
T∗ = 0.044 = T∗c , µ∗ = −2.730,
and φ = 0.087. Big spheres are
macroions with charge +3e, white
small spheres are coions with charge
+e, and dark small spheres are
counterions with charge −e.

Figure 6.13: Snapshot of system (d)
(10:1 and δ = 0.667) close to the
µ∗S = −1.33 [xS = 0.48(1)] critical
point with T∗ = 0.0992 = 1.02T∗c ,
µ∗ = −22.738, and φ = 0.079.
The big spheres are macroions with
charge +10e, white small spheres
are coions with charge +e, and dark
small spheres are counterions with
charge −e.

are shown: Macroions in system (d) (Fig. 6.13) form rather dense clusters, while
in system (b) (Fig. 6.12) the macroions are more loosely bound to each other. This
implies that the macroion-macroion coupling is higher in system (d) than in (b).
Co- and counterions in system (b) (Fig. 6.12) form dimers and trimers, while in
system (d) (Fig. 6.13) there are free microions, implying that the coion-coion cou-
pling is higher in system (b) than in (d). This agrees with the radial distribution
functions in Figs. 6.10 and 6.11. Furthermore, coions in system (b) are bound close
to the macroions (see Fig. 6.12), while in system (d) the coions fill the space left
empty by the macroions (see Fig. 6.13). This is in agreement with the radial distri-
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bution functions in Figs. 6.10 and 6.11, which show a higher macroion-coion peak
for system (b) than for (d). The clustering seen in Fig. 6.13 is typical for system
(d) with added salt. Clusters were also seen at temperatures above the critical
temperature and at densities different from the critical density.

The deepness of the macroion-macroion attraction in system (d) can be esti-
mated from the first peak in Fig. 6.11 to be ln(10)kBT ≈ 2.3kBT.∗ This means, that
each macroion gains about 2kBT of energy when it comes in contact with another
macroion. We observed, that this energy minimum causes considerable sampling
problems. Acceptance of the insertion and removal steps drops and simulations
tend to get stuck in the high-density state. This is the main reason why we could
not reach higher salt concentrations.

6.4 Conclusions

We have studied the critical parameters of asymmetric electrolyte mixtures within
the primitive model. The mixtures consist of large multivalent macroions and
small monovalent co- and counterions. We view the system as a binary mixture
of macroions with their counterions and salt (co- and counterion pair). We calcu-
lated the critical-point loci that connect the salt-free state consisting of macroions
and counterions with the pure salt state. Critical points were calculated for four
systems with charge and size asymmetries of (a) 2:1 and δ = 0.5, (b) 3:1 and
δ = 0.667, (c) 10:1 and δ = 0.9, and (d) 10:1 and δ = 0.667.

We used a combination of grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations, histogram
reweighting method, and mixed-field finite-scaling method to obtain the critical
points. The simulations were done using the fine-lattice discretization method.
We implemented a distance biasing method that enhances the efficiency of the
grand canonical insertion and removal steps by many orders of magnitude and
enables direct simulations of systems with charge asymmetry of 10:1. In systems
(c) and (d), at high salt (coion) concentration, we experienced sampling problems
that inhibited us from calculating critical points closer to the pure salt limit.

We observed the following nonmonotonic behavior in the critical parameters:
(i) in systems (a)-(c), the critical temperature T∗c as a function of the salt mole
fraction xS goes through a minimum, and (ii) in system (d), the critical volume
fraction φc(xS) goes through a maximum. The binary electrolyte mixtures studied
here are type-I mixtures, where the two species mix continuously.

As the salt has nonmonotonic effects on the critical parameters of electrolytes,
our results should form a good benchmark for testing theoretical models on elec-
trolytes. In particular, it would be interesting to see if a theory can reproduce the
nonmonotonic behavior of T∗c (xS) and φ∗c (xS), and predict the type of the mixture
correctly.

For future studies, an idea that could help in calculating critical points close to
the pure salt limit is to reduce the system size at high salt concentrations. Smaller
system size means shorter simulation time and, if done correctly, should not in-

∗Here, the validity of the approximation ueff = − ln g(r) was checked by calculating the radial
distribution at lower densities. At φ ≈ 0.00479(2) the depth of the attraction was estimated to be
ln(16)kBT ≈ 2.8kBT.
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troduce considerable finite-size effects because the overall density of the system
decreases in the pure salt limit.

Acknowledgements The Monte Carlo code is based on A. Z. Panagiotopoulos’
original code.





7
Crystal Structures of

Oppositely Charged Colloids
with Size Ratio 0.31

A B S T R A C T

We study crystal structures in mixtures of large and small oppo-
sitely charged spherical colloids with size ratio 0.31 using Monte
Carlo simulations, and compare our results with an experimental
system that is studied using confocal microscopy. We develop an
interactive method based on simulated annealing to predict new bi-
nary crystal structures with stoichiometries from 1 to 8. Employing
these structures in Madelung energy calculations using a screened
Coulomb potential, we construct a ground-state phase diagram, which
shows a remarkably rich variety of crystals. Our phase diagram dis-
plays colloidal analogs of simple-salt structures and of the doped
fullerene C60 structures, but also novel structures that do not have
an atomic or molecular analog. We find three of the predicted struc-
tures experimentally, which provides confidence that our method
yields reliable predictions.
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7.1 Introduction

Colloids are important model systems for atoms and molecules, as they exhibit
the same phase behavior, but are easier to investigate and to manipulate. The pos-
sibility to tune colloidal interactions chemically or by an external field has led to a
great variety of model systems. Recently, a new model system was presented that
consists of oppositely charged colloids that form equilibrium crystals [11, 69]. A
profound difference with atomic systems is that ionic colloidal crystal structures
are not dictated by charge neutrality as the charge balance is covered by the pres-
ence of counterions. This severs the link between charge ratio and stoichiometry,
and enlarges the number of possible crystal structures. Predicting these is a com-
putational challenge, not only because of the overwhelming number of possible
structures and system parameters (charge, size, solvent, salinity, composition,
etc.) but also because of the intricate interplay between attractive and repulsive
interactions, entropy, and packing effects. In this chapter, we develop an interac-
tive simulation method to predict binary crystal structures of oppositely charged
colloids, based on simulated annealing [167]. Employing this method we are
able to predict a whole variety of new binary crystal structures with different
stoichiometries, which we used in Madelung energy calculations to map out the
ground-state phase diagram. Results are presented for binary mixtures of small
and large oppositely charged colloids with size ratio 0.31, corresponding to one
of the experimental systems that triggered our theoretical interest [11]. The cal-
culated phase diagram exhibits a plethora of different crystal structures, some of
which have atomic and molecular analogs, while others do not. We are able to
confirm the stability of three of the crystal structures experimentally.

7.2 Methods

The experimental system consists of spherical, sterically stabilized polymethyl-
methacrylate (PMMA) particles [168], dispersed in an apolar solvent mixture.
The negatively charged larger particles have a radius aL = 1.16 µm (polydis-
persity 3%), and the positively charged smaller particles have a radius aS = 0.36
µm (polydispersity 5 %), hence, the size ratio is aS/aL = 0.31. The two types of
particles have two different fluorescent dyes incorporated in their volume. The
large spheres are labeled with rhodamine isothiocyanate and the small ones with
7-nitrobenzo-2-oxa-1,3-diazol, by which they can be distinguished using fluores-
cence microscopy. The colloids are dispersed in a density and refractive index
matching mixture of cyclohexylbromide and decalin (80/20 volume ratio). The
preparation of the binary mixtures and samples is described in Ref. [11]. Image
analysis of xyz data stacks obtained by confocal scanning laser microscopy allows
the structures to be studied in real space.

We model this system as NL large colloids in a volume V with a radius aL car-
rying a negative charge ZLe (where ZL < 0 and e the proton charge) and NS small
colloids with a radius aS carrying a positive charge ZSe (ZS < |ZL|). We assume
that the pair potential uij(r), between colloid i and j at inter-particle separation
r, is given by the linear superposition approximation (LSA) [169] of the DLVO
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Figure 7.1: A snapshot of the inter-
active MC simulation program. In
the run shown here, the LShp

6 struc-
ture was found.

theory [17, 18] as

uij(r)
kBT

=





ZiZjλBeκ(ai+aj)

(1 + κai)(1 + κaj)
e−κr

r r ≥ ai + aj

∞ r < ai + aj,
(7.1)

where Zi (Zj) and ai (aj) are the charge number and radius of colloid i (j), λB =
e2/εskBT is the Bjerrum length, κ =

√
8πλBρsalt is the inverse Debye screening

length, εs is the dielectric constant of the solvent, and ρsalt is the salt concen-
tration. The screened Coulomb potential in Eq. (7.1) has been used to describe
oppositely charged colloids before, see Ref. [170]. See also Section 8.2, where the
use of screened Coulomb potential for equal size oppositely charged colloids is
justified. We denote the composition by x = NS/(NL + NS), the packing fraction
of large colloids by ηL = 4πa3

LNL/3V, the dimensionless large-small colloid con-
tact potential by Γ = |uLS(aL + aS)|/kBT, and the charge ratio by Q = |ZL/ZS|.
We fix the size ratio to the experimental value aS/aL = 0.31, and determine the
phase diagram of this system for varying Q and κ as these parameters turned out
to be hard to measure under crystallization conditions and are likely to vary for
different experiments.

7.3 Results

We developed an interactive Monte Carlo (MC) simulation program to predict
binary crystal structure candidates. The simulations are performed using peri-
odic boundary conditions. The program has real-time visualization, and allows
to change various parameters (Γ, Q, κ, and stoichiometry) during the simula-
tion, to switch between constant pressure (NPT) and canonical (NVT) ensembles
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LSn fcc bcc sc sh hcp bc

1 Zinc blende Zinc blende - - Wurtzite -

2 CaF2 CaF2 - - - CaF2

3 LSfcc
3 Cr3Si ReO3 Li3N LShcp

3 ReO3

4 A4C60, LSbct
4 A4C60, SiF4 - - LShcp

4 -

6 A6Cbcc
60 , LSfcc

6 A6Cbcc
60 - - LShcp+hp

6 -

8 LSfcc
8 LSfcc

8 - LShcp
8 LShcp

8 -

Table 7.1: The crystal structures found with simulated annealing for each large colloid starting
configuration and stoichiometry n. C60 stands for the fullerene molecule and line (-) indicates
absence of crystal structure.

[93], and to turn on (or off) large-colloid displacement moves. The simulations
were started in the NVT-ensemble with the large colloids in a face-centered-cubic
(fcc), body-centered-cubic (bcc), hexagonal-close-packed (hcp), simple-cubic (sc),
simple hexagonal (sh), or base-centered (bc) crystal, and the small colloids at ran-
dom (non-overlapping) positions. Next, we used simulated annealing to increase
Γ slowly from 0 (high temperatures) to Γ ≈ 10− 20 (which gives us the ground-
state structure), while only the small colloids were allowed to move. At the final
Γ we switch to the NPT-ensemble, where volume moves were performed sep-
arately for each axis in order to equilibrate the small-colloid positions and the
box shape. Finally, the large-colloid moves were turned on and the ideal crystal
structures were constructed from snapshots of the final colloid configuration. A
snapshot of the interactive MC simulation program is shown in Fig. 7.1, where
the LShp

6 structure (defined below) was found.
The search for new stable binary structures was performed by trying all the

above mentioned large-colloid crystals as starting configurations, at packing frac-
tions around ηL = 0.3− 0.56 and at various initial shapes of the simulation box.
This was repeated for small-large stoichiometries n = 1 − 8 (denoted by LSn),
where n is related to the composition by x = n/(n + 1). The simulations were
performed in a box with 4 to 16 large colloids. Such a small simulation box with
periodic boundaries facilitates finding structures with crystalline order, as it re-
duces the probability of stacking faults. Table 7.1 lists the crystal structures found
for each stoichiometry and large-colloid starting configuration, for κaL = 2 and
Q = n. Structures, which have no atomic or molecular analog, are named LSlat

n ,
where “lat” is the lattice symmetry of the large colloids. In the colloidal analogs
of the fullerene structures, A4C60 [171], and the body-centered-cubic A6C60 (or
A6Cbcc

60 ) [172] the large colloids correspond to C60 and the small ones to A (=K, Rb,
or Cs). We have not (yet) considered primitive unit cells with more than two large
colloids, and have hence excluded n = 5 and 7, as well as some other structures
(e.g., a colloidal analog of the face-centered-cubic A6C60 structure [173]). This
does not mean, of course, that these structures could not form in experiments.

Predicting the phase diagram of a binary mixture often involves a calculation
of the Gibbs free energy per particle, since its x-dependence at fixed P and T
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allows for common tangent constructions. The Gibbs free energy reduces, how-
ever, to the enthalpy for the ground state properties of interest here, where en-
tropic effects are ignored. Moreover, since many of our experiments show crys-
tals that are self-supported by their cohesive energy, we restrict attention to the
zero-pressure limit. The present phase diagram follows therefore from the inter-
nal energy, which for a crystal with all particles at their ideal lattice positions is
the composition dependent Madelung energy U(x) [11, 170]. Including entropy
and pressure complicates theoretical studies considerably, and will be the subject
of future research. In the zero-pressure ground-state approximation, phase stabil-
ity depends only on the charge ratio Q and the screening parameter κ, and not on
the absolute values of ZL, ZS, and λB separately. We calculated U(x) with the MC
code for the structures listed in Table 7.1 and for many known structures: NaCl,
CsCl, NiAs, CuAu, AlB2, Cu3Au, Al3Ti, CaCu5, and CaB6 [174]. In the calcula-
tions, the simulation box was repeated periodically such that the relative error in
U(x) was smaller than 10−7. The lowest U(x) per colloidal particle was found for
given Q and κ by optimizing each possible structure with respect to ηL and the
shape of the unit cell. We then performed, for fixed Q and κ, the common tangent
construction. Figure 7.2 shows the common tangent construction for Q = 1.8 and
κaL = 2.5, where the circles denote the Madelung energies U(x) for the Wurtzite,
CaF2, Cr3Si, and A4C60 structures, and the dashed line gives the actual common
tangent construction. Note that at the two extremes where x = 0 or x = 1, the
Madelung energy is zero (U(0) = U(1) = 0) because of the repulsive character of
like species. One reads Fig. 7.2 as follows. At x ∈ [0, 0.67], we have an infinitely
dilute gas of large colloids in coexistence with the CaF2 phase, at x ∈ [0.67, 0.75] a
CaF2-Cr3Si coexistence, at x ∈ [0.75, 0.8] a Cr3Si-A4C60 coexistence, and finally at
x ∈ [0.8, 1] a A4C60 phase in coexistence with an infinitely dilute gas of small col-
loids. Figure 7.2 also tells us that the phase diagram is three dimensional because
all three parameters, x, κ, and Q, affect the phase behavior.

We repeated the common tangent construction for each Q ∈ [1, 8] and κaL ∈
[0.5, 5] to obtain the full phase diagram. Figure 7.3 shows a x-Q slice of the phase
diagram at κaL = 2.5. One readily checks from Fig. 7.3 that at Q = 1.8, the phase
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sequence corresponds to the common tangent construction in Fig. 7.2. Another
way of studying the three dimensional phase diagram is to look at the two ex-
tremes cases where the crystal coexists with an infinitely dilute gas of pure large
colloids (x = 0), and pure small colloids (x = 1). Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show κ-Q
slices of the phase diagram at x = 0 and x = 1, respectively. The dashed line
in Figs. 7.4 and 7.5 at κaL = 2.5 depicts the location where the x-Q slice shown
in Fig. 7.3 is made. Figure 7.3 shows an increasing stoichiometry with increasing
Q at low x, and Figs. 7.4 and 7.5 show the same at low κaL. In Fig. 7.3, one has
gas-crystal and crystal-crystal coexistence regions, whereas in Figs. 7.4 and 7.5, all
crystals are in coexistence with an infinitely dilute gas of large or small colloids.
Note that the phase lines in Figs. 7.4 and 7.5 are triple-point lines where a gas and
two crystals coexist. From Figs. 7.4 and 7.5 one observes that an excess of small
colloids favors structures with high stoichiometry. Moreover, we see that ReO3,
Li3N, SiF4, LSfcc

6 , and LShcp
6 structures are only stable for relatively long-ranged

interactions with κaL ∼ 0.5. In these structures, shown in Figs. 7.6(a)-(e), the
small colloids are in between pairs of neighboring large colloids in the sc (ReO3),
sh (Li3N), bcc (SiF4), fcc (LSfcc

6 ) or hcp (LShcp
6 ) structure. Although such struc-

tures are electrostatically favorable, they pack inefficiently and thus destabilize at
stronger screening. At Q ≈ 1, we find the Wurtzite structure, which has dimers
of large and small colloids stacked in an hcp lattice, see Fig. 7.6(f). The CaF2 struc-
ture, depicted in Fig. 7.6(g), has the large colloids in an fcc lattice and the small
colloids in the tetrahedral holes. The Cr3Si structure has the large colloids in a bcc
lattice and the small colloids as shown in Fig. 7.6(h). LShp

6 , shown in Fig. 7.6(i),
consists of hexagonal planes of large colloids, which are slightly compressed (6-
10%) with respect to an ideal hcp crystal, and of small colloids, which are in two
kagome patterns [175] above and below each large-colloid hexagonal layer. In the
A4C60 structure [171], the large colloids are in a body-centered-tetragonal (bct)
lattice and the small colloids are between two large colloids such that they form
a square parallel to the square plane of the tetragonal unit cell, see Fig. 7.6(j). The
LSbct

4 structure, shown in Fig. 7.6(k), differs from A4C60 in that the small colloids
are turned 45 degrees in the square plane.

To verify the theoretical phase diagram, we studied the crystal structures and
their formation in our experimental system, with total particle volume fraction
0.2 and added salt (tetrabutylammonium bromide) concentrations in the range
15-35 µM. Interestingly, we experimentally found three of the predicted crystal
structures, viz. A6Cbcc

60 , LSfcc
8 , and LShcp

8 , which are indeed rather dominant in the
phase diagram of Figs. 7.4 and 7.5 at large Q. Typically crystal nuclei appeared
within 24 h after preparation of the samples (the earliest were observed after 4-
5 h). They had different orientations, which suggests homogeneous nucleation.
With time, the crystal domains grew larger and reached sizes of about 100 µm. In
the LShcp

8 structure the large colloids form an hcp lattice. In the hexagonal layers,
each large colloid is surrounded by a ring of 6 small ones occupying the trigonal
interstices. Above and below each layer, there are two planes of small colloids or-
dered in a kagome pattern, see Fig. 7.7(a). The position of the small colloids in the
kagome pattern is the same as in the LShp

6 structure, see Fig. 7.6(i). Figure 7.7(b)
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Figure 7.6: Theoretically predicted
stable binary crystal structures: (a)
ReO3, (b) Li3N, (c) SiF4, (d) LSfcc

6 ,

(e) LShcp
6 , (f) Wurtzite, (g) CaF2,

(h) Cr3Si, (i) LShp
6 (j) A4C60, and (k)

LSbct
4 .
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Figure 7.7: Experimental observa-
tions and the corresponding theo-
retical predictions of binary struc-
tures. Confocal images of positive
(light) and negative (dark) PMMA
particles: (b), superposition of sev-
eral layers of LShcp

8 ; (d), (100) plane
of LSfcc

8 ; (e), (110) plane of LSfcc
8 ;

(g), (100) plane of A6Cbcc
60 ; (h), (110)

plane of A6Cbcc
60 . All scale bars are

3 µm. The insets in (d,e,g,h) show
the corresponding plane in the the-
oretical predictions. (a,c,f), unit cells
of (a) LShcp

8 , (c) LSfcc
8 , and (f) A6Cbcc

60
structures.

shows the LShcp
8 structure as a superposition of 5 layers of large colloids and 15

layers of small colloids. We observe two kagome patterns of small colloids su-
perimposed that are formed because the hcp lattice has two kinds of hexagonal
layers of large colloids. The hexagonal structure of the large colloids can be seen
below the small colloid kagome patterns. In the other binary structure with stoi-
chiometry 8, the LSfcc

8 crystal, the large colloids are ordered in an fcc lattice and in
every octahedral hole there are 8 small colloids forming a cube, see Fig. 7.7(c). Fig-
ure 7.7(d) shows the (100) plane of the LSfcc

8 unit cell, and in Fig. 7.7(e), the (110)
plane is shown. The insets in Figs. 7.7(d) and (e) show the corresponding planes
of this structure predicted by our simulations, revealing excellent agreement. Ex-
perimentally, the LShcp

8 and LSfcc
8 structures were found to coexist. This is also in
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agreement with our calculations, which predict essentially equal Madelung ener-
gies (although LSfcc

8 is more stable, but only by 0.005-0.1%). The A6Cbcc
60 structure

[172] consists of a bcc lattice of the large colloids with 4 small colloids in a square
situated in the plane between every large next nearest neighbors, see Fig. 7.7(f).
Figures 7.7(g) and (h) show, respectively, the (100) and (110) planes of the A6Cbcc

60
structure unit cell together with the corresponding theoretical predictions. Note
that this A6Cbcc

60 crystal is different from the LS6 structure observed in Ref. [11].
According to the Madelung energy calculations, A6Cbcc

60 , which was not consid-
ered in Ref.[11], is more stable than LS6. It is possible, though, that entropy and
pressure can change the relative stability of these two structures.

7.4 Conclusions

We have developed an interactive method based on simulated annealing to pre-
dict binary crystal structures of oppositely charged colloids. We used this method
for size ratio 0.31 and constructed a ground-state phase diagram based on the bi-
nary structures found. Our phase diagram displays novel structures, but also
colloidal analogs of simple-salt structures and of doped fullerene C60 structures.
The latter is not surprising as the size ratios of the two systems are very sim-
ilar, e.g., aRb/aC60 = 0.3. Three of the predicted structures, A6Cbcc

60 , LSfcc
8 , and

LShcp
8 , were also observed experimentally, thereby providing confidence that the

proposed method with the screened Coulomb potential yields reliable predic-
tions, even though the experimentally observed Brownian motion suggests that
entropy should not be ignored. We have so far restricted our attention to stoi-
chiometries up to n = 8, but expect more structures for larger n, e.g., for n = 10
and Q ≈ 10, we expect a colloidal analog of the Na10C60 structure [176, 177].
Of course, it is possible that other structures exist that make the current ones
metastable. However, introduction of a new structure typically reduces the sta-
bility area of the prior ones, but does not completely replace them. It would be
interesting to compare our method for finding new structures with genetic al-
gorithms [178, 179]. Finally, it is reasonable to expect even more and different
structures for other size ratios, the exploration of which is not only of fundamen-
tal but also of practical interest, e.g., for photonic applications.
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Phase Behavior of Oppositely

Charged Particles

A B S T R A C T

We study the phase behavior of oppositely charged equal-size hard
spheres using Monte Carlo simulations and compare our results
with experimental observations. In the simulations, two systems
are considered: the restricted primitive model (RPM) and a sys-
tem of screened Coulomb particles. The experiments are done us-
ing confocal microscopy in a system of oppositely charged colloids,
which can be seen as an experimental realization of screened Coulomb
particles. The use of screened Coulomb potentials to model oppo-
sitely charged colloids is justified by calculating the effective pair in-
teraction from primitive model simulations. We construct the phase
diagrams of both the RPM and screened Coulomb particles by com-
puter simulations and predict a novel solid phase that has the CuAu
structure. In addition, the CuAu structure is observed experimen-
tally. The qualitative agreement between the RPM, the screened
Coulomb system, and the experiments shows that colloids form a
suitable model system to study phase behavior in ionic systems.
We also study the zero-pressure phase diagram of NaCl and CsCl
structures in a system of screened Coulomb particles with charge
asymmetry, using zero-temperature Madelung energy calculations,
and check the effect of finite temperature by Monte Carlo simula-
tions. We find that the NaCl phase can be stable also in the case of
symmetric charges, if the two species are allowed to fractionate.
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8.1 Introduction

A basic understanding of phenomena like gas-liquid condensation or freezing of
atoms and molecules can be often acquired by studying model systems, in which
the interactions between the particles are simplified to the bare minimum. For
instance, hard spheres are often used to represent systems with repulsive interac-
tions [91, 92], whereas charged hard spheres are commonly employed to model
ionic systems. The simplest and best-known model for the latter is the restricted
primitive model (RPM), which consists of a binary mixture of equal-size hard
spheres suspended in a uniform continuum solvent, half of which carry a neg-
ative and the other half a positive charge of equal magnitude. In the past, the
phase behavior of the RPM has been studied extensively [65–68], and the global
phase diagram, which includes fluid, CsCl, face-centered-cubic (fcc) disordered,
and "tetragonal" phases, has been constructed. Interestingly, all these phases, ex-
cept the tetragonal phase, have recently also been observed experimentally in a
system of oppositely charged colloids [11, 69]. The phase behavior of this sys-
tem can be understood on the basis of screened Coulomb potentials, in which
the screening is due to the presence of co- and counterions in the solvent. First,
we justify the use of screened Coulomb potentials to model oppositely charged
colloids by calculating the effective pair interaction using primitive model simu-
lations. Then, we calculate the phase diagram of screened Coulomb particles and
re-examine the phase behavior of the RPM. We find that the two phase diagrams
are qualitatively similar, and, more importantly, that both contain a novel crystal
structure where the particles are arranged in a CuAu-type crystal. Remarkably,
we are able to observe the CuAu structure also experimentally in a system of
oppositely charged colloids.

We also study the zero-pressure phase diagram of NaCl and CsCl structures of
screened Coulomb particles with charge asymmetry. In particular, we study the
gas-NaCl-CsCl triple point line and the NaCl melting line by Madelung energy
calculations that assume zero temperature, and check the effect of finite temper-
ature by Monte Carlo simulations. We find that the NaCl phase can be stable also
in the case of symmetric charges, if the two species are allowed to fractionate.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 8.2, we validate
the use of screened Coulomb potentials to model oppositely charged colloids by
primitive model simulations. In Section 8.3, we present phase diagrams for the
RPM and screened Coulomb particles, and discuss the experimental observations
of the CuAu structure. In Section 8.4, we study the zero pressure phase diagram
of NaCl and CsCl structures for screened Coulomb particles with charge asym-
metry. We end with some final remarks in Section 8.5.

8.2 Interactions Between Oppositely Charged Colloids

Our results on the phase behavior of oppositely charged and equal-sized particles
presented in this chapter are based on a DLVO-type [17, 18] screened Coulomb
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Figure 8.1: Effective potential
ueff(r) between two oppositely
charged colloids with charges
Z1,2 = ±20, suspended in a solvent
with λB/σ = 0.00517 and reser-
voir screening length κσ = 0.7. The
circles denote the primitive model
results, the full line is the screened
Coulomb potential (8.1), the dot-
dashed line is the HHF potential
(8.2), the dashed line is the modified
HHF potential (8.3), and the dotted
line is the approximate HHF poten-
tial (8.4).

potential, which is given by

uij(r)
kBT

=




± ZiZj

(1 + κσ/2)2
λB
σ

e−κ(r−σ)

r/σ
r ≥ σ

∞ r < σ,
(8.1)

where the sign depends on the particle charges Zi and Zj, r is the distance be-
tween the particles, σ is the diameter of the particles, λB = e2/εskBT is the Bjer-
rum length, εs is the dielectric constant of the solvent, κ =

√
8πλBρsalt is the

inverse Debye screening length, and ρsalt is the salt concentration. In the deriva-
tion of the screened Coulomb potential (8.1) for oppositely charged particles, the
linear superposition approximation (LSA) has been used, where it is assumed
that the electric potential φ in the presence of two colloids can be written as a
sum of the electric potentials of the individual colloids, φ1 and φ2, that would be
present in the absence of the second colloid [169]. In order to check the validity
of this approximation and the potential in Eq. (8.1), we calculated the effective
pair interaction between oppositely charged colloids from primitive model simu-
lations that were done using the method described in Section 5. The effective pair
potential was extracted by taking the negative logarithm of the colloid-colloid
radial distribution function g(r), i.e., ueff(r)/kBT = − ln[g(r)], from a simula-
tion run at low density. The primitive simulations were performed with charges
Z1,2 = ±20 at packing fraction η = 0.0018, suspended in a solvent with Bjerrum
length λB/σ = 0.00517 and reservoir screening length κσ = 0.7. We used mi-
croions with diameter σ/19 and lattice discretization ξ = 19. Figure 8.1 shows
the effective potential obtained from the simulations (the circles) and the predic-
tion of Eq. (8.1) (the full line). We see that the two results agree very well, thus
proving that Eq. (8.1) gives the correct pair potential between oppositely charged
colloids, at least for the parameters used here. For comparison, Fig. 8.1 also shows
the widely used Hogg, Healy, and Fuerstenau (HHF) potential [180], which for
particles with equal size and magnitude of charge reads

uHHF(r)
kBT

=
Z2

(1 + κσ/2)2
λB

σ
ln[1− e−κ(r−σ)] r > σ. (8.2)
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Figure 8.2: Unit cells of (a) CsCl, (b)
NaCl, (c)-(d) CuAu, and (e) tetrago-
nal structures, where dark and light
spheres have opposite charges. In
(d), the tetragonal cell of the CuAu
structure is highlighted.

We also plot the modified HHF potential [181] that is Eq. (8.2) with a 1/r term,

u∗HHF(r)
kBT

=
Z2

(1 + κσ/2)2
λB

σ

ln[1− e−κ(r−σ)]
r/σ

r > σ, (8.3)

and the large separation, κr À 1, approximation of the HHF potential,

uapx
HHF(r)
kBT

=
Z2

(1 + κσ/2)2
λB

σ
e−κ(r−σ) r > σ. (8.4)

The potential in Eq. (8.4) is equal to the screened Coulomb potential (8.1) without
the 1/r term. This potential is sometimes used to describe oppositely charged col-
loids [182], although the justification for its use is not clear. From Fig. 8.1 we see
that the modified HHF potential (8.3) agrees with the screened Coulomb poten-
tial at r & 3, and that both the original HHF potential (8.2) and the approximate
version (8.4) do not agree in the range of r that was studied. We note that the
agreement between the screened Coulomb potential (8.1) and the HHF potentials
(8.2)-(8.4) becomes better at higher κσ, which justifies their use in highly screened
systems.

8.3 Phase Diagrams of Oppositely Charged Particles

In this section, we present the phase diagrams of the RPM and screened Coulomb
particles, and show the experimental observations of the CuAu structure. Our
simulations consist of N spheres with a diameter σ in a volume V, half of which
carry a positive charge Ze and the other half a negative charge −Ze. The parti-
cles interact via the screened Coulomb potential (8.1), and we define a reduced
temperature

T∗ =
(1 + κσ/2)2σ

Z2λB
(8.5)

that is the inverse of the contact value of the potential in Eq. (8.1). The RPM
is achieved by setting κ = 0, because then the screened Coulomb potential in
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Eq. (8.1) reduces to the Coulomb potential and T∗ is equal to the dimensionless
temperature used in Refs. [67, 68, 183].

The overall (of both the positive and the negative particles) symmetry of a
CsCl crystal is body-centered-cubic (bcc) and the substitutional order is shown
Fig. 8.2(a). In the NaCl crystal, shown in Fig. 8.2(b), the oppositely charged parti-
cles sit in two interpenetrating fcc lattices and the overall lattice has a simple cubic
symmetry. The NaCl crystal is only stable when fractionation is allowed (see Sec-
tion 8.4) and is therefore left out from the calculations presented in this section,
where all the phases are restricted to have equal number of positive and nega-
tive particles. In the CuAu crystal, the overall crystal symmetry is face-centered-
tetragonal (fct), and the oppositely charged particles are arranged in alternating
layers, as shown in Fig. 8.2(c). In the tetragonal phase, the overall symmetry is fct,
and the substitutional order can be described by two fct cells on top of each other,
as shown in Fig.8.2(e). The fcc disordered phase has no substitutional order, and
the two particle species sit in an fcc lattice. We used N = 250 for the CsCl phase
and N = 256 for the CuAu, fcc disordered, and tetragonal phases.

We performed Monte Carlo (MC) simulations using the canonical (NVT) en-
semble and periodic boundary conditions. The interactions were truncated at
one half of the smallest box side length, Lmin. In the case of the RPM, we used
the Ewald summation method [93, 128] with k-space cut-off at kcut = 10π/Lmin.
Our Ewald summation method was tested to reproduce the Madelung energies
in Ref. [67] for the CsCl, CuAu, and tetragonal crystals. The phase diagrams were
determined from the Helmholtz free energies that were calculated for the fluid,
CsCl, CuAu, and tetragonal phases using the thermodynamic integration meth-
ods presented in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. The numerical integrations were done
using a 10-point Gaussian quadrature and the ensemble averages were calculated
from runs with 40 000 MC cycles (attempts to displace each particle once), after
first equilibrating the system during 20 000 MC cycles. For the CuAu and tetrag-
onal crystals, a tetragonally shaped simulation box was used. We determined the
shape of the simulation box in a separate MC run with additional shape moves
that change the side lengths of the box while conserving the volume.

Experimentally, a system of oppositely charged particles was established by
preparing salt-containing mixtures of differently labelled fluorescent polymethyl-
methacrylate (PMMA) colloids in a mixture of cyclohexyl bromide (Fluka) and
cis-decalin (27.2 w/w, Sigma-Aldrich), as described in [11]. This solvent mixture
nearly matches the density and refractive index of the particles and has a dielec-
tric constant of εs = 5.59 (λB ≈ 10 nm). The particles were made by dispersion
polymerization, covalently labelled with the fluorophore 7-nitrobenzo-2-oxa-1,3-
diazol (NBD) or rhodamine isothiocyanate (RITC) and sterically stabilized with
poly-12-hydroxystearic acid [168]. The NBD- and RITC-labelled particles had di-
ameters of σ =1.98 and 2.16 µm, respectively, i.e., the size ratio was close to unity
(0.92). The suspensions were 1:1 number density mixtures at an overall packing
fraction η ≈ 0.30. The particle charge and the range of the electrostatic interac-
tions were tuned by adding ∼ 190 µM of the salt tetrabutylammonium bromide
(Sigma-Aldrich). Under these conditions the NBD-labelled particles were nega-
tively charged, whereas the RITC-labelled particles were positive. We estimated
κσ ≈ 8± 2 from conductivity measurements on the particle-free solvent mixture
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Figure 8.3: Phase diagram of the
RPM in the packing fraction η-
reduced temperature T∗ plane.
Phase lines for fluid-CsCl (+), fluid-
fcc disordered (M), fluid-tetragonal
(×), and fcc disordered-tetragonal
(¤) are from Ref. [68]. Gas-liquid
phase envelope (O) is from Ref. [158]
and liquid points (/) are from
Ref. [183]. The circles (◦) and dia-
monds (¦) mark the CsCl-CuAu and
CuAu-tetragonal phase transitions,
respectively. The black circles (•)
mark the position of the triple points
and the gray areas denote the coex-
istence regions where tie lines are
horizontal. The solid lines are guide
to the eye.

(with a Scientifica 627 conductivity meter) and applying Walden’s rule [108]. Pre-
viously, the charges of the same particles were determined, but under conditions
at which they formed CsCl-type crystals [11]. Then, charges of +110 e and -75 e
were found, i.e., the charge ratio is close to unity (∼ 1.5). Although we could
not determine the exact particle charges in the suspensions investigated here,
semi-quantitative observations indicate that they were likely lower. Therefore,
we estimate the reduced temperature to be T∗ ≥ 0.6 in the present experimental
system.

We found that the CsCl-CuAu transition is a weakly first-order martensitic
phase transition [184] and defined an order parameter a/c, which is the ratio
of the CuAu unit cell side lengths, see Fig. 8.2(c). In order to understand this
martensitic transition, it is useful to consider the tetragonal cell of the CuAu
structure shown in Fig. 8.2(d). In Fig. 8.2(d), the dark particle corresponds to
the center particle of the CsCl unit cell in Fig. 8.2(a). The CuAu to CsCl trans-
formation occurs by a continuous isochoric deformation of the tetragonal cell
from a/c = 1 to a/c =

√
2, where the cell has become cubic. To distinguish

between the two structures, we define the threshold value to be in between, i.e.,
a/c = (1 +

√
2)/2 ≈ 1.2.

Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show the theoretical phase diagrams of the RPM and the
screened Coulomb particles, respectively, in the packing fraction η-reduced tem-
perature T∗ representation. The phase coexistence regions were determined from
the Helmholtz free energies using a common tangent construction. In Fig. 8.3,
we only calculated the CsCl-CuAu and the CuAu-tetragonal phase lines, as the
other parts of the phase diagram are known from earlier work [68, 158, 183]. In
Fig. 8.4, the weakly first-order tetragonal/CuAu-fcc disordered phase line [185]
was obtained from the jump in the internal energy U, that occurs when crossing
the phase boundary [67]. The same method was also used for the CsCl-fcc dis-
ordered phase transition, although the order of this phase transition has not yet
been well characterized. Qualitatively, the two phase diagrams are quite similar.
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Both have a fluid phase in the low packing fraction region, a fluid-fcc disordered
phase coexistence in the high temperature-high packing fraction region, a broad
gas-CsCl phase coexistence in the low temperature region, and, in the intermedi-
ate temperature region, a sequence of CsCl, CuAu, and tetragonal phases with in-
creasing packing fraction. A comparison between the two phase diagrams shows
that screening enlarges the CuAu region. In the RPM phase diagram, the CuAu
phase forms a narrow pocket that has a low-T∗ triple point and seems to close up
before reaching the fcc disordered region. In the screened Coulomb phase dia-
gram, however, the CuAu pocket is broad and extends from T∗ = 0 all the way to
the fcc disordered region at T∗ ≈ 1.2. This makes it possible to observe CuAu-fcc
disordered phase coexistence, which may explain the experimental observations
(see below). We like to point out that the RPM and the screened Coulomb phase
diagrams display a slightly different behavior in the T∗ → 0 limit: Although both
exhibit a broad gas-CsCl coexistence at η < 0.68, at higher η the RPM has a sta-
ble tetragonal phase, whereas the screened Coulomb system has a stable CuAu
phase, only to be followed by the tetragonal phase at η & 0.73. Screening also
affects the stability of the gas-liquid critical point. The RPM has a stable gas-
liquid critical point at T∗ ≈ 0.05, but in the screened Coulomb phase diagram,
the critical point (at η = 0.137 and T∗ = 0.176) is metastable with respect to the
gas-CsCl phase coexistence, see Fig. 8.4. According to our preliminary results,
the gas-liquid critical point of the screened Coulomb system is stable at κσ . 4.
Our results also indicate that the gas-liquid phase envelope studied in Ref. [182]
for κσ = 6 using the potential in Eq. (8.4), is metastable.

In the following, we compare our theoretical findings with the experimen-
tal observations done in the system of oppositely charged colloids. Figure 8.5
shows a selection of representative confocal images, where the packing fraction
is η = 0.58± 0.04. The crystalline structures were observed within 18 days af-
ter sample preparation and they remained stable for months. In order to check
that they indeed consist of oppositely charged particles, we subjected them to a
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Figure 8.5: Confocal microscope
images of CuAu-type crystallites:
(a,b) in the presence of an rhcp dis-
ordered crystal, (c,d) a (111) plane,
(f) a (100) plane, (i) a (001) plane. In
(c), one can observe a line defect.
Illustrations of CuAu-type crystal
planes: (e) the (111) plane, (g) the
(100) plane, and (h) the (001) plane.
The scale bars are: 25 µm in (a), 10
µm in (b), 5 µm in (c), and 2.5 µm in
(d), (f), and (i).

static external electric field (7.5 V/mm). This caused the two particle species to
move in opposite directions, thereby melting the structures. Figures 8.5(a) and
(b) show the CuAu phase in the presence of a random-hexagonal-close-packed
(rhcp) disordered phase. The CuAu structure is easily recognized as it has alter-
nating stripes of dark and bright particles that make up the (111) hexagonal plane
[with respect to the orientation of the unit cell shown in Fig. 8.2(c)]. Remarkably,
whereas the CuAu crystallites were strictly fcc, the substitutionally disordered
structures were rhcp. Note that on the basis of hard spheres, one expects to see
rhcp because of the small free energy difference between fcc and hexagonal-close-
packed (hcp) crystals [186]. The simultaneous observation of the CuAu and fcc
disordered phases agrees with the screened Coulomb phase diagram in Fig. 8.4,
in which we find the CuAu and fcc disordered phases connected by a weakly
first-order phase line. Unfortunately, a more quantitative comparison between
the simulations and the experiments is difficult as it is not known whether the
experimentally observed structures are in equilibrium, and the experimental val-
ues of κσ and T∗ are not known accurately. However, the relatively low packing
fraction (η ≈ 0.58) of the observed CuAu phase and the presence of the rhcp dis-
ordered phase point towards the intermediate temperature region of the phase
diagram in Fig. 8.4 where T∗ ≈ 1. Thus, the experiments fall in between the en-
ergy (T∗ ¿ 1) and entropy (T∗ À 1) dominated limits. Figures 8.5(c) and (d)
show close up images of the (111) plane, now with the stripes running vertically.
Figure 8.5(e) illustrates the (111) plane in an ideal crystal. Although most of the
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CuAu-type crystallites were oriented with their (111) plane parallel to the bottom
wall of the sample cell, we were able to observe (100) and (001) planes as well.
Figure 8.5(f) shows the (100) plane that consists of alternating layers of oppositely
charged particles, and Fig. 8.5(g) shows the corresponding plane in an ideal crys-
tal. The (001) plane is shown in Figs. 8.5(h) and (i). Finally, we like to point out
that the crystalline structures described above consisted of approximately 10 lay-
ers of particles and always formed near the bottom of the sample cell. This means
that these structures need a higher osmotic pressure to form.

8.4 NaCl-CsCl Zero-Pressure Phase Diagram

In this section, we present a zero-pressure phase diagram of NaCl and CsCl
structures of screened Coulomb particles with charge asymmetry, i.e., with Q =
Z1/Z2 ≥ 1, in excess of one of the species. The crystal structures are self-supported
and in coexistence with a zero density (i.e., zero pressure) gas of the excess species.
In the zero pressure approximation, the Gibbs free energy that determines the
phase behavior of binary mixtures is equal to the Helmholtz free energy. If one
additionally assumes that the temperature is zero, as was done in Chapter 7, the
Gibbs free energy further reduces to the Madelung energy. In this zero temperature-
zero pressure approximation, the phase diagram is completely determined by the
charge ratio Q and the screening length κ.

Figure 8.6 shows the zero-pressure phase diagram of equal size oppositely
charged colloids in the charge ratio Q-screening length κσ representation. The
zero-temperature phase lines, which were calculated using Madelung energies of
ideal NaCl and CsCl structures, are denoted by the black lines. The Madelung en-
ergies were calculated assuming contact between neighboring spheres in a struc-
ture. The NaCl-CsCl phase transition occurs when the Madelung energies of the
two structures are equal. At Q = 1, the CsCl phase is stable for all values of κσ,
and at increasing Q, the stability region of the NaCl grows. Note that the phase
line separating the NaCl and CsCl structures is in fact a gas-NaCl-CsCl triple
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point line, where the gas has zero pressure and density, and consists of the excess
species. The grey area denoted by “unstable” is the region where the Madelung
energy of the NaCl structure is positive and therefore the structure is unstable at
zero pressure.

In order to study the effect of finite temperature, we calculated the gas-NaCl-
CsCl triple point line and the NaCl melting line at T∗ > 0.∗ The gas-NaCl-CsCl
triple points were determined by calculating the Helmholtz free energies of the
two crystal phases at different values of κσ and finding the point where the NaCl
and CsCl phases coexist with a zero pressure gas of the excess species (that has
zero density and zero Helmholtz free energy). The NaCl melting points were
obtained by performing constant pressure MC simulations at zero pressure. The
melting point was defined to be at that κσ where the NaCl crystal melted. In
Fig. 8.6, the gas-NaCl-CsCl triple points are plotted with the squares, and the
NaCl melting points are plotted with the circles. The gas-NaCl-CsCl triple points
were calculated at T∗ = 0.2 and the NaCl melting points at T∗ = 0.2, 0.1, and
0.05. Couple of notions can be made. Finite temperature shifts the gas-NaCl-
CsCl triple point line to higher κσ compared to the zero temperature result. This
means that entropy favors the NaCl phase with respect to the CsCl phase. On
the other hand, entropy reduces the stability of the NaCl phase with respect to
melting, as can be seen from the NaCl melting line that shifts to higher κσ with
increasing temperature.

Bartlett et al. [69] observed the NaCl structure in a system of oppositely charged
colloids with Q > 1. This is in agreement with the phase diagram in Fig. 8.6. One
notes that the NaCl phase can be also stable in the case of equally charged colloids
where Q = 1. This is essentially due to the construction of the phase diagram in
Fig. 8.6 that allows the two species to fractionate: The NaCl and CsCl crystals are
made out of equal amounts of positive and negative particles, while the gas phase
contains only one of the species (the excess species). In the phase diagrams like
the ones presented in Section 8.3, where fractionation is not allowed, the NaCl
phase is not stable for Q = 1. Therefore, it is also possible that other binary crys-
tal structures, different from the ones considered so far, can be stable even for
Q = 1.

8.5 Conclusions

We have studied the phase behavior of oppositely charged particles described by
the RPM and screened Coulomb potentials, and made comparisons with exper-
imental observations in a system of oppositely charged colloids. In Section 8.2,
we justified the use of screened Coulomb potentials to model oppositely charged
colloids by calculating the effective interaction between two colloids with charges
±20 using primitive model simulations. We found that the pair interaction is well
described with the screened Coulomb potential, and that the HHF potential and
variations thereof, give good description of the interactions only at large colloid-
colloid separations or at high κσ.

∗For Q > 1, the reduced temperature is defined by Eq. (8.5) with Z2 replaced by Z1Z2.
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In Section 8.3, we constructed the phase diagram of screened Coulomb parti-
cles and re-examined the phase behavior of the RPM for particles with equal size
and magnitude of charge. We showed that the two phase diagrams are qualita-
tively similar, and more importantly, that both contain a novel solid phase, which
is analogous to the CuAu structure. We also observed the CuAu structure in our
experiments with oppositely charged colloids, which can be seen as an experi-
mental realization of screened Coulomb particles. The fact that the experimen-
tal system is in the intermediate temperature region (T∗ ≈ 1), that is, between
the energy and entropy dominated limits, makes the observations of the CuAu
structure even more interesting. It shows that a novel solid phase, distinct from
the previously proposed CsCl, NaCl, and fcc disordered phases [11, 69], can be
found in this region. This has important implications for the search for new bi-
nary structures, which for oppositely charged colloids has so far only been carried
out at zero temperature and zero pressure (see Chapter 7). Furthermore, our re-
sults demonstrate that oppositely charged colloids can give insight into the phase
behavior of the RPM, and show that colloids can be used for detailed studies, on
the single particle level, of ionic phase transitions.

In Section 8.4, we presented a zero pressure phase diagram of NaCl and CsCl
structures of screened Coulomb particles with charge asymmetry. The phase dia-
gram was presented in the charge ratio Q-screening length κσ representation. We
calculated the NaCl melting line and the gas-NaCl-CsCl triple point line in the
zero temperature approximation using Madelung energies. The zero temperature
approximation was tested by calculating the phase lines at finite temperatures by
MC simulations. We found that finite temperature shifts the NaCl melting line,
giving rise to less NaCl phase than expected based on the zero-temperature re-
sults, while the gas-NaCl-CsCl triple point line shifts such that more NaCl phase
is obtained. We noted that the NaCl phase can be stable also in the case of sym-
metric charges, Q = 1, if the two species are allowed to fractionate. This means
that it could be possible to find other crystal structures, than the ones found so far,
even for Q = 1, not to mention for Q > 1. The search for these crystal structures
would be of great practical and fundamental importance.

Acknowledgements The experimental work described in this chapter was done
by Mirjam E. Leunissen, the gas-liquid phase envelope in Fig. 8.4 was calculated
by Andrea Fortini, and the Madelung energies for the NaCl and CsCl phases used
in Fig. 8.6 were calculated by René van Roij.





9
Phase Behavior of Dipolar

Hard and Soft Spheres

A B S T R A C T

We study the phase behavior of hard and soft spheres with a fixed
dipole moment using Monte Carlo simulations. The spheres in-
teract via a pair potential that is a sum of a hard-core Yukawa (or
screened-Coulomb) repulsion and a dipole-dipole interaction. The
system can be used to model colloids in an external electric or mag-
netic field. Two cases are considered: (i) colloids without charge
(or dipolar hard spheres) and (ii) colloids with charge (or dipolar
soft spheres). The phase diagram of dipolar hard spheres shows
fluid, face-centered-cubic (fcc), hexagonal-close-packed (hcp) and
body-centered-tetragonal (bct) phases. The phase diagram of dipo-
lar soft spheres shows, in addition to the above mentioned phases, a
body-centered-orthorhombic (bco) phase, and is in agreement with
the experimental phase diagram. In both cases, the fluid phase is
inhomogeneous but we find no evidence of a gas-liquid phase sep-
aration. The validity of the dipole approximation is verified by a
multipole moment expansion.
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9.1 Introduction

Colloidal particles in an external electric or magnetic field whose dielectric con-
stant or magnetic susceptibility is different from that of the solvent, acquire a
(electric or magnetic) dipole moment parallel to the field. The behavior of the col-
loids is governed by the dipole-dipole interaction, whose strength can be tuned
by the magnitude of the field. Due to their unique shearing properties, such sus-
pensions are called electrorheological (ER) and magnetorheological (MR) fluids.
ER/MR fluids have potential use in industrial applications as hydraulic valves,
clutches, brakes [83], and displays [84]. Moreover, the possibility to tune the crys-
tal structure of these suspensions by an external field, makes these suspensions
appealing for photonic applications [3, 87, 88].

The equilibrium structure of these fluids has been the subject of many exper-
imental [3, 5, 87, 187, 188], theoretical [85, 86, 189–193] and simulation studies
[194–198]. In an early theoretical study, Tao et al. proposed that above a certain
critical field strength the system experiences a phase transition to a solid struc-
ture [85]. In Ref. [86], Tao and Sun studied the crystal structure of the solid phase
and found that, of the structures that they considered, a body-centered-tetragonal
(bct) structure was the one with the lowest energy. The bct structure predicted by
Tao and Sun has been observed both by computer simulations [194, 196, 197] and
by experiments [3, 87, 187, 188].

We determine the phase diagram of two dipolar systems: (i) colloids without
charge (or dipolar hard-spheres) and (ii) colloids with a charge Ze = 300e and in-
verse Debye screening length (in units of the colloid diameter σ) of κσ = 10 (dipo-
lar soft-spheres). The phase diagram of dipolar hard spheres shows fluid, face-
centered-cubic (fcc), hexagonal-close-packed (hcp), and bct phases. The phase di-
agram of dipolar soft spheres shows, in addition to the above mentioned phases,
a body-centered-orthorhombic (bco) phase. As we will show, the phase diagram
of dipolar soft spheres is in good agreement with the experimental phase di-
agram in Ref. [3]. We are able to explain the appearance of a body-centered-
orthorhombic (bco) phase based on simple arguments. Furthermore, our calcu-
lations propose hexagonal-close-packed (hcp) crystal as the high-density stable
phase in systems with dipolar interactions. We also discuss the multipole mo-
ment expansion method that is used to verify the energy difference between the
fcc and hcp phases. Finally, we briefly study the structure of the fluid phase.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 9.2 we describe the
model and the methods used in the simulations, in Section 9.3 we present the
results and in Section 9.4 we conclude.

9.2 Model and Methods

We use a dipole approximation to describe the pair potential between two dielec-
tric or magnetic particles. Figure 9.1(a) illustrates the situation and shows two
particles with diameter σ that are separated by a vector r. The vector r forms an
angle θ with the z axis, which is parallel to an external electric (E) or magnetic (H)
field. In the case of an electric field, the particles and the solvent have a dielec-
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Figure 9.1: Dipole-dipole interac-
tions. (a) Two particles with diam-
eter σ connected by a vector r. The
vector r forms an angle θ with the
z axis. The external electric (E) or
magnetic (H) field is parallel to the
z axis. In the case of an electric field,
the particles have a dielectric con-
stant εp and the solvent εs. In the
case of a magnetic field, the particles
have a magnetic susceptibility µp
and the solvent µs. (b) The dipole-
dipole interaction favors configu-
rations where the dipoles (denoted
by the white arrows) are oriented
head-to-toe.

tric constant of εp and εs, respectively, whereas in the case of a magnetic field, the
particles and the solvent have a magnetic susceptibility of µp and µs, respectively.
The external field induces a (electric or magnetic) dipole moment on the particles,
which is parallel to the field direction (the z axis). The dipole-dipole interaction
is given by

udip(r)
kBT

=
γ

2

(σ

r

)3
(1− 3 cos2 θ), (9.1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. In the case of
electric dipoles, the prefactor γ is given by

γ =
πσ3α2εs|Eloc|2

8kBT
, (9.2)

where is the local electric field, Eloc, which is a sum of the external field, E, and
the field induced by the other dipoles, Edip [86, 195, 199], i.e., Eloc = E + Edip. In
Eq. (9.2), α = (εp − εs)/(εp + 2εs) is the polarizability of the particles. In the case
of magnetic dipoles, γ is given entirely symmetrically, and it is written as

γ =
πσ3α2µs|Hloc|2

8kBT
, (9.3)

where α = (µp − µs)/(µp + 2µs) and Hloc = H + Hdip is the local magnetic field
[200].

For charged colloids, we supplement the dipole-dipole interaction in Eq. (9.1)
with a soft repulsion caused by like-charge repulsion. According to the DLVO
theory [17, 18], the pair interaction between two charged colloids is given by a
repulsive Yukawa (or screened Coulombic) plus the hard core potential as

uY(r)
kBT

=





ε
exp[−κ(r− σ)]

r/σ
r ≥ σ

∞ r < σ,
(9.4)
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Figure 9.2: (a) Body-centered struc-
ture in three dimensions, whose
conventional unit cell is a × b × c.
The field is along the z axis. The
white arrows show the direction of
the field-induced dipole moments.
The bct structure corresponds to
a = b 6= c, and the bco to a 6= b,
c 6= a and c 6= b. (b) Top-view of
the body-centered structure that can
be constructed by placing strings
of particles shifted by c/2 into two
inter-penetrating rectangular lat-
tices. (c)-(d) The hcp and fcc struc-
tures shown in side- and top-views.
The hcp structure has AB stacking of
the hexagonal planes; the fcc ABC.

where

ε =
Z2

(1 + κσ/2)2
λB

σ
(9.5)

is a constant prefactor depending on the colloidal charge number Z, the Debye
screening length κ−1, and the Bjerrum length λB = e2/εskBT of the solvent. Since
we are interested in modelling systems where the Van der Waals attraction is very
small due to refractive index matching, we have neglected it in Eq. (9.4). The
phase behavior of repulsive Yukawa particles is well known from earlier work
[19, 21, 94, 95] (see also Chapter 2), where it has been shown that, depending
on the density, prefactor ε, and screening length κ−1, the system exhibits fluid,
body-centered-cubic (bcc), and face-centered-cubic (fcc) phases.

Using the pair potentials in Eqs. (9.1) and (9.4), we perform Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations in the canonical ensemble (NVT), where we fix the number of par-
ticles N, the volume V and the temperature T [93]. The simulation box is pe-
riodic in all three directions. Typical number of particles in our simulations is
N = 144− 288, and cubic, or nearly cubic, simulation boxes are used. Because
of the long-range nature of the dipolar interactions, we use the Ewald summa-
tion method to evaluate the potential in Eq. (9.1) [93, 128]. Both the Yukawa and
the dipolar potential are truncated at half of the shortest box side length. The
width of the Gaussian distribution, the tunable parameter in the Ewald sum, is
optimized according to the analytical estimates given in Ref. [201].

In our simulations, we consider the fluid, bcc, bct, bco, fcc and hcp phases.
The body-centered (bcc, bct and bco) structures are aligned such that the particles
form strings parallel to the z axis (the field direction), see Fig. 9.2(a). The body-
centered box side lengths are given in the x, y, and z axis directions by a, b, and
c, respectively. Shown in Fig. 9.2(b) are the bco and bct structures viewed along
the z axis. As can be seen from Fig. 9.2(b), the bco and bct structures can be
constructed by placing strings of particles into two interpenetrating rectangular
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(a× b) lattices. The particles in the strings are displaced by c/2 in the z direction.
The bco structure can be thought of as an asymmetric version of the bct structure.
The maximum packing of the bct structure is obtained when a = b = (

√
6/2)σ

and c = σ, corresponding to a packing fraction η = πσ3N/6V = 2π/9 ≈ 0.698.
Note that, the bcc phase has a = b = c. The fcc and hcp structures are depicted
in Figs. 9.2(c) and (d), respectively. Both fcc and hcp are oriented with the (111)
plane perpendicular to the z axis.

The phase behavior was studied by MC simulation runs and by Helmholtz
free energy calculations. We used the MC simulation runs to obtain a rough es-
timate of the phase behavior, after which the more accurate free energy calcula-
tions were performed to check the result and to determine the phase boundaries
more exactly. Phase coexistence regions were determined by a common tangent
construction from Helmholtz free energies that were calculated using thermo-
dynamic integration methods. We used the λ-integration method for the fluid
phase and the Frenkel-Ladd method for the solid phase [93, 98]. As a reference
state, we used the hard-sphere fluid for the fluid phase and the non-interacting
Einstein crystal for the solid phase. The numerical integration was done with a
Gaussian quadrature using 10 (or in some cases 20) integration points. The sta-
tistical averages needed in the free energy calculations were calculated from MC
simulation runs that consisted of 10 000 - 200 000 MC steps (trial moves per par-
ticle), and that were first equilibrated with the same (or similar) number of MC
steps.

Due to the dipole-dipole interaction, compression along the z axis lowers the
energy of all our crystal phases. Therefore, in order to get reliable results, we need
to optimize the z axis side length. For the bct, fcc, and hcp phases, we calculated
the free energies for various z axis side lengths and used the minimum value
to determine the phase boundaries. In the case of soft repulsions, the bco unit
box symmetry, given by c and the ratio a/b, was determined by varying a/b and
c to find the minimum of the Madelung energy (energy of an ideal crystal per
particle). If the minimum state had strings in touching configurations (c = σ), we
set c = 1.01σ to ensure that efficient MC sampling of the system is still possible.
For some systems, also other choices like c = 1.04σ and c = 1.005σ were tried,
but in general, the results did not depend strongly on the choice of c.

9.3 Results

9.3.1 Phase Diagrams

Our model presented in Section 9.2 can be described by four independent dimen-
sionless parameters: the packing fraction η, the strength of the dipolar interaction
γ, the colloidal charge Z, and the inverse screening length κσ. We fix the colloidal
charge Z and study the phase behavior in a constant κσ plane, i.e., our phase
diagrams are plotted in the (γ, η) representation.

In Fig. 9.3, we show the phase diagram of the dipolar hard-spheres (i.e., ε = 0)
in the (γ, η) representation. At zero dipole moment strength (γ = 0), the well-
known hard-sphere fluid-fcc coexistence with the coexisting phases at ηfluid =
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Figure 9.3: The phase diagram of
dipolar hard-sphere particles in the
(dipole moment strength γ, packing
fraction η) representation. The cir-
cles denote points where the phase
boundary was determined and the
grey areas denote coexistence re-
gions (where tie-lines are vertical).
The letters (a), (b), (c) and (d) mark
the state points where the snapshots
shown in Fig. 9.4 are taken.

Figure 9.4: Snapshots of the dipolar
hard-sphere systems in (a) string
fluid phase at (γ = 8.0, η = 0.01),
(b) gas-bct coexistence phase at (γ =
13.1, η = 0.4), (c) stable bct phase at
(γ = 13.1, η = 0.5), and (d) gas-bct
coexistence phase at (γ = 26.1, η =
0.3). See Fig. 9.3 for the locations of
the snapshots in the phase diagram.

0.494 and at ηfcc = 0.545 is recovered. At γ > 0, the fluid-fcc coexistence switches
to fluid-hcp coexistence. Increasing the dipole moment strength from γ = 0 to
γ = 6.5 does not change the fluid-hcp coexistence much. At γ > 6.5, the bct phase
is the stable crystalline phase at low densities, while the hcp phase is, due to more
efficient packing, still the stable phase at packing fractions η & 0.57. At the dipole
moment strength γ ≈ 8.0, the system phase separates into a (string) fluid phase
and a bct phase. Figure 9.4(a) shows a snapshot of the string fluid phase, where
the view is along the z axis (i.e., parallel with the field) and we observe strings
that look like individual particles or small clusters of particles. The strings can be
seen in the inset of Fig. 9.4(a), which shows the same snapshot but viewed such
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that the z axis is horizontal. The statepoint of the snapshot in Fig. 9.4(a), and the
other snapshots in Fig. 9.4, are denoted by the letters (a), (b), (c) and (d) in Fig. 9.3.
The fluid-bct phase coexistence region broadens with increasing dipole moment
strength and at γ = 13.1, the fluid phase has turned into a very low density gas
phase (or void). Figure 9.4(b) shows a snapshot of an MC simulation well inside
the gas-bct phase coexistence region at (γ = 13.1, η = 0.4). For comparison, a
snapshot of a stable bct phase with the same γ is shown in Fig. 9.4(c).

At γ > 13.1, the gas-bct coexistence broadens further and, at γ ≈ 38, the bct
phase has packing fraction ηbct = 0.66 close to the maximum packing. Snapshot
Fig. 9.4(d) illustrates the gas-bct phase separation at high dipole moment strength
(γ = 26.1). We expect at higher dipole moment strengths (i.e., γ > 38), a very
broad gas-bct coexistence between a void (low density gas phase) with packing
fraction η ≈ 0.0 and a bct phase at the maximum packing η = 0.698. As can
be seen from Fig. 9.3, the stability of the hcp phase is reduced when the dipole
moment strength is increased, and beyond γ ≈ 25 the hcp phase is stable only
above the maximum bct packing.

The ground-state (γ = ∞) phase behavior of dipolar hard spheres has been
studied in Ref. [198], where the authors found a gas-bct coexistence at η ∈ [0, 0.698],
a stable high-density bco phase at η ∈ [0.698, 0.724], a bco-hcp coexistence at
η ∈ [0.698, 0.740], and a stable hcp phase at η = 0.740. This sequence of phases
and in particular, the presence of the bco phase, should also be present in our
dipolar hard sphere phase diagram at γ À 40, but we did not extend our sim-
ulations to high enough γ to observe it. The reason for this is that at very high
values of γ, the simulations are hampered by sampling problems as the displace-
ment moves become difficult due to strong dipole-dipole interactions. Note that
for dipolar soft spheres (which are discussed next) it is possible to reach higher γ
because the soft repulsion compensates partly for the dipolar interaction.

Next, we consider the case where the particles, in addition to the dipole-
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dipole interaction, interact via the Yukawa repulsion in Eq. (9.4) with parameters
κσ = 10.0 and Z = 300. For a solvent with Bjerrum length λB/σ = 0.005, these
parameters correspond to a contact value ε = 12.54. The phase diagram for this
dipolar soft sphere system is shown in Fig. 9.5. At zero electric field, the phase
diagram in Fig. 9.5 shows a fluid-fcc phase coexistence with the two phases at
packing fractions ηfluid = 0.31 and ηfcc = 0.32. At γ > 0, the fcc phase is replaced
by the hcp phase. As is seen from Fig. 9.5, even a small amount of electric field
(γ & 4) is sufficient to suppress the stability region of the hcp phase considerably
and to replace it by a bco phase, which is stable at low densities for 4 ≤ γ ≤ 10.
In the phase diagram in Fig. 9.5, at γ ≈ 17, the bct phase emerges as the stable
low-density crystal. Further increase of the dipole moment strength from γ ≈ 17
reduces the significance of the soft repulsion relative to the dipolar attraction,
therefore increasing the region of the stable bct phase. Finally, at γ ≈ 67, the bco
phase vanishes completely. Increasing the dipole moment strength reduces the
stability region of the hcp phase and, at γ & 100, the hcp phase is only stable at
packing fractions higher than the maximum body-centered packing.

The phase diagram in Fig. 9.5 shows that the fluid-bct coexistence region,
starting at γ ≈ 38, broadens quickly with increasing dipole moment strength γ.
At γ ≈ 67, the fluid phase in coexistence with the bct phase consists of strings of
particles (string fluid phase), while the fluid phase is extremely dilute, i.e., η ≈ 0,
for γ & 100. At γ > 180, we expect that the coexisting bct phase reaches the
maximum packing η ≈ 0.698.

In Fig. 9.6, we plot a reproduction of the experimental phase diagram of Ref. [3].
We have re-named some of the phases in the experimental phase diagram. Firstly,
we call the space-filling tetragonal (sft) phase of Ref. [3] bct. Secondly, the non-
space-filling bct phase of Ref. [3], which consist of small bct crystallites with
voids, corresponds to our gas-bct coexistence. Experimentally, one observes a mi-
cro phase separation instead of a macroscopic phase separation, which depends
strongly on the kinetics and dynamics of the phase separation and on how fast
the electric field is switched on. For comparison with Fig. 9.6, the upper horizon-
tal axis in Fig. 9.5 gives the (root mean square) electric field strength Erms. The γ
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to Erms conversion is done using

Erms = 2
|1− α π

6 |
|α|

√
kBTγ

εsσ3π
, (9.6)

where we used parameter values that correspond to the experimental system of
Ref. [3]: α = −0.105, T = 300K, εs = 5.6 and σ = 2µm. For the derivation of
Eq. (9.6), see e.g. Refs. [86, 195, 199]. We have assumed a cubic lattice, for which
the local field is given by Eloc = E/(1 − απ/6) [86]. As can be checked from
Figs. 9.5 and 9.6, the external electric field strength, Erms, has the same order of
magnitude in both phase diagrams. Our phase diagram for dipolar soft spheres
in Fig. 9.5 shows a remarkable structural agreement with the experimental phase
diagram in Fig. 9.6. Both phase diagrams show, at low electric field strength,
the same sequence of fluid, bct, and bco phases upon increasing η, and at high
electric fields, phase separation between a gas (void) and a bct phase. The main
difference between the two phase diagrams is the bcc phase, which is seen exper-
imentally at zero electric field but which is not present in the theoretical phase
diagram. This dissimilarity is due to the different Z and κ in the experiments and
the simulations. More exact determination of these parameters would require
further characterization of the experimental conditions.

9.3.2 Stability of the Bco Phase
In this section, we explain how the soft repulsion give rise to the bco phase. Note
that, we mean the bco phase in the phase diagram in Fig. 9.5, not the high-density
bco phase discussed earlier, which, according to Ref. [198], appears at very high
γ in the dipolar hard sphere phase diagram in Fig. 9.3.

The emergence of the bco phase is most easily explained as follows. Due to
dipolar interactions, the particles form strings in the z-direction. If two strings
are close to each other, it is favorable to shift one string by c/2 in the z direction
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with respect to the other string, as the dipole-dipole interaction favors configu-
rations with small angles θ, see Eq. (9.1). Consequently, two kind of strings, say
A and B, are obtained. In Fig. 9.2(b), A strings are black and B strings are grey.
The interactions between the strings are such that similar strings (A-A and B-B)
repel each other more than dissimilar strings (A-B). This is why the bct is stable:
it minimizes the A-B distance. Soft Yukawa repulsion of A-A strings and A-B
strings are very similar (A-B being slightly weaker), and it favors configurations
where all neighboring strings have almost equal distances. This is achieved by
increasing the ratio a/b. Hence, the bco phase. Note that in a hexagonal state
(which is the ground state if all strings are similar) all nearest neighbors distances
are equal and a/b =

√
3 ≈ 1.73.

In order to make the above description more quantitative, we calculated the
Madelung energies for a bco crystal at a fixed η as a function of a/b. Figure 9.7
shows the change in Madelung energy

∆UM(a/b) = UM(a/b)−UM(1) (9.7)

of a bco crystal (with c = σ) at packing fractions η = 0.27, 0.4, and 0.5. At
η = 0.27, the minimum of the Madelung energy is at a/b = 1 and, therefore, the
ground state is bct. At η = 0.4 and 0.5, the minimum is at a/b ≈ 1.4, meaning
that the ground state is bco. Next, we split the Madelung energy into Yukawa
and dipolar parts as

∆UM(a/b) = ∆UY
M(a/b) + ∆Udip

M (a/b). (9.8)

Fig. 9.8 shows the Yukawa [∆UY
M(a/b)] part of the Madelung energy and the

inset the dipolar part [∆Udip
M (a/b)]. As can be seen from Fig. 9.8, the dipolar part,

∆Udip
M (a/b), increases monotonically with a/b, while ∆UY

M(a/b) has a minimum
at a/b > 1.5. Thus, the bco phase is stabilized by soft repulsion.
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9.3.3 Multipole Moment Expansion
The reason why the hcp phase is more stable than the fcc phase is due to the
difference between the Madelung energies of the two structures: The hcp struc-
ture with the orientation shown in Fig. 9.2(c) has a Madelung energy UM(hcp) =
−0.37066× 4γ (as in Refs. [188, 195]), while the fcc structure (whose energy is in-
dependent of the orientation) has a Madelung energy UM(fcc) = −0.37024× 4γ
(as in Refs. [86, 195]). Although the Madelung energy difference between hcp
and fcc is small, 1.7γ× 10−3kBT per particle, so is their zero-field free energy dif-
ference: For hard-spheres [186], the free energy per particle of the fcc is about
1× 10−3kBT lower than that of the hcp. Therefore, for dipolar hard spheres, the
hcp is expected to be stable for γ & 1, which is consistent with Fig. 9.3.

In order to check that the Madelung energy difference between the fcc and hcp
crystals is a real effect and not an artifact of the dipole approximation, we calcu-
lated the difference using the multipole moment expansion method of Ref. [202].
The total Coulomb energy per particle is given by

u = − 2πa3

3ηkBT
|E|2εeff, (9.9)

where a = σ/2 is the radius of the particles constituting the structure, η is the vol-
ume fraction and E is the applied electric field. The method in Ref. [202] allows
one to calculate the effective dielectric constant εeff with any number of multi-
poles. In the following we briefly describe the method. For more details we refer
the reader to the original article [202]. We consider τmax spheres with a dielectric
constant εp in one unit cell embedded in a solvent with a dielectric constant εs.
According to Ref. [202], The effective dielectric constant εeff is given by

εeff = εs [1− F(s)] , (9.10)

where

F(s) =
η

τmax + 1

umax

∑
u=1

|∑τmax
τ=0 Uu,τ10|2

s− su
. (9.11)

In Eq. (9.11), Uu,τ10 is the (τ,l = 1,m = 0) component of the uth eigenvector of
matrix Γ = {Γτlm,τ′l′m′}, su is the corresponding eigenvalue, s = 1/(1− εp/εs) is
a material parameter, and τ is the index of the sphere in the unit cell. Note that
τmax = 1 for hcp and τmax = 0 for Bravais lattices like fcc and bct. The index
m = {−l, . . . , l} and l = {1, . . . , lmax}. The elements of the matrix Γ are defined
as

Γτlm,τ′l′m′ =
τmax

∑
τ=0

∑
R

Γ̂lm,l′m′(R + Rτ), (9.12)

where the summation goes over all lattice points R, Rτ is the displacement of the
τth sphere with respect to the origin, and

Γ̂lm,l′m′(R) = sl′
∫

dr3ξ(r)∇φ∗lm(r) · ∇φl′m′(r + R). (9.13)
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In Eq. (9.13), ξ(r) is the characteristic function of the particles, having value 1
inside the sphere and 0 outside, φ∗lm denotes the complex conjugate of φlm, and

φlm(r) = fl(r)Ym
l (θ, φ), (9.14)

fl(r) =





(r/a)l
√

la
for r < a

1

(r/a)l+1
√

la
for r > a,

(9.15)

where Ym
l (θ, φ) are the spherical harmonics and the spherical coordinate system

is defined as [203]

rx = r cos(φ) sin(θ)
ry = r sin(φ) sin(θ) (9.16)
rz = r cos(θ),

where θ ∈ [0, π] and φ ∈ [0, 2π). We define the relationship between the spherical
harmonics and the associated Legendre polynomials as

Ym
l (θ, φ) =

√
2l + 1

4π

(l −m)!
(l + m)!

Pm
l (cos θ)eimφ, (9.17)

where the Condon-Shortley phase (−1)m is included in the Legendre polynomi-
als (unlike in Ref. [202]). After evaluating the integrals in Eq. (9.13), we obtain

Γ̂lm,l′m′(0) =
l

2l + 1
δll′δmm′ , (9.18)

Γ̂lm,l′m′(R) =

√
ll′

(2l + 1)(2l′ + 1)
Blm,l′m′S(R),

where

Blm,l′m′ = (−1)l′+m
√

4π × (9.19)√
(l + l′ + m′ −m)!(l + l′ + m−m′)!

(2l + 2l′ + 1)(l + m)!(l −m)!(l′ + m′)!(l′ −m′)!
,

and

S(R) =
Ym′−m

l+l′ (θ, φ)
Rl+l′+1 . (9.20)

In Eq. (9.18), δll′ and δmm′ are discrete Kronecker delta functions. As noted in
Ref. [202], the summation in Eq. (9.12) is only conditionally convergent for l + l′ ≤
2 as it involves terms which decay slower than 1/R3. Therefore, we used the
Ewald method to evaluate the sums with l + l′ ≤ 4 (Note that in Ref. [202], the
Ewald method was used for l + l′ ≤ 6). The Ewald sums are given in Section 9.5.
Once the matrix elements Γτlm,τ′l′m′ are determined from Eq. (9.12), the eigenvec-
tors Uu and the eigenvalues su can be solved easily. The calculation was imple-
mented with Mathematica R©. We tested our program by calculating the dielectric
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constants for the bct, fcc, hcp, and bcc crystals, and compared the results with the
numerical values given in Ref. [202]. In order to obtain the same accuracy as in
Ref. [202], 20-27 multipole contributions (i.e., łmax = 20− 27) were included in
the calculation.

In Fig. 9.9, we plot the difference between the effective dielectric constants
of the hcp and fcc crystals at packing fraction η ≈ 0.72948 as a function of the
ratio εp/εs. The grey line plots the result of the dipole approximation where
łmax = 1, and the black lines plots the result of the exact calculation where łmax =
27. As can be seen from Fig. 9.9, the hcp crystal has a higher effective dielectric
constant than the fcc crystal for εp/εs > 0, which results, according to Eq. (9.9), in
a lower energy than fcc. Figure 9.9 also shows that in the region where εp/εs < 1,
the contribution from the multipole moments favors the hcp phase even more
than what is expected based on the dipole approximation alone. Note that the
experiments in Ref. [3] are in this region as they have εp/εs ≈ 0.7. In the region
where εp/εs > 1, the multipole moments decrease the energy difference between
hcp and fcc crystals.

9.3.4 Dipolar Fluid Phase

In both hard and soft dipolar systems, we observed a highly inhomogeneous
fluid phase: The MC simulations showed large local density fluctuations in the
fluid phase, reminiscent of a gas-liquid phase separation. However, no spinodal
instability was found. An example of a Helmholtz free energy (F) curve is shown
in Fig. 9.10, where we plot F/V as a function of η for the dipolar hard sphere
fluid at dipole moment strength γ = 8.0. This system has an inhomogeneous
fluid phase at η ≤ 0.3, as can be seen from Fig. 9.4(a) that shows a snapshot of
the system at η = 0.01. However, as Fig. 9.10 shows, the free energy density
curve is convex, and therefore, no gas-liquid phase separation is possible. On the
other hand, the free energy density F/V is almost linear with η. This means that
the compressibility, which is proportional to the second derivative of F/V with
respect to η, is very small. The small compressibility explains the appearance of
an inhomogeneous fluid phase.
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9.4 Conclusions

We have determined the phase diagrams of dipolar hard and soft spheres us-
ing Monte Carlo simulations. Two systems were considered: (i) colloids without
charge (or dipolar hard-spheres) and (ii) colloids with charge Ze = 300e and
inverse Debye screening length of κσ = 10 (dipolar soft-spheres). The simula-
tions correspond to dielectric (or magnetic) particles in an external electric (or
magnetic) field. The phase diagrams were plotted as a function of the dipole
moment strength γ and the packing fraction η. In the phase diagram of dipolar
hard spheres, we found stable regions of (string-) fluid, fcc, hcp, and bct phases,
and regions of fluid-hcp and fluid-bct coexistence. In the phase diagram of soft
spheres, we found all the above phases and also a stable region of the asym-
metric bco phase. The stability of the bco phase was explained based on sim-
ple Madelung energy considerations. We found the hcp phase as the new stable
phase in the high packing fraction region. In this region, the hcp phase is more
stable than the fcc phase, because of its lower Madelung energy, and more sta-
ble than the bct phase, because of its higher entropy. We showed that the hcp
phase has a lower Madelung energy than the fcc phase even when one goes be-
yond the dipole approximation and performs the full calculation which includes
all multipole moments. Our results show that bulk hcp, bct, and bco crystals,
can be stabilized and therefore realized experimentally by applying an external
electric or magnetic field. It is important to remember that these crystal phases
are unstable in the absence of a field. Finally, in both systems, we observed an
inhomogeneous fluid phase. However, we did not find any evidence for a gas-
liquid phase instability. Our free energy calculations showed that the free energy
density vs. packing fraction is close to linear, indicating a small compressibility,
which explains why the fluid phase appears inhomogeneous.
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9.5 Ewald Sums

In this appendix, we essentially repeat the Appendix D of Ref. [202]. This is done
partly because the original article contains some typos. Essentially, the summa-
tions in Eq. (9.12) are of the form

∑
R

YM
L (θ, φ)
|R + r|L+1 , (9.21)

where L = l + l′ and M = m′ − m. As noted in Ref. [202], the summation in
Eq. (9.21) can be related to summations over the following tensors, which are
obtained by successive differentiations with respect to r

T0 =
1

|R + r| , (9.22)

T1
i = − (R + r)i

|R + r|3 , (9.23)

T2
ij =

3(R + r)i(R + r)j

|R + r|5 − δij

|R + r|3 , (9.24)

T3
ijk = −15(R + r)i(R + r)j(R + r)k

|R + r|7

+
3

|R + r|5
[
δij(R + r)k + δik(R + r)j + δjk(R + r)i

]
, (9.25)

and

T4
ijkn =

105(R + r)i(R + r)j(R + r)k(R + r)n

|R + r|9 (9.26)

− 15
|R + r|7

[
δin(R + r)j(R + r)k + δjn(R + r)i(R + r)k

+ δkn(R + r)i(R + r)j

]

−15(R + r)n

|R + r|7
[
δij(R + r)k + δik(R + r)j + δjk(R + r)i

]

+
3

|R + r|5
[
δijδkn + δikδjn + δjkδin

]
,

where (R + r)i is the ith (= {x, y, z}) component of the vector R + r.
The relation between the tensors in (9.24)-(9.26) with the terms YM

L (θ, φ)/|R + r|L+1

in the sum (9.21) are given in Table 9.1. Note that, as L = l + l′ ≥ 2, we do not list
terms with L < 2. Thus, Table 9.1 can be used to convert the sums in Eq. (9.21) to
sums over the tensors. The advantage of this is that the tensor sums can be eval-
uated using the Ewald summation as shown in the following. The zeroth order
tensor sum is given by

T̃0 = ∑
R

T0 = ∑
R

erfc(β|R + r|)
|R + r| + ∑

G

4π

vG2 exp(−G2/4β2) exp(−iG · r), (9.27)
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L M 1
|R+r|L+1 YM

L (θ, φ)

2 2
√

5
96π

(
T2

xx − T2
yy + 2iT2

xy

)

2 1 −
√

5
24π

(
T2

xz + iT2
yz

)

2 0 1
2

√
5

4π T2
zz

3 3 1
120

√
35
π

[
T3

xxx − 3T3
xyy + i

(
3T3

xxy − T3
yyy

)]

3 2 1
60

√
105
2π

(
T3

yyz − T3
xxz − 2iT3

xyz

)

3 1 1
24

√
21
π

(
T3

zzx + iT3
zzy

)

3 0 − 1
12

√
7
π T3

zzz

4 4 1
16
√

70π

[
T4

xxxx − 6T4
xxyy + T4

yyyy + 4i
(

T4
xxxy − T4

xyyy

)]

4 3 − 1
8
√

35π

[
T4

xxxz − 3T4
xyyz + i

(
3T4

xxyz − T4
yyyz

)]

4 2 1
8
√

10π

(
T4

xxzz − T4
yyzz + 2iT4

xyzz

)

4 1 − 1
8
√

5π

(
T4

zzzx + iT4
zzzy

)

4 0 1
16
√

π
T4

zzzz

Table 9.1: The re-
lation between the
tensors (9.24)-(9.26)
and the terms in the
sum in Eq. (9.21).
Here L = l + l′ and
M = m′ −m.

where G is the reciprocal vector of R, v is the unit cell volume, and β is a free
parameter that is chosen to optimize convergence. Separating out the divergent
part of Eq. (9.27) and taking successive derivatives with respect to ri, we obtain

T̃2
ij = − ∑

G 6=0

4π

vG2 GiGj exp(−G2/4β2) exp(−iG · r) (9.28)

+ ∑
R

[
erfc(β|R + r|) +

(
4β3|R + r|3

3
√

π
+

2β|R + r|√
π

)
exp(−β2|R + r|2)

]
T2

ij

+ ∑
R

4β3

3
√

π
δij exp(−β2|R + r|2),

T̃3
ijk = i ∑

G 6=0

4π

vG2 GiGjGk exp(−G2/4β2) exp(−iG · r) (9.29)

+ ∑
R

[
erfc(β|R + r|) +

(
4β3|R + r|3

3
√

π
+

2β|R + r|√
π

)
exp(−β2|R + r|2)

]
T3

ijk

−∑
R

8β5
√

π

(R + r)i(R + r)j(R + r)k

|R + r|2 exp(−β2|R + r|2),
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and

T̃4
ijkn = ∑

G 6=0

4π

vG2 GiGjGkGn exp(−G2/4β2) exp(−iG · r) (9.30)

+ ∑
R

[
erfc(β|R + r|) +

(
4β3|R + r|3

3
√

π
+

2β|R + r|√
π

)
exp(−β2|R + r|2)

]
T4

ijkn

−∑
R

8β5

3
√

π
(R + r)n|R + r|3T3

ijk exp(−β2|R + r|2)

−∑
R

8β5
√

π

exp(−β2|R + r|2)
|R + r|2

[
δin(R + r)j(R + r)k + δjn(R + r)i(R + r)k

+δkn(R + r)i(R + r)j

−2(R + r)i(R + r)j(R + r)k(R + r)n

(
β2 +

1
|R + r|2

)]
.

For r = 0, the sums over R in Eqs. (9.28)-(9.30) should be restricted by the con-
straint R 6= 0. In this case, the sums over the tensors are given by

∑
R 6=0

T2
ij = T̃2

ij(R 6= 0) +
4β3

3
√

π
δij, (9.31)

∑
R 6=0

T3
ijk = T̃3

ijk(R 6= 0), (9.32)

and

∑
R 6=0

T4
ijkn = T̃4

ijkn(R 6= 0)− 8β5

5
√

π

(
δijδkn + δikδjn + δjkδin

)
. (9.33)





10
Sedimentation of Charged
Colloids: Entropic Lift and

Charge Separation

A B S T R A C T

In this chapter, we present Molecular Dynamics simulations and
Poisson-Boltzmann theory of sedimentation equilibrium of suspen-
sions of charged colloids, treated at the level of the primitive model,
including the co- and counterions (microions) explicitly. The simu-
lations provide direct confirmation of the theoretical low-salt pre-
dictions of (i) a macroscopic separation of colloidal and micro ionic
charge, (ii) an almost homogeneous electric field in the suspension,
and (iii) a highly non-barometric colloid density distribution. These
effects, which cannot be explained within the usual effective one-
component picture, have been measured experimentally.
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10.1 Introduction

Colloidal suspensions are multi-component fluids that consist of mesoscopic col-
loidal particles in a molecular solvent, often with additional components such as
ions, polymers, etc. Despite this multicomponent character it is common prac-
tice to view a colloidal suspension as an effective one-component system of col-
loidal particles [17, 18]. In this chapter, we study sedimentation of suspensions
of charged colloids in the Earth’s gravity field, and show that the resulting equi-
librium density profile can only be understood in terms of macroscopic charge
separation of colloids and salt ions, i.e., the effective one-component description
breaks down.

Colloidal suspensions exhibit sedimentation in the Earth’s gravity field when
the buoyant mass m of the colloidal particles is non-vanishing [72–74, 204]. The
equilibrium colloid density ρ(z) at height z follows, within a one-component pic-
ture, from the competition between minimal energy (all colloids at z = 0, i.e., at
the bottom) and maximum entropy (a homogeneous distribution in the available
volume). For a dilute suspension at temperature T the equilibrium density profile
satisfies the well-known barometric height distribution

ρ(z) = ρ0 exp
(
− z

L

)
, (10.1)

with L = kBT/mg the gravitational length in terms of the Boltzmann constant kB
and the gravitational acceleration g [205]. The normalization constant ρ0, which
is the number density at z = 0, follows from the total number N = A

∫ H
0 dzρ(z) of

colloids in the system, where A is the planar area and H the height of the sample.
Of course the colloidal interactions affect the competition between potential en-
ergy and entropy, and hence change the functional form of ρ(z), but one would
expect that L sets the length scale for the sedimentation equilibrium in dilute
suspensions. Typically, L is of the order of µm-mm for colloids, unless density
matching has taken place by special preparation of the sample.

There is, however, both theoretical [78, 206–209] and experimental [75–77,
210] evidence that L is not necessarily the relevant length scale in suspensions
of highly charged colloids at low ionic strength. The reason is that the usual com-
petition between potential (gravitational) energy and colloid entropy is enriched
by two additional free energy contributions in such systems, (i) the entropy of
the microions (which favors the co- and counterions to be homogeneously dis-
tributed in the sample), and (ii) the electrostatic energy (which favors local charge
neutrality). At low enough concentrations of salt these two contributions are in
conflict with Eq. (10.1) when L ¿ H: in order to satisfy local charge neutrality
the counterion distribution must, in absence of an appreciable number of coions,
also be of the form (10.1), i.e., the counterion distribution will be extremely in-
homogeneous on the length scale of the sample size H. (At sufficiently high salt
concentrations the relative ion fractionation is much smaller). How does the sys-
tem resolve this conflict? Theoretical treatments of this problem have so far all
been based on Poisson-Boltzmann (mean-field) theory, which predicts that the
system sets up an almost homogeneous macroscopic electric field in the suspen-
sion (i.e., in a conducting medium!), such that the colloids are lifted to heights of
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order ZL, with Z > 0 the colloidal charge number that can easily be 102 − 104

experimentally. In order to assess the possibility of experimental observation of
this intriguing phenomenon, important questions are whether or not the predic-
tions are (i) robust with respect to approximations of the theory (which ignores
fluctuations, correlations, and hard-core excluded volume effects), and (ii) quan-
titatively reliable. In this chapter we present the results of a computer simulation
study of this system, and put the mean-field theory, in particular the version of
Ref. [78], to the test directly. We briefly present the theory first for completeness.
For more details, the reader is referred to Ref. [78].

10.2 Theory

We consider a suspension of N colloidal spheres of charge Ze (with e the proton
charge, Z > 0) and gravitational length L, in a structureless solvent with dielec-
tric constant εs at temperature T, in osmotic contact with a salt reservoir with a
concentration 2ρs of monovalent co- and counterions. The ions are massless, and
their (yet unknown) average equilibrium density profile in the suspension can
be written as a Boltzmann distribution ρ±(z) = ρs exp[∓φ(z)] [78]. Here φ(z) is
the yet unknown dimensionless electrostatic (Donnan) potential, which follows
with the equilibrium colloid density profile ρ(z) from the combined Boltzmann
distribution and Poisson-Boltzmann equation,

ρ(z) = ρ0 exp[−z/L− Zφ(z)]
φ′′(z) = −4πλB

(
Zρ(z)− 2ρs sinh φ(z)

)
,

}
(10.2)

subject to the boundary conditions φ′(0) = φ′(H) = 0. Here λB = e2/εskBT
is the Bjerrum length, and a prime denotes differentiation with respect to z [78].
Below we solve this set of equations numerically for the parameters of the simu-
lation. However, this set of equations, or variations thereof, was already studied
in Refs. [78, 206, 207, 209], and was found to have solutions φ(z) linear in z in
a macroscopically large volume provided the ion concentration is so low that
2ρs ¿ Z2ρ(z). In the salt-free case, the resulting electric field is such that the
electric force on a colloidal particle is mgZ/(Z + 1), which with a gravitational
force of −mg yields a net force −mg/(Z + 1), i.e., as if the mass were reduced
by a factor Z + 1. Hence the colloidal distribution is much more homogeneous
than predicted by the barometric law (10.1), and the typical height of the sedi-
ment is now (Z + 1)L instead of L [78, 206, 207, 209]. In the limit of high salt,
2ρs À Z2ρ(z), the barometric law (10.1) is recovered.

We wish to stress that the present theoretical description is entirely of mean-
field nature, and disregards any of the correlations, i.e., correlations are not even
accounted for on the Debye-Hückel level. For a homogeneous system of charged
particles (which is obtained here when m = 0), this level of approximation leads
trivially to an ideal gas mixture in a spatially constant Donnan potential, but in
the gravity-induced inhomogeneous system of present interest, nontrivial phe-
nomena already show up within this low-level description.
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10.3 Simulation Method

We perform Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations in a box of dimensions K ×
K × H, taken periodic in the horizontal directions x, y ∈ [0, K] and finite in the
vertical direction z ∈ [0, H]. We consider N colloids of positive charge Ze and
diameter σ, N+ coions of charge +e, and N− = ZN + N+ counterions of charge
−e. The microions have a (small) diameter in order to prevent the system from
collapsing. Since a hard-core repulsion is not well-suited for MD simulations
we replace it, following Ref. [133], by a softer r−9 potential, such that the pair
potential between particles of species i and j (i.e., between colloid-colloid, colloid-
microion, and microion-microion pairs) is given by

Uij(r) = kBT
ZiZjλB

r
+ kBT

|ZiZj|λB

9

(
σi + σj

2

)8 1
r9 , (10.3)

where Zi and σi are the valency and diameter of species i, respectively, while
r = |ri− rj|. The prefactor of the soft repulsion was chosen such that the potential
well of oppositely charged particles is located at hard-core contact, r = (σi + σj)/2
[133]. In addition to the pair interaction in Eq. (10.3), the colloids are coupled to
the gravitational field that points in the negative z-direction, and the potential
is given by V(z) = kBTz/L with L the gravitational length defined earlier. The
microions are considered massless, and do not couple to the gravitational field.

The long range of the Coulomb interaction requires the use of periodic images
to account for the electrostatics properly. The standard Ewald summation method
[93] cannot be used, since the system is only periodic in the x and y, and not in the
z-direction. Instead we employed the so-called MMM2D method, which can deal
with the slab geometry of present interest properly and efficiently [211, 212]. In
order to keep the particles inside the simulation box, repulsive walls are added
at z = 0 and z = H. The wall potential for species j is given by the soft r−9

repulsion of Eq. (10.3), now with r equal to the distance from the wall and i equal
to the colloid species. This choice mimics, to a good approximation, a hard wall
with contact distance given by (σ + σj)/2.

It is important to note that the simulated system is not osmotically coupled to
a salt reservoir; the number of microions is fixed. In principle this complicates
the direct comparison with the theory presented earlier [78], where the reservoir
salt concentration is fixed and not the actual concentration in the suspension .
However, we see that the top part of the simulation box contains such a low
colloid density that it acts as a reservoir, and the measured total salt concentration
in the top can be directly identified with the reservoir salt concentration 2ρs.

The MD simulations are performed for fixed particle numbers, volume, and
temperature. Constant temperature is achieved by using the so-called Langevin
dynamics [213], where the equation of motion for each particle is a Langevin
equation instead of the usual Newton equation (that gives rise to a constant en-
ergy). Denoting the potential energy of a configuration by U, the Langevin equa-
tion for particle i at position ri(t) at time t can be written as [213]

mir̈i = −∇iU − νmiṙi + Fi(t) , (10.4)
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where mi is the inertial mass of the particle, ν a friction coefficient, Fi(t) a random
force, and the dots denote time derivatives. The dissipative term, −νmiṙi, damps
the motion of the particles, while the fluctuating term, Fi(t), gives the particles
random pushes and therefore, on average, accelerates the motion of the particles.
Together these two terms provide a heat bath at constant temperature, provided
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem is satisfied by setting 〈Fi(t)〉 = 0 and 〈Fi(0) ·
Fi(t)〉 = 2mikBTνδ(t), where the brackets denote the average over a Gaussian
distribution. We use the velocity Verlet algorithm to integrate Eq. (10.4) [213], and
employ reduced units: the colloid diameter σ and mass m are the units of length
and mass, respectively, and kBT is the unit of energy, resulting in σ

√
m/kBT for

the unit of time.
The density profiles ρ(z), ρ+(z) and ρ−(z) for the colloids and microions are

calculated from the particle configurations recorded during a simulation run. The
electric field E(z) along the z axis inside the simulation box is calculated from the
integrated Poisson equation, which in dimensionless form is given by

E(z) =
σeE(z)

kBT
= 4π

λB

σ
σ2
∫ z

0
q(z′)dz′ , (10.5)

where q(z) = Zρ(z) + ρ+(z)− ρ−(z) is the total charge density. One can directly
compare the simulated E(z) with the theoretical prediction σφ′(z) that follows
from the solution of Eq. (10.2).

10.4 Results

We performed four simulations, labelled (a)-(d), which all had λB = 4× 10−3σ,
the inertial mass of the microions 0.01m, L = 10σ, the lateral dimension of the box
K ≈ 7.24σ, and the total colloidal packing fraction η = (π/6)σ3N/AH = 0.01.
The height of the box is H = 100σ, except in (d) where H = 50σ. Simulation (a)
and (b) represent salt-free systems (N+ = 0) of N = 100 colloids, where Z = 10
and N− = 1000 in (a) and Z = 5 and N− = 500 in (b). Simulations (c) and (d)
have added salt, with (c) having N = 100 colloids and N+ = 250 added coions
and (d) N = 50 colloids and N+ = 625 added coions. In simulations (a)-(c) we
use microion diameter σion = 10−3σ and in (d) we use σion = 0.01σ. The friction
coefficient in the Langevin equation (10.4) is chosen to be ν = 5× 10−5/∆t for
all simulations, and the time step for the velocity Verlet algorithm is chosen to be
∆t = 1× 10−4σ

√
m/kBT for (a)-(c) and ∆t = 5× 10−5σ

√
m/kBT for (d). Such

a small ∆t requires long simulations to sample properly the colloidal degrees of
freedom.

The colloidal charges Z = 5 and Z = 10 that we use are much lower than
is typical of realistic colloidal suspensions, where Z = 102 − 104. Such a low
colloidal charge is used here for practical reasons: it keeps the total number of
particles in the system low enough and the colloid-ion interaction weak enough
for fast and efficient simulations [133], while the mechanisms at work can yet be
revealed. Note that λB/σ and σion/σ do have values that are typical of colloidal
suspensions.
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Figure 10.1: Density profiles ρ(z)
for a colloidal suspension of height
H = 100σ, total packing frac-
tion η = 0.01, Bjerrum length
λB = 4 × 10−3σ, and gravita-
tional length L = 10σ, with col-
loidal charge number Z given by
(a) Z = 10 without added salt, (b)
Z = 5 without added salt, and (c)
Z = 5 with N+ = 250 added coions.
The curves labelled (d) correspond
to H = 50σ, Z = 5 and N+ = 625
added coions. For clarity, the col-
loid density profiles for (b), (c), and
(d) are shifted upwards by 0.02σ3,
0.04σ3, and 0.1σ3, respectively. The
inset shows the corresponding mi-
croion density profiles where the
density profile for (b) is shifted up-
wards by 0.15σ3. The smooth solid
curves are the theoretical Poisson-
Boltzmann predictions based on
Eq. (10.2) and Ref. [78], and the
dashed curves give the barometric
density distributions with L = 10σ
for both H = 100σ and H = 50σ.

The salt-free simulations (a) and (b) were started with colloids and ions dis-
tributed homogeneously and randomly in the simulation box, while the added
salt simulations (c) and (d) had an initial distribution that approximately corre-
sponds to the theoretical prediction [78]. In all cases the density profiles ρ(z)
were only acquired after carefully checking that the averaged center of mass of
the colloids had reached a plateau, indicating that the sedimentation equilibrium
had been reached. In order to check the consistency of our methods, simula-
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Figure 10.2: Simulated dimension-
less electric field E(z) defined in
Eq. (10.5) and its theoretical pre-
diction σφ′(z) (smooth curve) for
the parameter choices (a)-(d) as in
Fig.10.1. For clarity, the graphs for
(b), (c), and (d) are shifted upwards
by 0.01σe/kBT, 0.03σe/kBT, and
0.05σe/kBT, respectively.
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Figure 10.3: Total charge density
profile q(z) showing a positive
charge at the bottom (z = 0) and a
negative charge at the top (z = 100σ
or z = 50σ), for systems (a)-(d) la-
belled as in Fig.1. The inset shows
a close-up of the bottom region (see
text). The smooth curves represent
the theoretical predictions. For clar-
ity, the graphs for (b), (c), and (d) are
shifted upwards by 0.1σ3, 0.2σ3, and
0.3σ3, respectively.

tions (a) and (b) were first performed without electrostatic interactions and, as
expected, the barometric height distribution of Eq. (10.1) was recovered at large
enough heights.

Figure 10.1 shows the simulated density profiles ρ(z) together with the cor-
responding theoretical predictions (the smooth curves) based on numerical solu-
tions of Eq. (10.2). The inset of Fig. 10.1 shows the corresponding microion den-
sity profiles. In the theoretical calculation for (c) and (d) we used reservoir salt
concentrations ρs = 0.08/σ3 and ρs = 0.285/σ3, respectively; these values were
obtained from (an extrapolation of) the simulated co- and counterion densities in
the top of the container. Figure 10.1 shows that in all four cases the simulation re-
sults for both the colloid and ion density profiles agree almost quantitatively with
the theoretical estimates. Note that the simulation data for the added salt cases (c)
and (d) are noisier than in the salt free cases (a) and (b). The relatively poor statis-
tics in (c) and (d) is due to the larger number of particles in these systems, which
require a longer simulation CPU time. The dashed curves in Fig. 10.1 represent
the colloidal barometric height distributions of Eq. (10.1) with L = 10σ. As can be
clearly seen, the density profiles (a)-(c) are far from being barometric, while the
profile for the high-salt system (d) is close to the barometric distribution.

The non-barometric distributions are due to a spontaneously formed electric
field, which we plot in Fig. 10.2. Again, it is seen that the agreement between
the simulation results and the theory is remarkable. The nonzero electric field
inside the container is caused by charge separation between the colloids and the
microions. In other words, there is excess positive charge from the colloids at the
bottom of the box and conversely excess negative charge from the microions at
the top. The charge separation is readily observed from Fig. 10.3 where we plot
the total charge density q(z). In systems (a)-(c) there are clearly two peaks in the
total charge density, one at the bottom (z = 0) and one at the top (z = 100σ) of
the box. In fact, as is seen from the inset in Fig. 10.3 where we show a close-up of
the bottom region of the simulation box, there is also another negative peak at the
bottom which is caused by the exclusion of the colloids from the bottom wall due
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to their size. This "fine-structure" of the peak is not accounted for in the present
version of the theory, as it ignores the finite colloidal size. It can, however, be
included and explain the exclusion effect.

10.5 Conclusions

We show, for the first time by simulation, that a non-density matched colloidal
suspension in a gravitational field gives rise to a macroscopic charge separation
of colloids and micro-ions, provided the added salt concentration is low enough
(but not necessarily unphysically low). The mechanism, which was already iden-
tified in earlier work [73, 78, 206–209], is due to the intricate balance between
colloidal and ionic entropy, potential energy, and electrostatic energy. The elec-
tric field that is generated by the charge separation is shown to be almost constant
in the suspension, and is such that it largely compensates the gravitational force
on the colloids. Thus, the colloids are lifted to altitudes much larger than their
gravitational length. This implies that the system cannot be understood as an
effective one-component system of colloids, not even at rather low densities [78].

Our simulations agree quantitatively with the Poisson-Boltzmann theory of
Ref. [78], which we briefly repeated here, i.e., the (mean-field) theory is robust
with respect to the inclusion of fluctuations, correlations, and hard-core effects
present in the simulations. We note that the low Coulomb coupling of the present
system is large enough to induce the entropic lift mechanism, but is yet small
enough to ignore correlations in the theory. Given that the four systems pre-
sented here span the whole interval from the low (zero) salt regime close to the
high salt regime, and that the predictions of the theory hold quantitatively for the
rather low colloidal charges considered here, it is tempting to conclude that the
theoretical prediction of the entropic lift of the colloids due to a macroscopic elec-
tric field may also be rather accurate, or at least qualitatively correct, for low-salt
suspensions of highly charged colloids.
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Summary
In this thesis, we have presented results of computer simulations on the phase
behavior of charged colloidal suspensions using various levels of description
(DLVO, DLVO with effective many-body interactions, and the primitive model)
at both weak and strong electrostatic coupling. We have also looked at the effect
of external electric or magnetic fields on the phase behavior and studied charged
colloids in gravity. The content of this thesis can be divided into four parts.

Part I, consisting of Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5, deals with the phase diagram of
charged colloids in bulk. In Chapter 2, we studied the phase diagram of hard-
core Yukawa (i.e. DLVO) particles. Special interest was paid on the effect of the
hard core on the phase behavior by making a comparison with results for point
Yukawa particles. We showed that the phase behavior of hard-core Yukawa par-
ticles can be understood based on the phase diagram of point Yukawa particles,
as long as the contact values are sufficiently high. Additionally, one has to bear
in mind that the hard-core repulsion favors the face-centered-cubic (fcc) over the
body-centered-cubic (bcc) phase for η > 0.5. In Chapter 3, we studied the effect of
density-dependent truncation on the phase diagram of hard-core Yukawa parti-
cles. The most important observations were (i) a radical reduction of the stability
of the bcc phase with respect to the fcc phase, (ii) more fluid phase due to insta-
bility of the fcc phase, and (iii) a re-entrant fluid phase. The effect of three-body
interactions on the phase behavior was studied in Chapter 4. The main effect is a
reduction of the stability of the bcc phase in favor of the fluid and fcc phase or co-
existence of the latter two. Furthermore, the three-body attractions induce, at suf-
ficiently low salt concentration, a very broad coexistence regime of a dilute fluid
with an extremely dense fcc phase, while at intermediate salinity a broad bcc-fcc
coexistence regime appears. In Chapter 5, we used the primitive model to study
the melting line of charged colloids using the same parameters as in Chapter 4.
However, we did not find any broad coexistence regions or any other manifesta-
tions of three-body interactions. In fact, we found reasonable agreement with the
phase diagram of hard-core Yukawa particles. This suggests that the four- and
higher-body terms play an essential role in the parameter range considered here;
they seem to cancel the effective three-body attraction. Thus, the effective Hamil-
tonian of charged colloids seems to be better described by the standard pairwise
DLVO potential, than by a Hamiltonian including a density-dependent trunca-
tion or many-body interactions. In Chapter 5, we also discussed the difficulties
in mapping between the primitive model and the Yukawa model descriptions at
concentrated colloidal dispersions (η > 0.2).

In Part II, given in Chapter 6, we studied the gas-liquid critical point of asym-
metric electrolyte mixtures consisting of large multivalent (Z = 3 and 10) macroions
and small monovalent co- and counterions. The system can be seen as a binary
mixture of colloids with their counterions and salt at strong electrostatic coupling.
We calculated the critical point loci that connects the salt-free state consisting of
macroions and counterions with the pure salt state. We found that the binary
electrolyte mixtures studied here are type-I mixtures, where the two species mix
continuously. Non-monotonic behavior of the critical parameters was observed.
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Part III, consisting of Chapters 7 and 8, deals with oppositely charged colloids.
In Chapter 7, we calculated the ground-state phase diagram of a mixture of large
and small (size ratio 0.31) oppositely charged colloids. The phase diagram dis-
plays novel structures, but also colloidal analogs of simple-salt structures and of
doped fullerene C60 structures. Three of the predicted structures called, A6Cbcc

60 ,
LSfcc

8 , and LShcp
8 , were also observed experimentally. In Chapter 8, we calculated

the phase diagrams of (i) the restricted primitive model (RPM) and (ii) screened
Coulomb particles. We showed that the two phase diagrams are qualitatively
similar, and more importantly that both contain a new solid phase, which is a
colloidal analogue of the CuAu structure. Remarkably, the CuAu structure was
also observed experimentally in a system of oppositely charged colloids.

In Part IV, which consists of Chapters 9 and 10, we studied charged colloids
in external fields. In Chapter 9, we calculated the phase diagram of colloids in
an external electric or magnetic field, where the field induces a fixed dipole mo-
ment on the particles giving rise to a dipole-dipole interaction. Two cases were
considered: (i) colloids without charge (or dipolar hard spheres) and (ii) colloids
with charge (or dipolar soft spheres). The phase diagram of dipolar hard spheres
showed fluid, fcc, hexagonal-close-packed (hcp), and body-centered-tetragonal
(bct) phases. The phase diagram of dipolar soft spheres showed, in addition to
the above mentioned phases, a body-centered-orthorhombic (bco) phase, and is
in agreement with the experimental phase diagram. In both cases, the fluid phase
is inhomogeneous but we found no evidence of a gas-liquid phase separation.
The validity of the dipole approximation was verified by a multipole moment
expansion method. In Chapter 10, we used the primitive model and Molecu-
lar Dynamics simulations to study charged colloids in gravity. We showed that
gravity gives rise to a macroscopic charge separation of colloids and microions,
provided the added salt concentration is low enough. The mechanism is due to
the intricate balance between colloidal and ionic entropy, potential energy, and
electrostatic energy. The electric field that is generated by the charge separation
is shown to be almost constant in the suspension, and is such that it largely com-
pensates the gravitational force on the colloids. Therefore, the colloids are lifted
to altitudes much larger than their gravitational length and one observes highly
non-barometric sedimentation profiles. This implies that the system cannot be
understood as an effective one-component system of colloids, not even at rather
low densities Our results agree quantitatively with the Poisson-Boltzmann the-
ory, showing that the theory is robust with respect to the inclusion of fluctuations,
correlations, and hard-core effects present in the simulations.



Samenvatting
In dit proefschrift bestuderen we met behulp van computer simulaties het fasege-
drag van suspensies van geladen colloïden. In de simulaties maken we gebruik
van verschillende benaderingsniveaus (effectieve paar potentialen (DLVO), ef-
fectieve “veel-deeltjes” interacties en het zogenaamde primitieve model, waarin
de co- and tegenionen expliciet worden mee genomen), zowel met zwakke als
sterke elektrostatische koppeling. Daarnaast bestuderen we het effect van extern
aangelegde elektrische of magnetische velden op het fasegedrag en hebben we
geladen colloïden onder invloed van zwaartekracht bestudeerd. De inhoud van
dit proefschrift kan in vier stukken verdeeld worden.

Deel I, bestaande uit de hoofdstukken 2, 3, 4 en 5, behandelt het fasediagram
van geladen colloïden in de bulktoestand. In hoofdstuk 2 bestuderen we het
fasediagram van zogeheten “hard-core” Yukawa (ofwel DLVO) deeltjes. Hierbij
richten we ons in het bijzonder op het effect van de harde kern op het fasegedrag
door een vergelijking te maken met de resultaten voor “punt” Yukawa deelt-
jes. We hebben laten zien dat het fasegedrag van hard-core Yukawa deeltjes
begrepen kan worden op basis van het fasediagram voor punt Yukawa deelt-
jes zolang de contactwaarde hoog genoeg is. Bovendien moet men in gedachten
houden dat voor η > 0.5 de harde-kern repulsie een voorkeur voor de vlakgecen-
treerde kubische (fcc) fase in plaats van de lichaamsgecentreerde kubische (bcc)
fase met zich meebrengt. In hoofdstuk 3 bestuderen we de gevolgen van een
dichtheids-afhankelijk afgekapte paar interactie op het fasediagram van hard-
core Yukawa deeltjes. De belangrijkste waarnemingen waren (i) een destabil-
isatie van de bcc-fase ten opzichte van de fcc-fase, (ii) een groter gebied met een
stabiele vloeistoffase door een destabilisatie van de fcc-fase en (iii) een wederk-
erende, ofwel “re-entrant”, vloeistoffase. Het effect van effectieve “drie-deeltjes”
interacties op het fasegedrag is bestudeerd in hoofdstuk 4. Het belangrijkste ef-
fect is een destabilisatie van de bcc-fase ten gunste van de vloeistof- en de fcc-fase
of een coexistentie van deze twee. Daarnaast induceren de drie-deeltjes attrac-
ties bij voldoende lage zoutconcentraties een zeer breed coexistentie gebied van
een verdunde vloeistof en een dichte fcc-fase, terwijl bij intermediaire saliniteit
een uitgebreide bcc-fcc coexistentie optreedt. In hoofdstuk 5 gebruiken we het
primitieve model, met dezelfde parameters als in hoofdstuk 4, om de smeltlijn
van geladen colloïden te bestuderen. Op deze wijze vonden we echter geen
brede coexistentie-gebieden of andere manifestaties van de drie-deeltjes inter-
acties. In feite vinden we een redelijke overeenstemming met het fasediagram
van hard-core Yukawa deeltjes. Dit suggereert dat de “vier-deeltjes” en “meer-
deeltjes” interacties een essentiële rol spelen binnen het hier beschouwde param-
etergebied; ze lijken de effectieve drie-deeltjes attracties op te heffen. De effec-
tieve Hamiltoniaan van geladen colloïden lijkt dus beter benaderd te worden
door de standaard paarsgewijze DLVO-potentiaal dan door een Hamiltoniaan die
veel-deeltjes interacties of een dichtheids-afhankelijk afgekapte potentiaal om-
vat. Tenslotte bespreken we in hoofdstuk 5 de moeilijkheden bij het kwantitatief
vergelijken van de primitieve- en Yukawa-model beschrijvingen voor geconcen-
treerde colloïdale dispersies (η > 0.2) .
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In deel II, te weten hoofdstuk 6, bestuderen we het gas-vloeistof kritisch punt
van asymmetrische elektrolyt mengsels, bestaande uit grote meerwaardige (Z =
3 en 10) macro-ionen en kleine eenwaardige co- en tegenionen. Dit systeem kan
beschouwd worden als een binair mengsel van colloïden met hun tegenionen
en zout, met sterke elektrostatische koppeling. We berekenen de lijn van kritis-
che punten dat de zout-vrije toestand, bestaande uit macro-ionen en tegenionen,
verbindt met de toestand van puur zout. We vinden dat de hier bestudeerde
binaire elektrolyt mengsels zogenaamde type-I mengsels zijn. De twee compo-
nenten mengen zich op een continue wijze. Bovendien vinden we niet-monotoon
gedrag van de kritische parameters.

Deel III, bestaande uit de hoofdstukken 7 en 8, behandelt colloïden die tegen-
gesteld geladen zijn. In hoofdstuk 7 berekenen we het fasediagram voor de
grondtoestand van een mengsel van grote en kleine (grootteverhouding 0.31) col-
loïden met tegengestelde lading. Naast volledig nieuwe structuren vertoont het
fasediagram ook colloïdale analogons van eenvoudige-zout structuren en van
gedoteerde fullereen-C60 structuren. Drie van de door ons voorspelde struc-
turen, A6C60bcc, LSfcc

8 en LShcp
8 genaamd, zijn ook experimenteel waargenomen.

In hoofdstuk 8 berekenen we de fasediagrammen van (i) het beperkte primi-
tieve model (“restricted primitive model”, RPM) en (ii) afgeschermde Coulomb
of hard-core Yukawa deeltjes. We hebben laten zien dat de twee fasediagrammen
kwalitatief vergelijkbaar zijn en, wat nog belangrijker is, dat ze beiden een nieuwe
vaste fase bevatten, die het colloïdale analogon van de CuAu-structuur vormt.
Deze CuAu-structuur is opmerkelijk genoeg ook experimenteel waargenomen in
een systeem van tegengesteld geladen colloïden.

In deel IV, gevormd door de hoofdstukken 9 en 10, bestuderen we geladen col-
loïden in externe velden. In hoofdstuk 9 berekenen we het fasediagram van col-
loïden in een extern elektrisch of magnetisch veld. Het veld induceert een gefix-
eerd dipoolmoment in de deeltjes, met een dipool-dipool interactie als gevolg.
Twee afzonderlijke gevallen worden beschouwd: (i) colloïden zonder lading (ofwel
dipolaire harde bollen) en (ii) colloïden met lading (ofwel dipolaire zachte bollen).
Het fasediagram van de dipolaire harde bollen vertoont vloeistof-, fcc-, hexagonaal-
dichtstgepakte (hcp) en lichaamsgecentreerd tetragonale (bct) fasen. Het fasedia-
gram van de dipolaire zachte bollen vertoont naast deze fasen ook een lichaams-
gecentreerd -orthorhombische (bco) fase en is in overeenstemming met het exper-
imentele fasediagram. De vloeistoffase is in beide gevallen inhomogeen, maar we
vinden geen aanwijzingen voor een gas-vloeistof fasescheiding. De validiteit van
de dipool-benadering hebben we gecontroleerd met behulp van een multipool-
expansiemethode. In hoofdstuk 10 gebruiken we het primitieve model in molecu-
laire dynamica simulaties om geladen colloïden onder invloed van zwaartekracht
te bestuderen. We laten zien dat de aanwezigheid van zwaartekracht leidt tot een
macroscopische ladingsscheiding van colloïden en micro-ionen, mits de concen-
tratie toegevoegd zout laag genoeg is. Dit mechanisme is het gevolg van een com-
plex evenwicht van entropie van de colloïden en de ionen, de potentiële energie
en de elektrostatische energie. Het elektrisch veld dat door de ladingsscheiding
gegenereerd wordt, is nagenoeg constant in de suspensie en is zodanig dat het
de zwaartekracht die op de colloïden werkt grotendeels compenseert. Hierdoor
worden de colloïden opgetild tot veel grotere hoogten dan hun gravitationele
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lengte en neemt men sedimentatieprofielen waar die sterk niet-barometrisch zijn.
Onze resultaten komen kwantitatief overeen met de Poisson-Boltzmann theorie,
wat aantoont dat de theorie robuust is voor wat betreft het meenemen van fluc-
tuaties, correlaties en “hard-core” effecten, zoals aanwezig in de simulaties.
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